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ABSTRACT
The main research focus of this study was on the regional differences in 
understanding of two groups of high school science students for a complex environmental 
scientific phenomenon known as the Dead Zone of the Gulf of Mexico.
Participating high school students were drawn from Dead Zone source and effect 
areas—Iowa chemistry students and Louisiana environmental science students. Students 
were given a pre- and postinstructional survey concerning environmental issues— 
including the issue of the Dead Zone or hypoxia of the Gulf of Mexico.
The treatment group visited a web site on the Dead Zone constructed for this 
study, and interacted with it for approximately 80 minutes. The control group did not 
view the material on the web site.
Nine members of the treatment group in each location were videotaped while 
using the web site, and interviewed after its use. The “think-aloud” data generated during 
the web site use, and the clinical interview data, were analyzed using Chi’s verbal 
analysis. Quantitative analysis of the pre- and postinstructional survey data, using 
Nu d  is t ™ software, indicated that there was little change in opinion as a result of using 
the web site. Qualitative analysis exposed areas of weak conceptual development 
prerequisite to understanding Dead Zone formation. Key deficiency areas are clustered 
around the concepts of water cycle, liquid density and connections between basins of the 
watershed.
Some findings to be highlighted as a result of this study are:
1) Statistical analysis of the opinion survey did not indicate that 80-minute 
usage of the study’s web site accounted for significant changes in the 
treatment groups’ post-instructional survey scores.
x
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2) Iowa students indicated they knew more about CAUSES as evidenced by 
higher scores on watershed-focused nodes in the web site use data, 
interview data, and in student drawings of the Dead Zone.
3) Louisiana students indicated they knew more about EFFECTS of the 
Dead Zone, as evidenced by higher scores on Dead Zone-focused nodes in 
the web site use data. They had approximately the same number of nodes 
as the Iowa students’ interview data, but included more Dead Zone 
information in drawings of the Dead Zone.
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
Theoretical Framework and Warrant
As we approach the twenty-first century it is apparent to scientists and science 
educators that we must have an informed citizenry to make meaningful decisions, chart 
new courses and engage in new technologies to understand and solve environmental 
problems. A case for scientific literacy is presented in Science for All Americans (AAAS, 
1989), as it states:
Science fo r All Americans is based on the belief that the scientifically literate 
person is one who is aware that science, mathematics, and technology are 
interdependent human enterprises with strengths and limitations; understands key 
concepts and principles of sciences; is familiar with the natural world and 
recognizes both its diversity and unity; and uses scientific knowledge and 
scientific ways of thinking for individual and social purposes (p. 4).
In addressing the need for scientific literacy, Project 2061 proposes the idea that
knowledge is the key to solutions for both global and local problems and further, that
living things enter into an interdependency that generates respect for living things and the
systems within which they live and operate.
In order to obtain knowledge about complex scientific phenomena it must be
encoded or taken into the cognitive system of the learner. Encoding is strengthened
when information is taken in both visually and verbally (Paivio, 1971). Visual
information may be in the form of graphic representations. These may be graphs, charts,
pictures, videos, tables, diagrams, icons, maps or other visual representations. Graphic
representations of knowledge, such as demonstration of processes or procedures are
encoded visually and verbally, as well. This dual-modality encoding strengthens
connections and aids in recall of information (Mayer & Sims, 1994).
l
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In order to become engaged in the learning process the learner must find the 
information meaningful and be able to link the information to knowledge that she/he 
holds in their cognitive structure. This prior knowledge becomes a foundation with 
which to build better and more diverse concepts about the subject (Novak & Go win, 
1984). Using the learner's prior knowledge as a framework, new concepts about the 
subject are added and integrated into a new construction of knowledge. This new 
cognitive framework will be idiosyncratic since it is constructed by the learner and 
should have more meaning for the learner since it is connected to the knowledge and 
experiences of that particular learner (Mintzes, Wandersee & Novak, 1998).
In his 1995 dissertation on Gulf Literacy, fellow Louisiana State University 
researcher, John Trowbridge, studied the "scientific literacy" of urban, suburban and 
rural students in Louisiana (relevant to the Gulf of Mexico). On one particular concept, 
the presence of the Dead Zone or area of hypoxia, he concluded, "...a good descriptive 
understanding was absent across all schools as evidenced by questionnaire and interview 
data" (Trowbridge, 1995, p. 96).
The area of hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico serves as a focus of this inquiry. It is a 
complex science phenomenon. It incorporates physical, chemical and biological 
processes, as well as human and biological interactions and afreets whole ecological 
systems. "No other environmental variable of such ecological importance to coastal 
marine ecosystems around the world has changed so drastically in such a short period as 
dissolved oxygen," reports Robert Diaz of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (Diaz, 
1996). These low oxygen zones are found dispersed throughout the coastal areas of the 
world. In addition to the hypoxia which is found on the continental shelf off of the coast
2
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of Louisiana, some 50 zones of coastal anoxia or hypoxia have been reported worldwide 
and are being watched closely as researchers attempt to determine the cause or causes of 
this growing ecological problem (Lewis, 1999).
In early reports of the existence of the zone of hypoxia and its probable causes, 
newspaper headlines such as, "Dead zone stirs farmers' emotion," (Bustos, 1996a) and 
"Com belt farmers reject blame," (Bustos, 1996b) were seen in Iowa newspapers. These 
headlines point out the initial and yet persistent problem addressing all concerned with 
the issue, that of blame. Initially, and probably persisting today, is the polarity which 
places farmers against fishermen and researchers who have identified the problem. In an 
effort to undertake a watershed approach to the problem a consortium of specialists in 
research, communication and education joined to form the Agro-Oceanic Nutrient Flux 
Center. The industrious project was to bring together the scientists directly involved in 
defining the problems as seen on surveys of nearshore waters during the hypoxic event, 
those measuring nitrogen input to the watershed system and educators who were 
charged with transforming information from research into understandable terms for both 
student and the public in general (Agro-Oceanic Nutrient Flux Center, 1998). The 
project has a well designed site on the World Wide Web that contains information about 
the area of hypoxia. The funding request for the project was denied at the federal level 
and the project is currently on hold. As an indication of the interest in hypoxia locally, 
regionally, nationally and in the international arena there are several sites on the World 
Wide Web devoted to hypoxia. Among these are: The State of the Coast site, 
(http://state_of_coast.noaa.gov/bulletins/html/hyp_09/hyp.html) and the Gulf of Mexico 
Information Network supported by the Environmental Protection Agency’s site,
3
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(http://pelican.gmpo.gov). In 1997 the White House Committee on Environmental 
Assessment and Natural Resources initiated the Hypoxia Assessment Workgroup. 
Papers on topics such as the characterization of hypoxia, its distribution, dynamics, and 
causes; ecological and economic consequences of hypoxia; the sources and loads of 
nutrients transported by the Mississippi River to the Gulf of Mexico; the effects of 
reducing nutrient loads to surface waters within the basin and Gulf of Mexico; evaluation 
of methods to reduce nutrient loads to surface water, ground water, and the Gulf of 
Mexico; and evaluation of social and economic costs and benefits of methods for 
reducing nutrient loads, were completed over an 18-month period (National Ocean 
Service, 1999).
Cedar Falls, Iowa is the site for an industrious National Science Foundation 
project that draws teachers together for the Advanced Technology Environmental 
Education Center (ATEEC) Summer Fellows Institute. There "fellows" supported by 
the regional Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE) states work 
on advancing environmental technology education and providing products such as 
curriculum, activities, and models for the field of environmental technology. During the 
1998 institute the topic of interest was the degradation of water quality at the national 
level. The over-enrichment of the Neuse River in North Carolina was the focus of 
discussion, however, this researcher was able to call attention to the problem of over- 
enrichment on a wider scale by presenting information on the Dead Zone of the Gulf of 
Mexico. Fellows represent the six national PETE regions and approximately 35 states.
During the 1999 ATEEC Summer Institute this researcher traveled to the upper 
portion of the watershed of the Mississippi River. The area of the Raccoon River was
4
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reported to be one of the worst areas where the nitrate concentrations in the Raccoon 
River have exceeded the EPA's drinking water standards. In a rare grassroots 
movement, agriculture, Farm Bureau, the Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation and Iowa 
Water Works have joined together to remediate the situation in the Raccoon River 
Watershed. This researcher was privileged to be asked to attend the June steering 
committee meeting where a local farmer admitted to her, "You know, we know we are 
part of the problem and we want to do something about it before we are forced to take 
care of the problem." The Raccoon Watershed Project encourages student- and 
landowner-based testing for nitrates in local bodies of water, farm plantings of 
streamside buffers and constructed wetlands. Its strength lies in the connection to the 
community through small town meetings (Wolf, 1999).
The existence of an area of hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico has an impact on social 
and economic webs in the watershed as well as the Gulf of Mexico itself. While 
researchers admit that the fisheries in the Gulf of Mexico are not catastrophically 
affected, they are able to use other ecosystems to predict what will happen in the 
affected area of the Gulf. The persistence of hypoxia in the Black Sea forced the demise 
of the valuable demersal fish species and the replacement by less valuable planktivorous 
species (Downing, et. al., 1999).
While those living near the Louisiana coast can understand the importance of the 
Dead Zone of the Gulf of Mexico and its relationship to the social and economic webs of 
the area, attention to this area in the upper watershed is lacking. LUMCON researcher, 
Dr. Nancy Rabalais and Dr. Eugene Turner, Louisiana State University, have recently 
received the Blasker Award for Environmental Science and Engineering for their work in
5
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characterizing the area of hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico. This international award was 
established to improve the quality of the world and advance science. This award calls 
attention to the importance of research on the Dead Zone, not only for residents of 
Louisiana but for all residents of the watershed (CCEER, 1999).
The complex nature of the concept of the Dead Zone requires an understanding 
of what students comprehend about the phenomenon based on their own prior 
knowledge and how they interpret their role in the formation of the Dead Zone.
Research Question
The main research question addressed in this proposal is: Regional 
differences in understanding between two groups of high school science 
students of a complex environmental science concept known as the Dead Zone 
of the Gulf of Mexico: A Web-Based Approach.
Subquestions of the main question are:
1. Are there any regional differences in student understanding of the Dead 
Zone phenomenon based on proximity to the causal source?
2. Are there any regional differences in student understanding of the 
Dead Zone phenomenon based on proximity to the effect?
Overview
The purpose of this study is to determine if there is a difference in understanding 
about a complex environmental science concept between two regionally different groups 
of students and if, by using an educator constructed web site about the Dead Zone, 
students’ understanding of the Dead Zone changed. The phenomenon of the Dead Zone 
is scientifically complex. Its appearance is seasonal and localized. When it does appear
6
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the severity varies. The causative factors that influence its development are widespread; 
however, current scientific study attributes causes to watershed activities, such as 
excessive fertilizer use and agricultural activities combined with a physical environment 
in the Gulf conducive to hypoxia. Additionally, students who are far removed from the 
occurrence might not be aware of its existence. Alternately, students who live far from 
one of the causes are unaware of factors that contribute to its existence, such as, 
common application of fertilizer practices. Interest in the presence of the Dead Zone is 
growing. Although students living in the upper portion of the watershed do not have an 
actual interaction with the Dead Zone, they may either contribute to or feel the effects of 
its presence. Working within the framework of scientific literacy, the current research 
will provide useful information about how environmental science information may be 
presented for better understanding.
Setting
Students participating in this study were 11th grade high school students who had 
taken Biology. The average age for the students in both Iowa and Louisiana was 16.5 
years. The grade point average for Iowa students was 3 and for Louisiana students it 
was 1.8.
Using a pre- and postinstructional survey instrument and qualitative interviewing 
techniques, research was conducted in two regional sites. The first site, close to the 
phenomenon itself is located in Louisiana. A second site located closer to the causal 
area of the phenomenon was used. This second site is located in Iowa. These two 
groups of students were pre-tested for knowledge about the environment using a survey 
instrument. This survey includes questions about general environmental knowledge and
7
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specific questions about the Dead Zone. Students then worked through an interactive 
web site on the Dead Zone. Following this, a post-instructional survey was conducted. 
Other qualitative data was gathered. Selected students in each location were interviewed 
and a verbal analysis was completed. Transcripts of the clinical interviews with students 
were made. A record of activity while working on the web site was compiled.
Data management for the transcripts from the clinical interview was 
accomplished with the use of qualitative data analysis, NUD.IST™, (Q.S.R. 
Corporation, 1994), which allows responses and nonverbal indicators to be coded and 
analyzed by the researcher.
Students chosen for the clinical interviews were asked to generate a product that 
was evaluated. This product allowed students to integrate their knowledge of the Dead 
Zone into a concise representation.
The Rationale
The Dead Zone concept is interesting and complex. Further, students' lack of 
understanding of this concept may be critical to how they live, work and play responsibly 
in all areas of the watershed. In order to explain the concept adequately scientists and 
educators must rely on the use of graphics to make the invisible visible. The goal of this 
research is to determine the understanding of the student on the concept of the Dead 
Zone of the Gulf of Mexico and to identify regional differences in understanding on this 
concept.
Currently, the use of the term graphics means any visual display; photographs, 
charts, drawings, flow diagrams, concept maps, small multiples or any other visual 
representation of information. News-media style graphics are those that are produced
8
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for print media, such as newspapers or news magazines. Examples of these are found in 
the Times-Picavune and in the science page of The New York Times and in Newsweek. 
This type of graphic is not only encountered by students but by the population in general 
and is a vehicle for public information about scientific phenomena.
Environmental science is diverse, multidisciplinary and expansive. It often 
incorporates social and economic issues, as well as scientific ones. Most importantly, 
environmental science education is charged with changing behaviors and supplying basic 
knowledge for better decisions regarding the environment (Hungerford & Volk, 1990). 
Research within the discipline of physics has shown that science concepts are learned 
better with accompanying text (Mayer & Sims, 1984). Therefore, knowledge about how 
and what students learn from graphically presented information will be informative to 
educators, scientists, and to those charged with presenting information to the public at 
large. This will be important as we study more complex environmental issues that have 
both cause and effect located in regionally disparate areas.
A web site was designed for use in this research. The intent was to add 
additional information to a widely used graphic that communicates information on the 
Dead Zone. Additional information was in the form of supplemental graphics and text 
passages. Two groups of students used the web site. These groups began the study by 
taking a survey focusing on environmental issues with an emphasis on hypoxia and the 
Dead Zone. The change in their opinion was measured using a Paired-difference t-test. 
This change is an indication of learning from the web site.
The two groups of high school students differed in their respective locations to 
the area of the Dead Zone or hypoxia of the Gulf of Mexico. It was expected that the
9
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students closest to the cause of the problem would know more about the causes than the 
effects. This is because of their familiarity with farming, the use of fertilizer and the role 
of nitrogen in plant growth. It was also expected that the students living in Iowa in the 
upper portion of the watershed of the Mississippi River would know more about 
watershed issues than Louisiana students. Watershed issues are rarely addressed 
environmental issues locally. It was anticipated that those students living closest to the 
effect of the area of hypoxia would know more about the effects of the Dead Zone than 
the causes. These students are impacted by problems in the local fishing industry, such 
as lack of jobs, or low fishery yields during fishing or shrimping season.
Since either farming or fishing affect each of the students or their families in their 
respective populations (Iowa or Louisiana), it was expected that they would know more 
about either the causes or the effects and communicate this in their survey, web site use 
or clinical interview.
Definition of Terms
Algae - a group of aquatic, microscopic, plant-like protists.
Anoxic - without dissolved oxygen.
Anthropogenic - generated by humans.
Benthic - pertains to the sea bottom and organisms that inhabit the bottom.
Cellular respiration - metabolic reactions that use the energy from oxidation of 
carbohydrates to produce ATP molecules.
Chlorophyll - a group of pigments necessary for photosynthesis.
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Dead Zone - an area of hypoxia, or water that has small amounts of dissolved oxygen 
available for use by living organisms, found in the Gulf of Mexico seasonally which has 
complex causes and major economic impacts to the fishing industry in Louisiana. 
Decision-making - the ability to decide on a course of action.
Decomposition - breaking down of organic matter by bacteria.
Demersal - found on or near the bottom of the ocean.
Dissolved oxygen - amount of oxygen soluble in H2O at a given temperature.
Dual coding - taking in information in two or more modalities or ways, i.e., visual and 
verbal pathways.
Ecosystem - all of the organisms in a biotic community and the abiotic factors they 
interact with.
Eutrophication - natural or human induced enrichment of organic matter in bodies of 
water.
Evaporation - thermal conversion of liquid water into water vapor.
Environmental literacy - demonstration of knowledge about, experience in and action on 
behalf of the environment.
Epifauna -  benthic animals that live either attached to the substrate or crawling on the 
bottom.
Fertilizer - organic or inorganic nutrients for plants.
Graphic - a visual representation of information which may be in the form of graphs, 
charts, maps, diagrams, pictures, videos, tables, drawings, flow charts or diagrams and 
small multiples.
Halocline - a zone in which salinity changes rapidly with depth.
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Hypoxia - a condition in which little or no oxygen is available for biological use, less than 
2 milligrams of dissolved oxygen per liter of water.
Infauna -  benthic organisms that live within the sediments on the seafloor.
Meaningful learning - learning in which the learner connects new knowledge to prior 
knowledge, the resulting knowledge construction being more useful and important to the 
learner.
Multimedia - generally meaning more than one type of delivery system of information,
i.e., animation and written text, video and text, or diagrams and spoken text.
Nitrogen - chemical element with atomic weight of 14, atomic number of 7, found as a 
component in fertilizer, proteins and nucleic acids.
Non-point source pollution - refers to pollution which comes from large land sources, 
such as croplands, lawns or city streets and not attributable to any single concentrated 
source.
Pelagic - moving through the open waters of the ocean.
Phosphorus - chemical element with an atomic weight of 30.97, atomic number of 15, 
found as a component of fertilizer.
Planktivorous -  an animal that feeds on plankton.
Pollution -  a substance or activity that produces an undesirable change in the physical, 
biological or chemical health, survival or activities of living organisms.
Pycnocline - a gradient zone in the water column due to change in density.
Scientific literacy - the ability to use the knowledge one has about science, mathematics 
and technology and make sense of the ideas and events the person encounters in their 
daily lives.
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Surface run-off - water flowing off the land, by gravity, into bodies of surface water. 
Thermocline - a layer of water, in a body of water, in which a rapid change 
temperature can be measured in the vertical dimension.
Water cycle - a movement of water in the hydrosphere from evaporation, to 
condensation and then to precipitation, in a continuous cycle.
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Historical Framework 
The Gulf of Mexico and "Gulf Literacy"
The Gulf of Mexico is but one of many large marine ecosystems (LME’s)
impacted by the daily lives of the people who live within its coastal boundary. Large
marine ecosystems are:
... zones of oceanic space extending from coastal river drainage and estuaries to 
the outer boundary of the continental shelf or coastal currents (Sherman, 
Alexander, Gold, 1992).
The coastal fringe which borders these LME's houses 53% of the population in the United
States in only 17% of the land (State of the Coast, 1998). The coastal population and
those who journey to the coast for recreation jeopardize the water quality by taxing the
water resources, overloading sewage and wastewater treatment facilities, degrading
"commons" areas, and creating more trash and disposable waste. Learning to live
responsibly in these fragile environments is becoming increasingly important.
Foundational knowledge necessary for making decisions about actions that affect
the Gulf of Mexico LME is necessary. This basic knowledge is considered "Gulf
Literacy." Dr. John Trowbridge defines Gulf Literacy as scientific literacy based on the
understanding of a LME, the Gulf of Mexico (Trowbridge, 1995). His research focused
attention on three areas of concern concerning the Gulf of Mexico. These are:
1. human impacts to the Gulf of Mexico,
2. non-point source pollution,
3. fisheries and fisheries management.
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These three areas are also of concern in the present research on the Dead Zone. It 
is the human impact on the bodies of water, whether source or non-point source 
pollution, that drain into the Mississippi River and eventually to the Gulf of Mexico, that 
contributes to the formation of the Dead Zone. The result is compromised water quality 
that contributes to a change in the fisheries in the affected area. Improving student 
knowledge in this area provides Gulf Literacy and promotes changes in behavior. 
Educators are charged with moving students from nominal literacy, for example, knowing 
definitions and terms, through functional literacy, for example, having limited 
understanding or personal experience with the concepts, to structural literacy, for 
example, developing a personal relevance and study, as well as, constructing meaning 
through experiences (BSCS, 1993). While concepts necessary for the understanding of 
the Dead Zone are presented in many different areas of science (nominal and functional 
literacy), it is only if students move to a position of structural literacy that they may fully 
comprehend a phenomenon such as the Dead Zone.
Cognitive Approach: Construction of Knowledge 
Cognitive Assimilation Theory
In the late 1960's David Ausubel declared that "the most important single factor 
influencing learning is what the learner already knows" (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p. 122). 
AusubeL, an educational psychologist, proposed his theory, The Cognitive Assimilation 
Theory, amidst competing behaviorist theories (Novak & Gowin, 1984). According to 
Ausubel, learners are idiosyncratic, each bringing her/his own prior knowledge to the 
learning situation. He further proposes that certain conditions are necessary for learning 
to take place: 1) concepts must have potential meaning, 2) the learner must possess
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foundational concepts to which new concepts are added or subsumed, and 3) the learner 
must choose to add new concepts using non-arbitrary or non-verbatim methods (Mintzes 
& Wandersee, 1998). During the scope of this research to uncover what is known about 
hypoxia, it is important to be aware of the foundational concepts necessary to understand 
the condition of hypoxia and to provide a method to integrate new concepts in a relevant 
and meaningful way for the student. Ausubel emphasized the difference between 
meaningful learning in which concepts are integrated into the cognitive framework of the 
learner and rote learning of concepts which relies on memorization skills. Useful 
knowledge is that which can be recalled by the learner when new situations require use of 
that knowledge, rote memorization of facts are poorly stored and recalled in the cognitive 
system (Mintzes & Wandersee, 1998).
The Theory of Meaningful Learning
Joseph Novak, science education researcher, was able to integrate Ausubel's 
theory into a formulation of how new knowledge is linked to the learner's existing 
propositions. The result of this work is a picture of the cognitive framework of the 
learner that is dendritic, hierarchical and interrelated and may be represented by a concept 
map. This is the basis for the Theory o f Meaningful Learning in which Ausubel, Novak 
and Gowin indicate the strength of the connections that students can make using prior 
knowledge (Novak & Gowin, 1984). This prior knowledge is in the form of concepts, 
those events or objects that are recognizable through their regularity. Linking concepts 
(some of which are prior knowledge) via propositions give us a network of constructs 
that further define new ideas and constitute learning.
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Learning is a generative process e.g., “one in which the learner relates her/his 
knowledge, logic and experience to the explanation and thereby constructs meaning”. 
This elegant model of learning calls on the sensory experiences of the learner and 
memories stored in long-term memory, to be brought into the short-term memory. Here 
meaning is constructed, tested and reworked and eventually stored in long-term memory 
(Osbome & Wittrock, 1983, p. 499). This model of cognitive processing is refined in the 
Generative Theory o f Multimedia Learning by Richard Mayer who states that learners 
are actively selecting, organizing and integrating visual and verbal information to 
construct meaning (Mayer, 1997).
Additional research indicates that emotional and cognitive interest in the material 
to be learned has an effect on learner cognition (Harp & Mayer, 1997). This study has 
important implications if the assertion can be supported that interest, whether emotional 
or cognitive, will produce a positive learning situation for the student and that cognitive 
interest is far superior to emotional interest in learning science concepts.
Cognitive Approach: Visual Representation of Knowledge 
Visual Literacy
Currently no one definitive definition of visual literacy is in use. Definitions of
visual literacy include:
Visual literacy refers to a group of vision competencies a human being can 
develop by seeing at the same time he has and integrates other sensory 
experiences. The development of these competencies is fundamental to normal 
human learning. When developed, they enable a visually literate person to 
discriminate and interpret the visible actions, objects and/or symbols, natural or 
manmade, that he encounters in his environment. Through the creative use of 
these competencies, he is able to communicate with others. Through the 
appreciative use of these competencies, he is able to comprehend and enjoy the 
masterworks of visual communication. (Debes, 1969, p. 14)
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Refined and simplified:
Visual literacy is the ability to understand and use images, including the ability to 
think, learn, and express oneself in terms of images. (Braden and Hortin, 1982, 
p. 169)
After recent further study:
Visual literacy refers to the use of visuals for the purposes of communication, 
thinking, learning, constructing meaning, creative expression [and] aesthetic 
enjoyment. (Baca, 1990, p. 65)
Braden demonstrates that visual literacy is a melding and involvement of various 
theories. These theories include visual languaging, visual thinking, visual learning, mental 
imagery, levels of abstraction, symbol systems and dual coding (Braden, 1996).
The visually literate individual has the skills necessary to decode visual and verbal 
representations of information and to integrate some or all of that knowledge into her/his 
cognitive system. The graphic used in this research is designed to facilitate visual literacy 
on the part of the learner.
Dual Coding Theory
Paivio's dual coding theory informs and guides research on the use of illustrations 
presented with text. The Dual Coding Theory proposes that written and spoken words 
are more meaningful than either one or the other alone (Paivio, 1971). This theory in 
which information is coded in more than one mode is important and forms a basis for this 
research. By coding information in more than one modality (verbal and nonverbal), 
information is stored more completely in short-term memory and by calling upon this 
information and reinforcing it will be reconstructed and stored in long-term memory. 
Either the visual or the verbal system can be activated alone, however, there is an 
interconnection between the systems and when the two systems are operating in parallel
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the best results may be obtained (Pressley & Miller, 1987). In visual presentations it can 
mean that sound, in the form of a verbal explanation, can be used with images resulting in 
more efficient encoding by the learner. It may also mean that illustrations must always be 
accompanied by labels or short text passages to ensure dual modes of coding (Mayer, 
1997, Mayer, Bove, Bryman, Mars & Tapangco, 1996, Mayer & Gallini, 1990). 
Cognitive Model of Knowledge Construction
In considering how knowledge is constructed, three processes are outlined by 
Mayer (Mayer, 1992). They are selecting, organizing, and integrating. In selecting, 
information from textual sources is added to working memory. During the organization 
phase, the selected information is internally connected to information present in short­
term memory. Finally, external connections are made between the new knowledge and 
existing knowledge (Mayer, 1992). This model becomes of primary importance in this 
research because the learner is responsible for selecting visual information from the 
graphic to organize, encode, and to "connect" with her/his prior knowledge, thus 
"constructing" knowledge (see Figure 1).
Visual Representations
Visual representations are, in effect, visual re-presentations of information. They 
provide inscriptions that are the concept or phenomenon of interest. They act as 
conscription devices that become the focus of interest and discussion, and they act as 
boundary objects, such as a map, that can be studied by many different scientists, 
journalists or students (McGinn & Roth, 1999). The use of these visual representations, 
such as maps, diagrams, data tables, plots, GPS layouts, sonar tracings, EKG tracings, 
are all part of what adds authenticity to discussion of scientific phenomena.
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Figure 1. Cognitive Model of Knowledge Construction 
(Adapted from Mayer, 1992)
Multimedia Learning 
Dual Coding Theory of Multimedia Learning
Prior research on how students learn by the use of graphics has focused in 
sciences such as physics. Mayer’s model of explaining the workings of a pump 
demonstrated that more effective learning took place when labels and textual explanations 
were used together. This is the Dual Coding Theory o f Multimedia Learning. The 
Mayer and Sims study (1994) used verbal narration and visual animation. The Dual 
Coding Theory o f Multimedia Learning involves the building of an internal visual 
representational connection in working memory from the visual information presented. A 
verbal representational connection is then constructed from the verbal information 
presented. Within the working memory a referential connection between the two mental
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representations is constructed. These connections are mental constructs between 
concepts presented visually and those heard in the narrative (see Figure 2). Mayer gives 
an example of the construct between the words, "the piston moves up, the inlet valve 
opens" and the visual representation of this information in the form of an animation of the 
inlet valve opening as the piston moves up (Mayer & Sims, 1994, p. 390). The result of 
this study is a strong case for visual and verbal presentation of information contiguously 
rather than presented separately. The study claims that high-spatial ability students with 
low experience (prior knowledge about the subject) benefit from the use of 
"synchronized" verbal and visual presentation (Mayer & Sims, 1994).
Graphics function as summaries, allowing students to engage in meaningful 
learning (Mayer, R.E., Bove, W., Bryman, A., Mars, R., & Tapangco, L., 1996). 
Multimedia summaries (text and graphic) as described by Mayer, allow students to retain 
information and transfer information to new situations better than students who do not 
have access to both text and graphic (Mayer, R.E., Bove, W., Bryman, A., Mars, R., & 
Tapangco, L., 1996). The cognitive process necessary to provide meaning from text 
alone is not necessarily enough, but the cognitive process that uses both graphics and text 
is more than sufficient to enhance learning and leads to better problem solving.
The Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning
Richard Mayer brings to the field of cognition the Generative Theory o f 
Multimedia Learning in which the learner constructs knowledge by connecting both 
visual and verbal elements. Through the use of these two systems, visually based and 
verbally based systems-knowledge is transformed and integrated into verbal short-term 
memory and visual short-term memory and finally into a "situation model" or a coherent
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whole or mental picture in which the parts are logically related to each other. His study 
concluded that the use of visually based computer technology is under-used in the 
learning environment (see Figure 3). Some other important conclusions were that 
illustrations need captions to be effective and that the more effective animations were 
those that included sound. His work on learner cognition, is basic to the research being 
undertaken (Mayer, 1997).
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Figure 2. Dual Coding Theory of Multimedia Learning 
(Adapted from Mayer, 1994)
In answering a question about when conceptual models should be used to facilitate
learning and transfer of information, research concludes that conceptual models are best
used by low aptitude students to enhance learning and increase problem-solving ability
(Mayer, 1989).
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A Case for Multimedia Learning and Use of the Computer
Students have a keen interest in and are able to use many facets of available 
computer technology and information systems. Use of computers places the students in 
Vygostsky's zone o f proximal development, where students use metacognitive tools to 
work through programs, many of which present "problems" to the student (Salomon, 
Globerson & Guterman, 1989). Self-regulation and metacognitive processing aids 
student performance and provides skills not easily achieved in a traditional computer-less 
classroom setting.
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Figure 3. Generative Theory of Multimedia Learning 
(Adapted from Mayer, 1997)
Debate rages about the benefits of the use of media in instruction. Advancing 
educational technologies have been studied for the past 50 years with the result that there 
has not been any proven consistent, measurable increase in learning through the use of a 
technology (Clark, 1983). Clark remains active in the debate declaring media as the
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"delivery truck" of curriculum about which we are increasingly concerned. Clark 
maintains that media are simply a delivery mechanism and as such cannot affect learning. 
While research does not abound in this area there are some notable positive findings. In 
his research Robert Kozma (1991) indicates that the use of computers allows various 
symbol systems (text and visuals) to be presented to the learner. The computer also 
allows processing of information by the learner, the selection and sorting of information 
(when using hypertext format) and, most importantly, allows learners to connect their 
knowledge to other domains (Kozma, 1991). Computers may be more important to 
novices (domain specific) in that they allow for graphic representation of formal abstract 
entities. Computers are able to proceduralize the relationships between symbols and 
allow the learner to manipulate these symbols, for example, changing the velocity and 
watching the change in acceleration of an object m a physics problem.
Research has not provided us with conclusive evidence about how the newest 
mode of presentation of information, the World Wide Web, affects instruction and 
ultimately learning. The graphic developed for this research will be housed on a web site 
located on the Internet. Use of this technology is both fascinating and frightening. The 
growing availability and interest in the use of this technology will hopefully drive research 
initiatives into discovering if it can aid learning. We do know that educators are 
imaginatively pursuing use of this technology in the learning situation (Owston, 1997).
One such creative frontier is the use of WebQuests. These problem-solving 
situations involve and engage the learner as they navigate links on the World Wide Web 
(Yoder, 1999). Developed in 1995 by Bemie Dodge and Tom March, WebQuests are 
used with elementary through college learners in a variety of subjects such as math,
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science and social science. These learning scenarios provide the student with 
opportunities to obtain real-time data from government and research sites, initiate contact 
with professionals in the field, capture information and transform it into a product of their 
own creation and extend their domain knowledge.
The use of the World Wide Web as a tool for conducting research was explored in 
this study. The potential existed for students to access the Dead Zone Web Site and its 
instructional capabilities even though the researcher had not arrived in the geographic 
area of the student. Technology to monitor the student as she/he moved through the site 
was used in the site in Iowa. The nature of educational research and the control 
necessary over the research process perhaps negates the use of this type of technological 
tool in many instances.
Graphic Design
The Theory of Graphics
The search for graphics for use in the computer model of the Dead Zone was 
guided by the principles of Edward R. Tufte who researches exemplary graphical 
information (Tufte, 1983, 1990, 1997). Tufte's principles include:
1. Show the data, maximize the data-ink (ink or information 
in the data) and erase non-data-ink.
2. Maximize data density (data per square inch).
3. Small-multiples may serve as comparative studies, are multivariate, 
have lots of data-ink and show shifts in relationship between variables.
4. Use proportion and scale in drawing graphics and tend toward simplicity.
5. Visual distinctions should be as subtle as possible.
6. Accidental commonalities induce false groupings.
7. Parallelism connects visual elements.
Additional research on color, graphics and animation in computer-aided 
instruction is also available (Baek & Layne, 1988). Baek notes in his research the
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effectiveness of color, graphics and animation in computer-assisted learning tutorials. 
This is important because it lays the groundwork for the use of graphics in instruction 
and indicates the effectiveness of the use of animation. The study consisted of the 
learning of a "rule" and the measure of learning in performance time. The research 
undertaken in this study focuses on the learning of a science concept and application in 
problem-solving, seemingly a much larger and integrated cognitive development on the 
part of the learner.
What kind of graphics do we use with learners? The Dead Zone that forms each 
summer is not widely visited by tourists, students or teachers. The concept of the Dead 
Zone is one in which the pictorial graphic plays an important role. Pictorial graphics are 
most useful when the learner has no prior concepts or visual images (Merrill & 
Bunderson, 1981). This graphic should be rich in visual images and provide a "feeling" 
of being in the Dead Zone.
Inherent in the design of this project is making the graphic accessible and 
demonstrable via multimedia. Guiding this multimedia presentation is a well-organized 
set of guidelines (Park & Hannafin, 1991). Through a comprehensive search of the 
literature, an organized list of associated theories has been generated. Using these as the 
basis for design of graphics 20 principles are discussed with their associated implication 
for graphical design in instruction. Principle 20 states that learning is facilitated when the 
system with which the student is working has self-evident components that are logically 
organized and easy to use. Another example is Principle 14, "Shifts in attention improve 
the learning of related concepts" (p. 68). The related implications are, "Differentiate key 
terms, concepts, and principles through cosmetic amplification, repetition, and recasting"
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(p. 68). Principle 16 reinforces the use of visual representations of content in the form of 
concept maps or visual organizers by noting that "Visual representations of lesson content 
and structure improve the learner’s awareness of both the conceptual relationships and 
procedural requirement of a learning system" (p. 78). These principles provide a practical 
checklist for designers of educational graphics and are used in this study.
Environmental Education Theories
Scientific Literacy
Why focus on environmental science concepts? Recent evidence provides the 
insight that, although high school students recognize environmental problems, they are 
woefully unable to propose appropriate solutions to these problems or to see future 
ramifications of the problems (Gambro & Switzky, 1996; Gigliotti, 1990). The National 
Science Education Standards calls for all students to achieve "scientific literacy" 
(National Research Council, 1996). This scientific literacy includes understanding and 
knowledge of specific subject matter, namely, the physical, life and earth sciences. 
Among the difficulties in providing the opportunity for all students to achieve scientific 
literacy is the initial difficulty of defining it. As described by Baker, it is a part of "cultural 
literacy" which is needed to live in this technological age (Baker, 1991, p. 333). It can 
encompass functional scientific literacy, for example, knowing the vocabulary and being 
able to use scientific words properly; and conceptual and procedural scientific literacy, 
for example, knowing concepts, procedures and processes that are reiterated in different 
fields of science (Bybee, 1995).
The 1990 call to "scientific literacy" led to a flurry of activity to establish and 
define "biological literacy". The citizenry encounters information which is difficult to
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understand without some "biological literacy" (Demastes & Wandersee, 1992, p. 63). 
The understanding of core concepts upon which biological information may be 
understood is a key to biological literacy. The newspaper is a source of information 
about biological and ecological issues, yet understanding is often compromised due to a 
lack of understanding of terms and concepts presented in articles. Providing scientific 
information on biological phenomena in a way that promotes biological literacy was 
important in this research.
The environmentally responsible citizen must have sensitivity to the 
environment, knowledge of ecology, knowledge about issues, investment in issues and 
the environment, as well as the ability to use action strategies in the pursuit of solutions 
to problems concerning the environment (Hungerford & Volk, 1990). Additionally, we 
may use a constructivist approach to helping students formulate conceptions about 
environmental issues by giving them the opportunity to integrate thoughts, feelings and 
actions (Ballantyne & Packer, 1996). Producing the student who has these qualities is a 
lofty goal of environmental educators today. Environmental education deals with 
science in a unique way in that students have a chance to see and act on the focus of 
discussion, for example, recycling, litter, erosion and air pollution, and to become 
involved in changes which affect, not only themselves, but others as well. Education 
reform has focused on issues, such as the push for the Science Technology and Society 
curriculum, with the hope that science is relevant to students as they become responsible 
citizens (Ramsey, 1993; Ramsey, Hungerford & Volk, 1990).
Concept of “Away”
It was impossible to undertake this study without consideration of the concept of
"away". Students rarely pay attention to things that they cannot see, feel or in some way
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"visit". It becomes necessary in this research to carefully lay out the contributing factors 
(eutrophication of bodies of water is but one) of this phenomenon as affecting the whole 
watershed. Nothing ever goes "away" and "we all live downstream" are cryptic 
reminders of our place on earth and how others affect our "place". Debunking the 
concept of "away" leads to a more responsible citizenry in the entire watershed 
(Wandersee, 1983).
Environmental Literacy
Environmental literacy is more than a working knowledge of pertinent 
definitions but a melding of knowledge about, experience in, and action on behalf of, 
nature (Golley, 1998). These three categories become the basis by which we define an 
environmentally literate person. This researcher uses these categories to look at students 
and assess whether or not they frame an environmental concept within the scaffold of 
environmental literacy. Students must have knowledge about the environment, they 
must have useful working definitions of aquatic and terrestrial systems which lead to 
understanding about the environment. These learners must use ecological hierarchy to 
establish the connections within the environment. These may be horizontal or vertical 
"nests" of concepts and they may either be biological or geographical in nature. For 
example, during the qualitative analysis the researcher examined whether the students’ 
concept of the hydrologic cycle is expanded from their localized area (Cedar Falls, IA), 
into the watershed (Cedar River Basin), and further, into the global ocean system (Gulf 
of Mexico). Further, students in order to demonstrate their knowledge, must understand 
ecological systems in terms of their connectedness, in their organization and space-time
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relationships. Students were asked to explain how a Dead Zone formed during the 
qualitative interview. The environmentally literate citizen has an experience o f or in, 
nature. Not only knowledge, but an actual connection with the environment. This was 
assessed through the qualitative interview and postinstructional survey. Finally, 
knowledge and experience lead to action as the environmentally literate works to study 
nature, to improve or protect it by working on laws and policy, or by working to 
restructure the environment, for example, bundling Christmas trees to form sediment 
fences in order to help build new marsh. This combination of knowledge, experience of 
nature, and action is what produces an environmentally literate individual; the citizen 
armed for productive action in the twenty-first century.
Methods for Studying Cognitive Structure
Interview
The research is designed to make explicit the knowledge that the students have 
about the Dead Zone. The clinical interview is the vehicle through which the researcher is 
able to probe the students' perspective of the Dead Zone. In essence, what the student 
thinks and feels while learning about the Dead Zone became important and through this 
process, tangible to the researcher (Patton, 1990).
Students were interviewed using an interview probe. This interview instrument 
encouraged the student to verbalize their responses. These responses are of interest to 
the researcher. This think-aloud method of interviewing is particularly important and 
useful in studying the internalization of material in which processes are involved (Ericsson 
& Simon, 1993). Students were asked to verbalize all thoughts that come to them during 
the tasks in the interview. This allows complete information to be obtained about their
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cognitive processing, often indicating when a student reaches into memory structures, 
such as long-term memory, to access information which is used to solve the current 
problem. This researcher used the Think-Aloud Protocol in a pilot study for the current 
research. This study found varying degrees of competence in the use of think-aloud 
procedure with students. However, coupling this with the qualitative interview enables 
the researcher to better understand how and why the student chose certain parts of the 
graphic as a focal point for information. See Pilot Study, Appendix F. Patton described 
three levels of verbalization within which the students can articulate their thoughts. In the 
first level the student would simply vocalize her/his thoughts. In past studies by this 
researcher this level is where students begin to leam the think-aloud process. Through 
encouragement they can rapidly move to the second level. In this level the student 
includes a rich description or explication in which the responses are made very clear. It is 
in this level that some information is re-coded as the students clarify information for 
themselves. Within the third level the student not only clarifies and explains but accesses 
information stored in long-term memory, forming new knowledge (Patton, 1990). In the 
interview process it is desirable to move the student to Level 2 and hopefully, to Level 3 
verbalizations.
Verbal Analysis
Each interview was transcribed and the information was analyzed using a specified 
protocol. Using verbal analysis it is possible to quantify what is being qualitatively coded 
in the clinical interview (Chi, 1997). Through the use of discreet categories, verbal 
utterances become coded as an inference, a monitoring statement or as an irrelevant 
comment. This method of assessing what a learner knows is based on noting what the
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learner says and does, such as pointing, gesturing or nodding. This information is 
important in discovering not only what, but also where, the information was obtained by 
the student. This was accomplished with the use of NUD.IST™ software.
Concept of Gulf of Mexico Hypoxia
Formation and Extent
The formation of the Gulf hypoxia on the continental shelf is a dual pronged 
disruption of the ecosystem that was first discovered in 1972 and has been documented 
since 1985. While freshwater from the Mississippi River overlies saltwater from the Gulf 
of Mexico and sets up the physical conditions, nutrients from the Mississippi River water 
stimulate exponential algae growth, providing unique biological conditions both of which 
contribute to hypoxia formation.
A Dead Zone, or area of deoxygenated water (hypoxia), forms in the Gulf of 
Mexico seasonally, when increased spring rains and ice melt contribute to watershed run­
off and provide a vehicle for nutrient enriched water to be transported to the Mississippi 
River. During the spring, peak flow brings enriched freshwater down the river, and as it 
meets waters of the Gulf of Mexico it overlies the more dense saltwater above a density 
gradient, or pycnocline (Rabalais, Turner, Wiseman & Boesch, 1991). This stratification 
of water layers persists during the warm summer months. It is dissipated by wind events, 
such as hurricanes, and cold fronts during the fall. This stratification prevents oxygen 
deprived bottom waters of the nearshore Gulf environment from mixing with oxygen 
enriched top waters causing bottom waters to become hypoxic. Normal oxygen levels in 
the Dead Zone during the summer months fall to below 2.0 mg/L. As oxygen levels fall 
from 2.0 mg/L to 1.5 mg/L organisms that are mobile disappear. At 1.5 mg/L to 1.0
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mg/L organisms which live in and on the sediment undergo severe stress indicated by 
extension of siphons of snails, above the substrate or by moving to higher places on the 
bottom. As the oxygen levels fall to 0.5 mg/L the presence of "cottony" bacterial mats is 
noted, conditions for infauna are dire as they emerge from sediments. As conditions 
progress to 0.0 mg/L benthic organisms die. In this anoxic condition sediments turn black 
and dead organisms litter the bottom, and the sulfur-oxidizing bacteria disappear (Harper 
& Rabalais, 1995).
Algae are stimulated to grow due to the presence of nitrogen and phosphorus, 
nutrients that promote plant growth. As algae complete their life cycle they die, sinking 
to the bottom waters supplying these waters with a rich carbon source. There bacteria 
work to break down the dead algae and the fecal pellets produced by zooplankton which 
feasted on the rich algae crop. This decaying process depletes bottom waters of oxygen 
necessary for benthic organisms, both infauna and epifauna. Measurements of oxygen in 
bottom waters during the summer period of hypoxia plummet to below 2 mg/L provoking 
stress and/or death for many organisms as noted above.
Causes
Newspaper headlines, such as this one in January, 1999 read, "Dead zone in Gulf 
traced to fertilizer use by farmers" (Recer, 1999). They call attention to the fact that one 
of the contributions to the nutrient overload in the Gulf of Mexico is through excessive 
fertilizer use in the upper portion of the Mississippi River watershed. America's farmlands 
depend on the use of nitrogen fertilizer to boost cropland production. It is estimated that 
nearly one-half of the 11 million tons of fertilizer used in the United States is used in the 
Mississippi River drainage basin (Goolsby & Battaglin, 1995). This agricultural
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deposition of nitrogen accounts for 55% of the nitrogen input into the system (Downing, 
et al. 1999). Other contributions of nitrogen come from manure from animal farm run­
off, atmospheric deposition (15%) chemicals, such as pesticides, legume crops such as 
soybeans (31%), and sewage from inadequate municipal sewage systems (9%) (Rabalais, 
Turner & Wiseman, 1995).
World War II munitions plants were used to convert ammonia into ammonium 
nitrate fertilizer. The application of this fertilizer on croplands boosted yields in the 
1950's through 1980's led to a doubling of the amount of nitrogen which was fixed 
globally (Keeney, 1997). Nitrogen found in surface waters has increased from pre­
industrial time to present about 2- to 7-fold. The rise in the use of fertilizer in the 
Mississippi River Basin correlated to an increase in nitrogen-loading in the Gulf of 
Mexico nearshore waters. Fertilizer use plotted with measurements of increasing 
nitrogen in the Mississippi River grimly mimic each other. (See Figure 4.)
Historical Evidence and Change
Historical data in sediment cores is used to establish an index between two benthic 
foraminifera, Ammonia parkinsoniana (hypoxia tolerant) and Elphidium excavatum 
(hypoxia intolerant). This index, known as the A-E index, is used in determining whether 
the hypoxic events seen in the last 13 years by researchers are part of a natural cycle or 
whether it is more closely correlated with anthropogenic activity in the Mississippi River 
watershed. Findings showed a trend toward more Ammonium organisms than Elphidium 
in recent cores, indicating hypoxic conditions to be more frequent and severe in recent 
years (Sen Gupta, Turner & Rabalais, 1996).
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Figure 4. Fertilizer use plotted with growing nitrogen levels in the Mississippi River.
(United States Geological Service, 1995)
Research on the presence and extent of the hypoxic area from 1985 to 1992 
indicated that the area averaged 8,000 to 9,000 km2 (3,200-3,600 square miles) and from 
the period 1993 to 1997 averaged 16,000 to 18,000 km2 (6,400-7,200 square miles) 
(Rabalais, 1998). The 1998 areal extent was less than the previous year but speculation 
is that it a greater volume of the water column on the continental shelf. The alarming 
trend for large hypoxic events forming on the northern Gulf of Mexico continental shelf 
is noted in Figure 5.
Effects
The Gulf of Mexico hypoxic zone is but one, of what is theorized to be up to 70 
such areas worldwide. Other areas include the Chesapeake Bay, the New York Bight, the 
Adriatic and Baltic seas. These areas receive attention because of the estuaries that are 
affected by their presence. The rich fisheries area of the continental shelf of the Gulf of
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Figure 5. Extent of the Area of Hypoxia in the 
Gulf ofMexico from 1990 to 1998. (Adapted from Rabalais, et. al., 1998)
Mexico is the site for the formation of the Dead Zone each year. These fisheries are
impacted by the repeated assault of the formation of this zone. Fisheries are moved
farther offshore, inshore, east or west, forcing fishermen to travel farther for less catch,
thus changing the catch per unit ratio for the fishery. Juvenile species of shrimp are
prevented from entering the high saline waters of the Gulf of Mexico for their final
growth and development by the presence of the Dead Zone. There also appears to be a
change in fisheries from historic resident species to more planktivorous species. (Rabalais,
1999).
Public Information about Hypoxia
While the scientific community launches research into the causes of the hypoxia 
issue, the public at large is unaware of its existence and impacts. It is clear that more 
information needs to be provided to the population. In Louisiana and the Gulf region 
there are numerous excellent materials disseminated to the public about water quality:
1. "What is Hypoxia and How does it Affect Fisheries?"
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(Coleman, 1990) - flyer, Sea Grant, Louisiana State University, Louisiana 
Cooperative Extension Service.
2. "Algae: Little Plants with Big Impacts" (Lutz, 1998) - flyer, Sea Grant, 
Louisiana State University, Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service.
3. "Non-point Source Pollution" (Louisiana Department of Environmental 
Quality, 1996) - flyer.
4. "Oxygen Depletion, or Hypoxia, in the Nearshore Gulf of Mexico off the 
Louisiana Coast" (Environmental Protection Agency, 1997) - flyer, Gulf of 
Mexico Program.
5. "What is a Watershed" (Environmental Protection Agency, 1997) - flyer, The 
Gulf of Mexico Program.
6. "Our National Gulf Treasure" (Gulf of Mexico Program, 1990) - flyer. 
Available on the Web.
7. "Agricultural Non-point Source Problems and Solutions" (Mississippi Soil and 
Water Conservation Commission)- flyer.
All attempts that this researcher has made to obtain printed materials about non­
point source run-off or other related topics on water quality from the state of Iowa have 
been ignored by governmental agencies, namely the Department of Natural Resources in 
the state of Iowa. Associates in Iowa document that there is little public information 
available. This lack of public information about the existence of the Dead Zone and its 
connection to practices in the upper regions of the Mississippi River watershed is 
significant. Governmental agency publications are historically sources of information 
about environmental problems, such as the Dead Zone. The Dead Zone is not covered in
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textbooks that are written using selected settings to explain environmental problems. In a 
survey of textbooks at the National Science Teachers Association Convention in Las 
Vegas, 1998, no high school or college textbooks (biological or environmental science) 
were found to mention hypoxia in the context of a Large Marine Ecosystem. Recently 
the presence of the zone of hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico was noted in a highlighted text 
box for a chapter on ecological systems in the newest college edition of Environmental 
Science. A Study of Interrelationships (Enger & Smith, 1999).
The educational design of the research and the Dead Zone Web site was guided by 
the Meaningful Learning Theory. The site attempted to include information that students 
could link to their prior knowledge. The web pages focused on integrating the main 
focus graphic with additional information that provided reiteration of concepts in both a 
visual and verbal manner. The overarching principles of Tufte on graphics guided the 
presentation of information. Additionally, the difficulty of the concept of the Dead Zone 
being a phenomenon not visible at the surface was recognized and appreciated by 
providing glimpses of the surface and scientists working on sampling the area via 
photographs, thus making the invisible more “visible”. This was structured conceptually 
in a concept map, see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Influence of Research and Contemporary Educational Theories used to Inform and Guide 
the Current Research and Design of the Dead Zone Web Site
CHAPTER THREE 
METHODS 
Research Question
This research focuses on: Regional differences in understanding between two 
groups of high school science students of a complex environmental science concept 
known as the Dead Zone of the Gulf of Mexico: A Web-Based Approach.
Subquestions of the main question are:
1. Are there any regional differences in student understanding of the Dead 
Zone phenomenon based on proximity to the causal source?
2. Are there any regional differences in student understanding of the 
Dead Zone phenomenon based on proximity to the effect?
Research Desian
The purpose of this study was to investigate what students know about a specific 
environmental science concept, how a news-media style graphic informs that knowledge, 
and what the regional differences are in understanding of the concept that may be a factor 
in the learning of the environmental science concept.
This study design was naturalistic in its approach. The naturalistic approach 
dictates that the research be constructed to allow for less manipulation on the part of the 
researcher (Patton, 1990). This research placed the student in a position to use a graphic 
in a manner that is similar to diagrams or pictures found in textbooks, newspapers and 
books, or found in the newer "cyber-sites" of the Internet. This type of applied research 
allows conclusions to be drawn from the research to inform design of graphics for 
educational use on environmental issues. These environmental issues may be ozone
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depletion, global warming, coastal erosion, exponential population growth and changes in 
water quality. The formation of the Dead Zone is but one facet of complex global 
environmental problems, and the information on the graphic produced could be used with 
other critical environmental subjects. See Figure 7 for components of the Dead Zone. 
Qualitative Paradigm
Using high school students, the research explored what information students get 
by using a focus graphic and supporting graphics to help promote science learning of a 
complex environmental science concept. This study is a multi-case study with 
phenomenological overtones, attempting to "make sense of the world and, in so doing 
develop a worldview" (Patton, 1990, p. 69). It attempted to unravel and uncover the 
relationship of the student to the graphic and the ultimate relationship, the student to the 
scientific concept of the Dead Zone.
Type of Sampling
Students were selected using purposive sampling. These are high school students 
located in two distinct regions of the United States who have completed biology. These 
students are representative of the student population located in the areas sampled. 
Students in Sample
The first group of students is located in Louisiana, close to the effect of the 
phenomenon of the Dead Zone. The second group of students is located in Iowa, 
residing closer to one of the causes of the phenomenon. The selection of these two 
groups of students allowed the researcher to look at the regional differences in conceptual 
understanding about the Dead Zone. The Louisiana students are 1111 grade
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Figure 7. Concepts that Form the Foundation for Understanding of the Formation of the Dead Zone
Environmental Science students at Coastal High School in Louisiana. This school is 
located approximately 100 driving miles from the Gulf of Mexico. The Iowa students are 
11th grade Chemistry students from Centerville High School in Iowa. This school is 
approximately 1,000 driving miles from the coast of Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico. 
Both Louisiana and Iowa school systems do not currently mandate that students in high 
school take Environmental Science classes. The Louisiana students may take 
Environmental Science in their Junior year. The Iowa students may take ecology as 
Freshmen. Other demographics are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of Demographic Information on Centerville High School and 
Coastal High School (B=biology, C=chemistry, AP=advanced placement, PS=physical 
____________________ science, E=environmental science).____________________
Centerville Coastal
High School High School
Size of School 1,200 992
Size of City 181,000 70,000
Percentage 80% 65%
of College Bound
Admission Policy Citywide Parish-wide
Applications accepted Applications accepted
Science classes taught B C/APB APC/B PSci B E C
Number of students in each 383 415 397 298 204 250 240
Year science classes taught So Jr Sr F So Jr Sr
The complex nature of the two-population study is detailed in Figure 8. The 
aspect of location becomes an all-important factor in what the student knows and what 
the measuring instrument can assess.
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Figure 8. Conceptual View of Student Population
Many environmental science topics are covered in biology or chemistry classes. 
Fundamental concepts that are necessary for the understanding of the Dead Zone itself 
are covered in biology and chemistry. These concepts are: density, salinity, nutrients for 
plant growth, thermocline, dissolved oxygen, algae, bacteria, anoxia and stratification of 
water.
Research Method
The schools were chosen on the basis of location to the cause and effect of the 
environmental problem under study. Both schools are rural in nature being located away 
from large cities. The Coastal High School is located closest to a large metropolitan area. 
On the recommendation of local environmentalists and school-based professionals, classes 
of students were chosen to participate in this study. It was necessary for the schools to 
have access to the Internet and the students to have the basic keyboarding skills necessary 
to navigate a web page located on the Internet. The research began with all participating 
students in each of the two classes in each location completing a survey instrument.
This survey instrument was designed for use in an initial telephone survey 
conducted during the planning phase of the Agro-Oceanic Nutrient Flux Center, to assess 
attitudes about watershed issues, knowledge of the hypoxia issue and methods to address 
the problem (Downing & Padgitt, 1998). It was designed by Steven Padgitt, a rural 
sociologist, and John Downing, ecologist, from Iowa State University. Some 503 rural 
residents of the Mississippi River Basin were surveyed including residents in Louisiana 
and Iowa. The survey was modeled after the "Health of the Planet Survey" and included 
priority items from this survey (Dunlap & Gallup, 1993). The survey was subject to
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internal review, pre-tested and revised, before its use in the actual basin-wide hypoxia 
survey.
The Agro-Oceanic Nutrient Flux Center was to be the site for an industrious 
project that was to synthesize information about the problem of the Dead Zone and 
possible solutions. It would have provided a method of communication and a vehicle for 
education about the problem and means to conduct valuable research on solutions to the 
problem of hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico. Results of the initial survey indicated that 
knowledge about hypoxia was very limited throughout the watershed. Additionally, 
information in the Hypoxia Telephone Interview indicated that there was a disparity in 
knowledge about the environment between the residents of Iowa and Louisiana as well as 
other respondents in states surveyed. (Agro-Oceanic Nutrient Flux Center, 1998). See 
Appendix D.
All students in one of the two classes at each site, approximately 30 students, used 
a Web-based Internet site about the Dead Zone for two class periods of approximately 40 
minutes each. Data are housed in a variety of sites located on the Internet and linked to 
the Dead Zone site. See Interview Flow Chart, Appendix E.
The Dead Zone web site containing informational graphics, and supplemental 
material was developed using Tufte's principles of graphics and is based on certain 
elements of already existing graphics focused on the Dead Zone. One main graphic was 
used with supplemental graphics providing additional information for the viewer 
(Schleifstein, 1996). These graphics appear in scientific journal articles, magazine and 
newspaper articles, and government publications, both state and national. The main 
graphic chosen for this project can be found in Appendix F. The web site has relevant
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information about the area of low oxygen or hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico referred to as 
the Dead Zone. A pilot study in conjunction with the proposed research was conducted 
in the spring of 1998. In this study it was found that there are certain aspects of graphics 
that are most useful to students. These areas of the main graphic were capitalized on in 
the research. See Appendix G. Aspects of this graphic include a time-series of small 
multiples showing the development of the zone; a plot of the Dead Zone using actual 
scientific data and sampling coordinates; information on nutrient enrichment to the system 
from various points throughout the watershed; economic impact web of the presence and 
persistence of the zone; links to other hypoxia sites on the Internet; water cycle 
information and Mississippi River watershed information.
Information on the web site, as well as the survey instrument, was validated by a 
panel of experts, scientists and educators concerned with scientific literacy. These 
experts provided feedback for the site, and the appropriate changes were made to 
increase the validity of the site.
After web site exploration and after approximately three months duration these 
same students were given the survey instrument again. Any change in scores were noted, 
compared and correlated in descriptive, quantitative statistics for the two groups of 
students in each of the regional areas. The second survey was given several months after 
the initial survey, allowing for the recency effect to disappear. The use of a comparison 
group of students that did not participate in the web site activity allowed the researcher to 
note changes on the post-instructional survey in both groups. In order to identify more 
information about the nature of the learning by the students, eighteen clinical interviews 
were conducted. Nine students were selected in each of the locations in the following
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manner. All students who expressed an interest in participating in the clinical interview 
were given an application/consent form. This form gave consent for the researcher to 
obtain current grade point averages of the student and to obtain information from their 
science teacher to place them in groupings of above average, average or below average in 
science achievement. These forms comply with the guidelines presented by the 
Institutional Review Board for Human Research Consent, see Appendix H. Once these 
applications were returned the nine students were chosen. Selection of students was also 
guided by the recommendation of their teacher, since it was important that students who 
are able to communicate well in the clinical setting were used for this project. This 
process was repeated in each location. These students were then interviewed using the 
Interview Protocol, see Appendix I.
In order to protect the student’s identity a code was developed and assigned to 
each student participant. Each survey was coded as to state origin, treatment or control 
group, and given a number. The researcher recorded the student codes and retained that 
information for use on the post-instructional survey and clinical interview. Interviewed 
students were renamed, the Iowa students were given names beginning with I and the 
Louisiana students having names beginning with L. These codes were used in 
transcriptions of the tapes. Each of the interviews was taped using a video and audio tape 
recorder. Video and audiotapes were transcribed and became artifacts of each interview. 
Videotapes were used to note non-verbal cues, such as pointing, nodding or gesturing 
during the student interview. Student products, such as drawings, plots of the Dead Zone 
or tables, generated during the interview were also included as artifacts.
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Data Collection
Data for this research consist of the following: field notes of the researcher, all
TM
video and audio tapes, transcripts of tapes and NUD.IST codes for analysis of 
transcribed tapes, as well as, pre- and postinstructional surveys completed by students. 
Field notes of each interview, tapes (audio and video), transcriptions of tapes and artifacts 
completed by the student were compiled for the analysis of each student’s clinical 
interview. All coded data from the verbal analysis were kept and were used to form 
conclusions. All pre- and postinstructional surveys were kept as a record and used to 
prepare the quantitative component. Grade point averages of students, in coded format 
for anonymity, were kept as part of the student record.
Data Analysis
Clinical Interview
Data were analyzed according to a verbal analysis protocol that allows for 
inclusion of verbal signifiers, as well as non-verbal clues, such as pointing or nodding. 
(Chi, 1997). Chi lists 8 steps to a verbal analysis:
1. Reducing or sampling the protocols - during this phase of the transcribed 
interview certain segments of the interview might be used. For this research the entire 
interview was coded because more complete information is obtained by looking at the 
interview in a holistic manner.
2. Segmenting the reduced or sampled protocols - this is often optional in 
analysis of the information and was not done in this research.
3. Developing a coding scheme or formalism - this is a fluid component of 
the analysis which allows coding to be established and then reestablished when additional
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information comes from the student or is apparent in gestures or found in an artifact such 
as the diagram. This component allows the researcher to decide whether the verbalization 
was information on a concept, information on a process, or a clarifying statement, or an 
irrelevant or distracter statement. These formalisms were built on identifying components 
of environmental literacy. Environmental knowledge of terrestrial and aquatic systems, 
ecological hierarchy and ecological system information were categorized in this manner. 
The verbal analysis allowed the re-coding of the formalisms to obtain more information 
even after some information had been initially coded.
4. Operationalizing evidence in the coded protocols that constitutes a 
mapping to some chosen formalism - somewhat the same as number three.
5. Depicting the mapped formalism - this was accomplished with 
Nu d  ist™ software that allowed for indexing, establishment of hierarchies and 
graphical depiction of the information from the coding.
6. Seeking patterns in the mapped formalism - there is potential here for 
demonstrating whether the graphic used has presented concepts that are necessary to 
understand the Dead Zone. Patterns that are recognizable may indicate differences 
between the groups, and the presence of gaps may indicate foundational concepts lacking 
or areas of the graphic that are not interpreted well by the students.
7. Interpreting the pattem(s) - during this step, reasons for the existence of 
the pattern will be investigated.
8. Repeating the whole process at a different grain size - this portion of the 
analysis is very important, at a finer grain size different information may appear about the 
knowledge the student has about the Dead Zone.
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Analysis of Pre-and Postinstructional Survey
A standard statistical software package was used to analyze the pre- and 
postinstructional survey. Using a students’ t-test, paired-difference t-test, Fisher Exact 
test and Chi-square the two groups of students were compared. Data were transformed 
into matrixes and tables.
Analysis of Students' Response to Dead Zone Photographs
Student responses to photographs of research activity in the Dead Zone were 
transformed into matrixes.
Analysis of Drawings
The student-generated drawings of the Dead Zone that were completed during the 
interview were analyzed and coded. The coding determined how much of the information 
about the Dead Zone learned from the graphics on the web site was incorporated into the 
student drawing. Substantive evaluation of content of the drawing was completed. 
Student Preferences for Three Depictions of the Dead Zone
Using the “Dead in the Water Graphic” from the Times-Picayune, the CAST 
(Council for Agriculture Science and Technology) diagram and the Newsweek depiction 
of the Dead Zone, each student was asked to choose the graphic that gave them the most 
information on the Dead Zone. These were rated with five points going to their first 
choice, three points going to their second choice and one point to their third choice. 
Theoretical and Methodological Considerations
Limitations
As a result of choosing students that are located in regions of the country near 
one of the causes and near the effect of the area of hypoxia, the findings are not able to be
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generalized to the population at large. It is still an important focus of this research that 
we learn about what students know about this science concept.
The student groups chosen to participate in the study reflect the difficulty in 
obtaining high school research participants. All of the students had completed biology, 
were in the same grade and were approximately the same age. The Iowa students were 
enrolled in Chemistry and the Louisiana students were enrolled in Environmental Science. 
The distinct nature of each of the classes had the potential to confound the study. These 
issues are addressed fully in an explanation of the results. Each of the schools used in the 
study were concerned that groups or classes of students were used in order to minimize 
the disruption of more than one class.
The questionnaire that serves as the pre- and postinstructional survey instrument 
was designed for use as a telephone survey. It is written in a manner to be understood by 
the general public and addresses a wide spectrum of environmental issues. There is some 
question whether this survey will accurately assess students' knowledge about 
environmental issues. The unique feature of the survey is that response data has been 
compiled for each of the concerned states, Iowa and Louisiana, and may serve as a focus 
of comparison to student surveys.
The researcher will be limited in assessment of the students' specific use of the 
web site for rote or for meaningful learning. However, the think-aloud protocol and the 
clinical interview enable the research to uncover information on specific student's use. 
The study will also be limited in the ability to assess time on task for students not being 
videotaped. Whether this will have an effect on their learning of the concept while using 
the web site is still not determined.
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The researcher made every attempt to remain an unbiased participant in the 
interview. However, the fact that the researcher is from the area near the Gulf of Mexico 
remained a factor in student responses. Interview questions provided a means for the 
researcher to probe, but not to lead or cue student response.
The Dead Zone is but one environmental problem that we must face in the twenty- 
first century. Other environmental problems will surface and must be addressed by the 
population at large. What is the best method to inform this population? How do we 
inform the learner most efficiently and effectively? What parts of informational graphics 
are most attended to? How do we get the most information across in the least amount of 
time and using the most efficient means? These are important questions that surface as 
we rapidly move about in this technologically savvy and visually provocative world.
Issues of Reliability and Validity
In discussing reliability and validity in the qualitative setting, Patton states that, 
"...(reliability and validity) depend to a great extent on the methodological skill, 
sensitivity, and integrity of the researcher" (Patton, 1990, p. 11). It is the attention to 
observation, skillful interviewing techniques, painstaking analysis, attention to detail and 
hard work, that will be used by this researcher in order to assure both reliability and 
validity of this study.
Issues of internal validity in this quasi-experimental design were accounted for in 
the areas of contemporary history, maturation processes, pre-testing procedures, 
measuring instruments, differential selection of students and experimental mortality by the 
selection of student participants in the experimental and comparison group. Only 
statistical regression, interaction of selection and maturation and implementation are
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potential problem areas. Statistical regression does not appear to be a problem since a 
single score will not be the result of the survey instrument. Interaction of selection and 
maturation would have becomes a factor only if we had found that either or both of the 
populations of students are not representative of students in their respective areas. 
Implementation appears to be a factor in all quasi-experimental designs (Ary, Jacobs & 
Razavieh, 1996). This researcher carefully attended to all activities of the protocol in 
order to avoid problems in this area.
Triangulation
In order to enhance the dependability of the study, the research proposed had 
internal and external triangulation components. Internally the researcher used pre- and 
postinstructional survey data, transformed clinical interview data in matrixes and tables, 
and drawings generated during the clinical interview. External triangulation was 
accomplished by the review of a panel of three experts in their fields, science and 
education. The panel reviewed the pre- and postinstructional survey results, the web site 
activity records and the drawings produced during the clinical interview. The researcher 
received feedback, in writing or via electronic medium, from this panel of experts and 
suggestions were incorporated into the final documentation.
Potential Importance
This study seeks to identify the regional differences in understanding of an 
environmental science phenomenon. While the researcher is not able to generalize to the 
population of students at large, the researcher is able to say that for the concept of the 
Dead Zone of the Gulf of Mexico, different groups of students have different perceptions 
of the problem due to their regional location. While not the main focus of this research
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some information on the use of web sites and graphical information on web sites for 
teaching has resulted. This is important for the educator in presenting material to 
students, to public information officers who design materials for public understanding of 
complex environmental or scientific issues, and for design and use of graphics in general.
Graphics remain a rich source of information for the person who takes the time to 
decode the information. Graphics are used in stock reports, in charting of automobile 
performance, in displaying physiological information, in instruction booklets for new 
appliances, in newspaper articles, in textbooks, in commercials and in so much more. The 
World Wide Web is but one of the newer places to find graphics.
The World Wide Web and Internet have come to the forefront in housing 
scientific information. Science sites in this medium capitalize on the use of graphics. 
Processes, such as the water cycle, are demonstrated through animated graphics on one 
such site, and phytoplankton blooms around the world are pictured, some in real time, in 
another site. It will become necessary to have a method to assess sites that are designed 
for learning science concepts. No such instrument exists at this time. It is possible that 
one of the results of this study will be that an appropriate assessment tool will be 
developed.
Conclusion
Using the guidelines found in the transformation section of Gowin’s Vee of 
Proposed Research, see Appendix B, a rich, textural collection of matrixes, tables and 
figures were developed for analysis. The process of data analysis becomes a fluid 
process, one in which data move from collection to coding in data reduction, to data 
display and finally to conclusion and verification (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This
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interactive model of analysis, pictured in Figure 9 is useful in viewing qualitative, as well 
as, quantitative data and is helpful in analyzing results and forming conclusions.
Data Display
Data Collection Conclusions:
Drawing/verifying
Data
Reduction
Figure 9. Components of Data Analysis: Interactive Model 
(Adapted from Miles & Huberman, 1994)
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Unit of Analysis: The Student
Coastal High School
Larry is an engaging young man who came to the session with a great deal of 
interest and openness. He is a fisherman and scuba diver and claims interest in “this”, 
referring to the subject of the web site. He related, “I am actually interested in this. I 
am kinda hesitant on why you created the web site though. Me, people like me, go to 
these kinda things (referring to the site) because I am actually interested in this kinda 
stuff, but normal teenagers really don’t care, they really don’t.” This expresses some of 
his cynicism about his fellow students. His even more cynical attitude concerns his 
ideas on education, ‘To be honest I really don’t try in school, I should, but I don’t 
‘cause with the grades I have there’s no way to get into college. I’m just aggravated at 
the way teachers are now.” Larry seemed to be well liked by his teacher and appeared 
on the class web site page. Larry mentioned to other students that the session with me 
was “hard”.
Laura is friendly and engaging. She has little experience in the ocean 
environment, having claimed never to having been to an ocean. Later during the 
session she mentioned that she had been to the Gulf of Mexico and, in particular, 
Elmeer’s Island near Grand Isle, Louisiana. She also volunteered that her family had 
been to Pensacola, Florida on vacation. Laura admits to needing to put lots of time into 
study to get the material. Her travel through the site and her subsequent answers in the 
interview reflect that this method of discovery might not be the best for her.
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Lisa was a giggling, ball of energy and determination. She had difficulty 
coming to the regular session so we arranged for a series of sessions to undertake the 
work of the web site and subsequent interview. In all appearances she seemed flighty 
and somewhat spacey. After talking to her teacher I found out that she is a good student 
and has lots of extracurricular activities that occupy her time and energy. Lisa was 
quite open in her work with me. Lisa has not been to the Gulf of Mexico but has gone 
with her family to St. Thomas. She did not seem to have a great interest in the subject 
but she put forth effort to complete this project.
Lance relates that he is a fisherman and seemed to have an understanding of the 
dynamics of salt and fresh water. He has a parent who “loves” plants and therefore he 
understood the use of fertilizer. He brought in his knowledge about the 
“Christmas Tree Project,” a unique use of discarded Christmas trees to help stop erosion 
in fragile wetland areas. His exploration of the web site and subsequent answers in the 
interview demonstrated that he had not grasped all of the necessary concepts to fully 
understand the Dead Zone.
Lorraine, the only African American in the study, is truly a minority at her 
school. She was one of a few students who took the time to read all of the definitions 
at one time. She relates things back to what she has learned in her classes with Ms. 
Mackie. She noted the photic and aphotic zone (terms learned in studying ecosystems) 
during her explanation of the Formation of the Dead Zone graphic and used this 
throughout the session. She expressed her interest in the process of science when she 
noted, “It looks interesting, finding out things about the Dead Zone.” and then, “...You 
were IN the Dead Zone?” Upon completion of the activities I looked at her drawing of
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the Dead Zone. She had duplicated the Formation of the Dead Zone picture from the 
CAST publication almost identically. When confronted with this Lorraine admitted that 
she knew she had a photographic memory but did not use it. She seemed pleased that I 
had noted her ability.
Lana is an enchanting and engaging young lady. She was relaxed but easily 
distracted. Her technique for avoiding questions consisted of asking me a question 
instead. During her session the Internet connection was at its worst. Lana admitted to 
having an interest in Marine Biology but was denied entrance to the class due to her 
failure in another class. She avoided the area of nitrogen on the web site because she 
perceived that as being too hard.
Leslie is a petite, frail-looking student who has a soft voice and demeanor. She 
appeared scared and nervous. During the use of the web site she tried to be interested 
and she actually worked quite hard. For the interview, she seemed only to want to get it 
over with and her stock answer was, ‘T don’t know!” I questioned her teacher and 
found that Leslie has a physical problem that could account for her being drained after 
school. In fact, I noted that all of the students seemed more tired, demonstrated by 
yawning and less motor activity than the Centerville High School students who were 
seen during the school day.
Leigh was a chatty and interested student. She had plenty of experience in the 
aquatic environment and demonstrated knowledge about fishing by telling stories of 
fishing with her family. She had no problem talking during the session. She asked 
questions that demonstrated that she wants to connect environmental problems in many
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different areas. She, like other females in both groups, was impressed about the 
connection of the Pogy or Menhaden, Brevoortia patronus. to cosmetic industry. 
Centerville High School
Ian was willing and open during his work on the web site. When questioned 
about his connection to oceans he said that he had been to Florida, California and 
Vancouver. He appeared to be pretty relaxed and seemed to enjoy the work that we did. 
Centerville students were seen during the school day and we took a ten-minute break for 
a cold drink during the more than two-hour session. This seemed to make a difference 
in how focused the students were on the project.
Ike is a native Korean who was adopted by an American family. He admitted to 
wanting to go to the south where he thought he would have a better chance of being 
accepted. I knew at the onset that he was not a good student, however, he did some 
processing during the session. He leaned back in his seat much of the time unless he 
was concentrating. During that time he leaned forward. He adopted a “Rodin-like” 
stance with head in hand during many parts of the session. This posture appeared on 
many of the students in Centerville. I later saw Ikes’ fanciful drawings with vivid color 
and moving shapes. He is quite an artist. This might account, in part, for his lack of 
interest and indeed ability to learn in a traditional manner.
Irene was a cute and engaging student in the upper ability group. She had been 
to the Gulf of Mexico during a visit to Texas and was planning a trip to Cancun during 
the spring break in a couple of weeks. She didn’t make many of the connections that a 
student of her ability might demonstrate. This could be an indication that her academic 
success was related to more time on task or rote memorization.
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Ira was an energetic and engaging student. He wore his baseball cap during the 
session, later he revealed his orange hair. He seemed to like being just out of the 
“norm”. He appeared very interested in the web site and working with me in general. 
He was friendly and when we met a month later on my second visit to the school he 
chatted openly about the session and asked me questions about my research.
Isiah is the student who had the second highest grade point average in the 
Centerville part of the study. He approached the session in a skeptical manner and 
demonstrated this in his hesitant actions and attempts to keep what he was thinking to 
himself. I acknowledge that this could just be his type of processing, but it was 
incredibly difficult to get him to tell me what he was thinking. A month later he gave 
me no nod of recognition at all when we saw each other in the Media Resource Center.
Izzie was an interested and open student. She had never been to the Gulf of 
Mexico but told me she was leaving in five days for Cancun. She was eager to work in 
the session. Mr. Hester, her teacher, told me that she was a very good student for him. 
She admits to liking outdoor activities and hiking and she participates in recycling. She 
proved to be one of the best students in the research study.
Iona is a soft spoken, above average student who worked hard during the 
session. She participates in outdoor activities as well. She had a very intense session in 
the Media Resource Center that was full of activity. At times it was difficult to hear her 
soft voice.
Dene was an interesting student to work with. She admitted to being dyslexic 
and during the session demonstrated some of the characteristics accompanying dyslexia. 
She participates in many outdoor activities. She was very chatty during the session, I
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am not sure if this activity was not devised to distract me from noting her answers to the 
questions.
Isia had recently moved to the area. She had previously lived in North Carolina, 
site of many occurrences of fish kills and localized dead zones. She demonstrated a 
fairly well rounded knowledge of marine ecosystems in her answers to questions and 
her movement though the web site. She expressed the desire to move away from the 
area because of the lack of things to do.
A unusual component of this research was that it was being conducted in two 
distinct locations of the United States. The student populations involved were unique 
and diverse. Each brought to the study knowledge that was filtered through a regional 
lens. Whether the student was located near the cause or the effect of hypoxia was a 
consideration in this research. A conceptual snapshot of this student population can be 
found in Chapter Three, Figure 8.
Number of students in the study
Initial applications and consent forms were sent to teachers at the study sites. I 
requested that two groups of 30 students in each site be part of the study. Table 2 
indicates the number of students with consent forms for the study. Factors that changed 
the numbers during the study were the high rate of absences and school drop-outs 
during the semester. The use of a pre- and postinstructional survey complicated matters 
since students might have been absent and missed taking one of the survey instruments. 
Using a paired-different t-test avoided this complication but lowered the n for the group 
under study.
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Table 2. Research Participants
Treatment Control Total
Iowa 29 25 57
Louisiana 26 25 51
Unit of Analysis: The Teachers
The Centerville High School instructor, Mr. Hester, is a young likeable 
instructor who worked well with his students. He seemed overburdened with things to 
do and this study was just one more “thing” for him. His students demonstrated that 
they liked him by joking and offering assistance. Most of the Centerville students 
seemed comfortable with chemistry. Mr. Hester was anxious to hear that his students 
were doing well in the study. He was concerned about the Control Group who would 
not get the information on the Dead Zone. I noticed a general lack of knowledge about 
how a research study was set up by both of the teachers involved in the study.
Sessions with students were held either in the Human Ecology Lab, the Science 
Office or in the Media Resource Center (MRC). Various problems of noise and 
distractions existed in the MRC and Science Office. The additional problem of lack of 
space was present in the Science Office.
The school itself provided state of the art technology in the Media Resource 
Center where classes and individual students could go to use the Internet or to do 
projects and type reports.
Coastal High School teacher, Ms. Mackie, was interested in the study, since it 
had to do with marine ecosystems, and in what her students were getting out of it. She
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continually told me that she had really bright students that I should have used. I 
mentioned that I get much more information out of average groups of students. I think 
that she perceives the students as a reflection of her ability as a teacher. She has only 
been teaching for two years. She eagerly gave out permission slips, administered the 
pre-instructional survey, and called students to remind them of their appointments to 
work with me. The school provided refreshment tokens for participating students. She 
was very helpful with this research.
The school had what appeared to be a well-equipped computer lab near the 
science classrooms. It was very noisy in the computer room due to an air circulation 
system. It was also very crowded and many of the computers did not work. Ms. 
Mackie’s classroom also had a computer and students were encouraged to use it to look 
up information needed for projects and classroom discussions. Students did not have 
much room on the computer desk during their web site use. I noticed a general lack of 
movement from the Coastal High School students, no sitting back in their chair or head 
in hand type posture. They were focused on the task and not gesturing or pointing. 
Perhaps this is a function of the session being at the end of a long day of school.
Unit of Analysis: The Pre- and Postinstructional Survey 
The students in the Treatment Group with sub-groups, Interviewed Students and 
Non-interviewed Students, as well as the Control Group, were given a pre- and 
postinstructional survey. The classroom teacher gave the pre-instructional survey 
before I arrived to work with the students. Their respective teachers gave the post- 
instructional survey the first week of May.
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Since the survey was modeled after a telephone survey, a Likert-type scale was 
developed . Values of one to five, or from one to three, were assigned to the choices in 
the survey in order for a statistical analysis to be completed. Iowa students and 
Louisiana students were compared using a two-sample t-test, Chi-square tests and 
Fisher Exact tests where appropriate. Complete statistical test results are found in 
Appendix J. The appropriate test was applied to each of the thirteen questions in the 
survey. In the initial survey there were some open-ended questions. All open-ended 
questions were analyzed by compiling answers into a matrix for analysis. This included 
the four questions that were added to the post-instructional survey. Complete results for 
the open-ended questions may be found in Appendix K.
In order to get an indication as to whether the use of the Dead Zone Web Site 
affected learning, the changes in students’ opinions were measured by the Hypoxia 
survey. Data from the Pre-and Postinstuctional survey were analyzed and compared. 
Only those students who completed the Pre-and Postinstructional surveys were included 
in this analysis. Results were analyzed using a paired-difference t-test (Pre-Post) and 
Fisher Exact tests. In this analysis, p<0.05 is considered statistically significant. 
Complete statistical results for the survey are found in Appendix J.
In rating the quality of the environment, Question One, of their local 
community, Louisiana students rated the quality of their environment as being of lower 
quality than the students from Iowa (t=-S.27, p=o.oooi). This difference is not only an 
opinion of the students’ but it is affirmed in Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Environmental ratings. Information on the Environmental Defense Scorecard web site 
('http://www.scorecard.gov.) indicates that St. Bernard Parish, Louisiana is in the top 20%
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of the nations’ worst environmentally polluted communities. Nitrate compounds are 
listed as the number one pollutant in the area. While this study wishes to understand 
what students know about upper watershed inputs of nitrogen, the nitrate compounds in 
our own area pose a problem as well. By contrast, Black Hawk County, Iowa is not 
rated among the worst of the environmental communities. It does have a local 
Superfund site, an abandoned coal gasification plant that is located near the Cedar 
River. The major pollutants are hydrocarbons, volatile organics and cyanide. The 
paired-difference t-test revealed a significant change in the Iowa Control group (t=Z20, 
p=0.042). The test noted that the students’ opinions of the local environment improved. 
It does not appear that this is due to the study.
In rating the quality of the environment of the nation, both groups of students 
found the environment in our nation as between fairly good and fairly bad, Louisiana 
students were more likely to answer fairly good. The paired-different t-test revealed no 
significant change in opinion after the web site use.
For the quality of the environment in the world as a whole, Iowa students had 
significantly a lower opinion of the quality of the environment than do Louisiana 
students (t=3.83, p<o.00l) as measured on the pre-instructional survey. The paired- 
difference t-test revealed no significant change in opinion from the pre- to 
postinstructional survey.
Question Two was an open-ended question concerning the most important 
environmental problem facing the nation. A matrix of answers from the Interviewed 
students indicated the biggest problem was considered to be pollution. For a detailed
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matrix, see Appendix K. This persisted in the postinstructional survey, as well. 
Pollution was not generally specified as to the type or kind of pollutant.
In Question Three students were asked to indicate the seriousness of the 
environmental problems in their community. Paired-difference t-tests were used to 
analyze the state x group subsets. Results show significant differences for the Iowa 
Treatment group regarding too many people (t=2.50, p=0.02) and too much noise (t=3.36, 
p=€.003). For the Iowa Control group, significant differences were present for the 
problems of contaminated soil (t=3.05, p=0.008), inadequate sewage (t=2.2S, p=o.04i), and 
too much noise (t=2.20, p=0.042). The Louisiana Control group had significant differences 
regarding poor water quality (t=5.l6, p<o.oooi), contaminated soil (t=3.7i, pF=0.004), and 
inadequate sewage (t=3.50, p=-0.007). Poor water quality is a recurring problem in our 
area. Recent problems with improper filtration of potable water for the community 
were in the news and was of concern to these students. It is possible that this influenced 
the Control group. It is unclear why this did not show up in the Treatment group.
It is unclear what role the Hypoxia web site may have played in influencing how 
students responded to this question. The environmental problem of soil contamination 
in the local area of Centerville High School via the Superfund site might account for the 
interest in soil contamination. While not of concern in this study, it is interesting to 
note the Treatment and Control group in Iowa’s interest related to “too much noise”.
In Question Four the students were asked to indicate the seriousness of 
environmental problems in the world. The two-sample t-test revealed no significant 
difference of opinion between students in Iowa and Louisiana regarding all eight 
environmental problems, 1) air pollution and smog, 2) pollution of rivers and lakes, 3)
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pollution of ocean, gulfs, seas, 4) soil erosion, polluted land, loss of farmland, 5) 
extinction of animal and plant species, 6) loss of rain forests and jungles, 7) global 
warming or “greenhouse” effect, 8) loss of ozone in the earth’s atmosphere. Louisiana 
students had lower scores indicating that they felt these were serious problem areas, the 
exceptions were in the categories of global warming and loss of ozone. The Louisiana 
students were enrolled in an environmental science class that was dealing with the 
issues of pollution, erosion and extinction and accounts for student concern for these 
global environmental issues.
In Question Five students were asked to indicate how important gulfs, oceans 
and seas were in relation to several categories, such as being a source of water for rain 
and snow on land, ocean plant life as a source of oxygen for humans and animals, ocean 
fish and shellfish as a source of food and oceans’ coasts as a source of recreation. There 
was no significant difference in the average rating for Iowa and Louisiana students. 
Using the paired-difference t-test, no significant difference was noted. In the state x 
group subset, it was noted that the Louisiana Treatment group for part A, being a source 
of water for rain and snow on land, changed from very important to not very important 
(t=-2.926, p=0.009). An Effect-Size of 0.57 is reported for this question. This change in 
opinion is very interesting since the concept of the water cycle is an important one in 
this context and in many other environmental issues. The water cycle concept should 
have been reinforced during the semester in environmental science. The connectedness 
of the watershed, water in oceans and the water cycle were made in the web site. This 
was reinforced in an animated water cycle and animated surface runoff graphic. This 
would indicate a failure of the web site to address the importance of the water cycle in
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environmental science concepts in a manner relevant to the participants of this study. 
This is affirmed in student interviews as well.
Question Six queries the students about water pollution from agricultural 
sources as being serious or not. Paired-difference t-tests were used to analyze the state 
x group subsets. The Louisiana Control group had significant differences regarding 
pollution in rivers, lakes and streams (t=3.67, p=o.005). We can account for these changes 
in the Louisiana Control group due to their exposure to environmental issues in their 
Environmental Science class. This group felt that it was a more serious problem toward 
the end of the semester. It is possible that the Treatment group did not feel rivers, lakes 
and stream pollution was important because they had just been exposed to the 
information in the web site that focused on the Gulf of Mexico.
Question Seven asks whether the students think that pollution in the Gulf of 
Mexico from agriculture is a serious problem or not. Results show significant 
differences for the Iowa Control group regarding pollution in the Gulf of Mexico (t=3.23, 
P=0.006). Since the Control group was not exposed to the web site, it is unclear why 
they would have changed their opinions on this question. It is perhaps more revealing 
to see that the Iowa and Louisiana students in the Treatment Group did not change their 
opinions on this question. Initial responses place Iowa students between “a somewhat 
serious problem” and “not very serious problem” and Louisiana students between “a 
very serious problem” and “a somewhat serious problem”.
Question Eight asks the students if they have heard of Hypoxia before. Of the 
Interviewed students, both from Iowa and Louisiana, none of the students had heard of 
the term before (t=2.5l, p=0.0l7). Of the other Treatment students only 6% of the
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Louisiana students had heard of the term. This is due to local publicity about the area of 
the Gulf each year. Of the Control group, only 4% of the Louisiana students had heard 
of the term prior to the pre-instructional survey. Following the web site use, 44% of the 
Treatment students in both groups, indicated to having heard the term hypoxia. The 
change in the Treatment group from Iowa’s score was significant (t=l.8S, p=0.040). This 
might be expected since in the pre-instructional survey no Iowa students acknowledged 
having heard of the term “hypoxia” before.
Using a “string search” in NUD.IST™, I correlated with the incidences of 
students referring to hypoxia during the web site use. Only three of the 18 students 
interviewed, or 16%, actually referred to or used the word hypoxia during the entire 
web site use. It is clear that the web site did not reinforce this word enough for more 
students to feel that they had “heard” it. For complete details on this question see 
Appendix K.
In Question Nine students were asked if they had heard of the term Dead Zone 
before. Of the Interviewed students only 22% of the Iowa students and 33% of the 
Louisiana students had heard of the term as indicated on the pre-instructional survey. 
After the web site use, 89% of Iowa students {$=-2.70, p=0.008) identified that they had 
heard the term and 89% of the Louisiana students (it=-Z30, p=O.0l8) said that they had 
heard of the term. An explanation for the lack of recall for the Iowa student who had 
not heard of the term before is that this student appears to need more than a cursory pass 
at learning material, he does poorly in school and has erratic thought processes. The 
Louisiana student was clearly disinterested in participating and therefore did not pay
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enough attention to recall the material. For complete details on this question see 
Appendix K.
Of the Non-interviewed students in the Treatment Group, Iowa students moved 
from 11% on the pre-instructional survey to 42% on the post-instructional survey (t=- 
2.07, p=0.23). A greater increase was found in the Louisiana students with movements 
from 25% on the pre-instructional survey to 70% on the post-instructional survey (t=- 
2.16, p=0.020). In looking for an explanation for these results I must note that the 
Louisiana students are in the regional vicinity of the Dead Zone and possibly attended 
to more of the information during the use of the web site since they had a greater 
personal interest in, and connection to, the material.
The Control group showed a slight increase in knowledge among the Iowa 
students and a slight decrease in knowledge among the Louisiana students. This 
decrease may be accounted for in the loss of student participants during the post- 
instructional survey.
In Question 10 students were asked how important it was to protect the Gulf of 
Mexico from the condition of hypoxia. There was no difference in the groups on the 
two-sample t-test. The paired-difference t-test revealed no significant changes in 
importance for either group, as well. Both groups felt that this was very important.
Question 11 asks if students can “believe” that fertilizers from the mid-west can 
cause hypoxia. There was a significant difference in the Treatment (Iowa and 
Louisiana) group {t=2.l74, p=0.035, Effect-aze=0.32) indicated that these students’ belief 
about the explanation of the fertilizers causing water pollution in the Gulf of Mexico 
strengthened. This change in the Treatment group and not in the Control group
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indicates that the web site may have been instrumental in the change of the students’ 
opinions.
In the state x group subsets, no significant difference was found in the Iowa 
groups. Both Louisiana, Treatment (t=2.327; p=0.033) and Control (t=lS38, p=0.032), 
groups had a higher average score on the pre-instructional survey, meaning that their 
scores tended to be “somewhat believable” and “not believable” at all. Effect-size for 
Louisiana Treatment group is 0.49 and for Louisiana Control group is 0.65. The effect- 
size indicates the magnitude of the change that comes from the use of the Dead Zone 
web site. Their post-instructional scores indicated that their beliefs moved more to the 
“somewhat believable” or “very believable” category. This is an indication that they 
have gained some insight or information that would allow their opinion to change. This 
hopefully, is accounted for in their exposure to the material o f the web site and their 
environmental science class during the semester. Iowa students’ average remained 
unchanged, however, they perceived that the explanation for fertilizer from the mid­
west as the cause in the pre-instructional survey was accurate and it remained so in the 
post-instructional survey. Throughout the web site use, interview and subsequent 
activities the Iowa students were not surprised by the correlation of nitrogen to water 
pollution in the Gulf of Mexico.
Question 12 asks if it is important that steps be taken to reduce the problem in 
the Gulf of Mexico. No significant differences were found between groups in the two- 
sample t-test and in the paired-difference t-test, in other words, no opinions changed.
Question 13 asked what steps might be effective in addressing the problem of 
the Dead Zone. The data from the Pre-instructional survey was analyzed using Chi-
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square tests of independence. The only significant difference occurred for part G, 
“water treatment plants” (p=0.048). More Louisiana students felt that this would be 
effective. On the paired-difference t-test for part A, “research”, Iowa Treatment group 
students moved from “not effective” to “effective”, a significant difference was noted 
here (t=2.309, p=0.03, Effect-size=0.43). On part C, taxing fertilizers, students on the post- 
instructional survey in the Control group for both Iowa and Louisiana students indicated 
a significant difference (p=0.03). Iowa Control (p=o.oss) and the Louisiana Treatment (t= 
2.141, p=0.046, Effeet-size=o.45) subsets felt that taxing fertilizers would be effective. It is 
likely that students from Louisiana, having used the web site, grasped the magnitude of 
the problem and realized that taxing could be a solution to the problem. This is coupled 
with the significance on the next part, D, where the Louisiana students (t=2.ll, p=o.049, 
Effect-size =0.45) also felt that taxing food would be an effective means of addressing the 
problem. In taxing food the Louisiana students recognize that this would not only tax 
the citizenry in the upper watershed, but all people in the watershed as well. During the 
web site use and Interview it was very clear that Iowa students focused on farming and 
the application of fertilizer as a major player in the excess nitrogen added to the system. 
It is possible that taxing fertilizer is considered a good solution by these students. It 
was fascinating to note that although farmland is located about five miles from the 
school site few students had farm “experience”. When they were shown pictures of a 
farm from the local area they were surprised.
On part F, a significant difference occurred for the Louisiana Control group (t=- 
2.714, p=0.024). On the Post-instructional survey more of these students felt that
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rewarding farmers would not be effective. It is unclear what caused a change in this 
group.
On part G, a significant difference occurred for the Louisiana Treatment group 
(t=Z l9i, p=0.042, Effect-size = 0.46) on the post-instructional survey more of these students 
felt that installing water treatment plants would be effective. It is possible that these 
students were exposed to water treatment technologies and their use in their 
environmental science class and brought that information into the study setting. If this 
was so, however, it would have been reflected in a change in the Control group as well.
On part H, concerning fishing communities, a significant difference occurred in 
the Control group (t=Z423, p=0.022) on the post-instructional survey. More students felt 
that helping fishing communities would be effective. However, the state x control 
subset indicated no significant difference so it would be misleading to conclude that a 
significance is indicated here.
Question 14, 15, 16 and 17 were added to the Post-instructional survey in an 
effort to determine the quality and quantity of student action in and on behalf of the 
environment. Question 14 asked the students to indicate their outdoor activities outside 
of school. A variety of activities including rollerblading, swimming, running, 
basketball and disc golf were indicated. Several students listed talking on the phone 
and reading which are not considered outdoor activities. On Question 15, of the 
Interviewed Group, 100% of the Iowa students have been fishing, while 67% of the 
Louisiana students have enjoyed this activity. The Non-interviewed student sub-group 
for Iowa was very high at about 95% participation and this was true for the Control 
Group as well. The Louisiana students in the Treatment Group, Non-interviewed
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students were slightly lower at 80% and the Control Group at 83% participation. 
Among these students fishing seemed to be the favored activity. Camping and hiking 
activity fell to the 20 to 30% range for all groups. Due to the wording of the question 
students may have failed to enter an answer that reflected their actual activity.
On Question 16, in the Treatment Group, 33% of the Iowa Interviewed students 
and 44% of the Louisiana students indicated that they participate in environmental 
activities. A notable difference occurs in the students in the Treatment Group, Non- 
interviewed Sub-group, where 50% of the Iowa students indicated that they participated 
in these activities while only 20% of the Louisiana students did so. In the Control 
groups, 58% of the Iowa students and 33% of the Louisiana students indicated that they 
participated in environmental activities.
In Question 17 students were asked to indicate whether they had ever 
participated in any environmental campaign such as a letter writing activity, joined an 
environmental organization or participated in any activity, such as, “Adopt A Whale”. 
Iowa students in all groups participated at a level of 32 to 44%. Louisiana students 
ranged from 0% participation in the Interviewed students, 10% in the Non-interviewed 
students and 42% in the Control group. There seems to be significant difference in the 
participation in environmental campaigns among the students. The Iowa students 
indicate more environmental activism than the Louisiana students, even though the 
Louisiana students are currently in an environmental science class. A prevailing 
attitude noticed among my own community college students is a feeling that they 
cannot effect any change in the system. Perhaps these Louisiana students, a younger 
version of the community college population, also feel ineffective.
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In order to understand the population of students better, several questions were 
analyzed to determine if there was a significant difference in the Interviewed students 
and the Non-interviewed students of the Treatment Group. The analysis was done on 
questions that concerned the Gulf of Mexico and related to the problem of hypoxia. The 
responses of the Interviewed and Non-interviewed students in the Treatment group were 
compared for questions 5-7 and 10-12. Pre- and Postinstructional scores were used to 
perform paired-difference t-tests. Results revealed that for each group, for the questions 
of interest, there was no significant change in answers between the Pre- and 
Postinstructional surveys for both the Interviewed and Non-interviewed groups. We 
can conclude that the Interviewed students are a sub-set of the larger Treatment group.
State x group subsets were also compared in a similar manner, and significance 
resulted in only one case. For Question 5 A, the Louisiana Interview group showed a 
significant change in answers between the pre- and postinstructional surveys (p=0.040). 
The average score on the Pre-instructional survey was 1.67, between “very important” 
and “somewhat important”, and the average score on the postinstructional survey 
dropped to 2.78, between “somewhat important” and “not very important”. This 
confirms that these Interviewed students were a representative sample of the Treatment 
group. There is no concrete answer as to why students would have changed their 
opinion on this question or why the two groups differed.
Unit of Analysis; The Use of the Dead Zone Web Site 
Dead Zone Web Site
The focus of this dissertation was to determine the regional difference in 
understanding of the concept of the Dead Zone via the use of information presented on
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a web site developed by the researcher and used with the students in the Treatment 
group. The Treatment group consisted of two sub-groups: Interviewed students who 
were taped using a think-aloud protocol during their web site use and immediately 
interviewed by the researcher and other Non-interviewed students who used the web 
site during two class periods.
The web site reinforced concepts found in the focus graphic, “Dead in the 
Water” from the Times-Picayune Pulitzer Prize winning series of articles, “Oceans of 
Trouble.” (Times-Picayune, 1996). Concepts included in the Dead Zone web site were 
formation of the Dead Zone, watershed and watershed issues, fisheries, activities that 
contribute to the formation of the Dead Zone, nitrogen and its inputs to the system and 
causes of the Dead Zone. Figure 10 illustrates the pages included in the web site.
Figure 10. Pages in the Dead Zone Web Site.
Web Site Pages
The Dead Zone Web Site was constructed using ten informational pages. The
Home Page listed each of the pages and was designed to peak interest in the subject of
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the Dead Zone. The intent of the web site was to use a focus graphic and to add 
information that would help clarify areas of the graphic. This graphic has several main 
areas of information: watershed, formation o f the Dead Zone, causes o f the Dead Zone 
and effects o f the Dead Zone. Each of these main areas was addressed by page(s) in the 
Dead Zone Web site as seen in Figure 11.
lioideahas has idea has
; BfcctctOapdi _1 Ppmatimot;
Figure 11. Main Areas of Dead in the Water Graphic.
A Fry Readability was completed on the Dead Zone Web Site. Using three 
paragraphs selected from the web site, Dr. Lucy Begnaud, Ph.D. from the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette concluded that the readability of the selected sections of the web 
site was at a 7th grade level. Table 3 contains the information used to conduct the 
readability. The readability included one paragraph from the Dead Zone focus graphic 
page.
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Table 3. Readability of Selected Paragraphs in the Dead Zone Web Page
Passage Syllables Sentences Readability
1 157 4
2 91 3
3 119 5
Average 122 4 7th grade
Definitions Page
This page included a list of definitions that the students could use to help them 
in understanding the information on the Dead Zone. While density was defined on this 
page, the term hypoxia was defined elsewhere. This forced students to move to other 
pages to read and seek out the definition. This page supported all other pages in the 
web site.
Watershed Page
This page provided information on the watershed. Concepts included the role of 
the Mississippi River in the watershed, pictures of the activities found in the watershed 
that contribute to formation of the Dead Zone, information on the water cycle, and 
information on the sources of nitrogen that contribute to formation of the Dead Zone. 
Additionally, students were able to find their own watershed in an interactive map on 
the web. The use of this page enabled the students to tie where they lived to the more 
global concept of the watershed of the Mississippi River. The water cycle and depiction 
of surface runoff were both animated.
Surface RunofT Page
This site provided information about land use in the basin by using a color- 
coded map, an additional basin map gave the sources of nitrogen in kilograms per meter
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squared throughout the basin. Students noted the color-coded areas. This graphic 
allowed the students to find their area of the country and identify their contribution to 
the nitrogen produced in the basin. The different contributions of nitrogen were 
depicted in a stacked bar graph for each numbered basin in the watershed. Student 
Activity: students were asked to indicate to the researcher which basins contributed the 
most and the least nitrogen to the total watershed. They were also asked to explain the 
differences in the smaller identified basins by looking at the stacked bar graph. This 
graph indicated relative amounts of contributions of nitrogen in each of the basins.
Dead Zone Page
The graphic appeal of this page was its black background with yellow and red 
writing. It specifically gives the “what”, “when”, “where”, “why”, and “how” of the 
formation of the Dead Zone. On this page students found the definition for hypoxia. 
Formation of the Dead Zone
This page contained the colorful CAST (Council for Agricultural Science and 
Technology) graphic. This additional depiction of the formation of the Dead Zone 
helped reiterate the fresh water surface runoff phenomena, algae growth and death, and 
subsequent decomposition in lower, high salinity, waters.
Research in the Dead Zone Page
This page contained a depiction of the sampling stations in the Gulf of Mexico 
for NECOP (Nutrient Enhancement Coastal Ocean Productivity) Hypoxia cruises. 
Students were asked to plot dissolved oxygen at station C6B throughout a one-year 
period. A table was provided for them, as well as a grid on which to graph their data, 
Appendix L.
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Scientists in the Dead Zone Page
This visual portrayal of scientific work in the Dead Zone was an attempt to 
make real the sampling process. I supplied pictures that I took while sampling during 
the NECOP Hypoxia Cruise during July 1999. These pictures showed workers and the 
instruments they used in the sampling process. Pictures also captured the waters of the 
Gulf of Mexico and the oil processing platforms found in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Organisms in the Dead Zone Page
This page showed various organisms found on the bottom substrate exhibiting 
stress or even death in the area of hypoxia. This page was an attempt to make real the 
otherwise unseen effect of the death of living organisms in the area.
Nitrogen Page
This page was a concept map of information about nitrogen and its role in 
terrestrial and aquatic systems. One click on the map brings the student to an animated 
nitrogen cycle depicting the transformation of nitrogen from air to soil or water and 
back again. This in-depth look at nitrogen was rich in detail and chemistry and was not 
intended for use by every student.
Fisheries Information Page
This page was intended to be a glimpse into one of the effects of the Dead Zone, 
loss or reduction in fisheries in the area. The information on this page presented the 
total amount of fisheries, both finfish and shellfish. These numbers were impressive to 
students who viewed the information. An in-depth look at the largest finfishery, the 
Menhaden, was contained on this page. In addition, information on Catch-per-Unit- 
Effort was given. Students were asked to look at the fishery data in graphs and note the
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trend in the shrimp fishery. This page had links to other fishery sites for interested 
students.
Use of the Web Site
Students in the Treatment Group, sub-group Interviewed students, were 
introduced to the web site during a specified period set aside for the web site use and 
interview. This session was approximately two and one-half hours long. Centerville 
High School students were released from class time to work with me. Coastal High 
School students were not taken out of class and I worked with them after school for the 
same amount of time as the Centerville High School students. I asked each one to start 
at the Home Page or Dead in the Water Page.
Researcher Dead in the Water is the graphic that I want you to look at. Try 
to get as much information as you can from that graphic. 
Underneath this site are different pages that are linked to that 
graphic page. So that if you click on that page you get 
information on those things that are components for 
understanding the graphic itself. I don’t want to lead you around 
too much. So why don’t you go click on Enter at Your own Risk. 
The computer is slow and we’re just going to have to wait.
Students in the Treatment group, sub-group Non-interviewed students, went to a
computer laboratory during two class periods and were encouraged to use the web site
to find out as much information as they could about the Dead Zone. These students
spent approximately eighty minutes total on the web site. Students were monitored
during the web site use. Centerville High School students had a monitoring system in
place at the Media Resource Center’s moderator terminal. Additionally, I stopped the
activity every five minutes and students were asked to write down which page of the
web site they were on. Coastal High School students were monitored visually by the
researcher and an additional computer teacher. They also were asked to write down the
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page of the web site that they were on every five minutes. During the web site use 
activity only two incidences of students moving off the web site were noted, both of 
these were to view personal mail. After the session was over the researcher noted the 
history of the use of the site during the session. This validated the continual use of the 
Dead Zone web site and produced the data of their movement through the site. Some 
students experienced computer problems and their histories of use could not be 
identified. Other students inadvertently turned off computers and therefore their history 
was lost. Centerville High School students had a similar pattern of continual use and 
was documented as well. Table 4, on the following page, contains information about 
the number of pages that were used by the Treatment Group students during the web 
site use period. Complete information on Treatment Group students can be found in 
Appendix M. During web site use students were encouraged to stay focused and move 
through the site.
During the second session each student had the task of completing a graph on 
the presence of the Dead Zone at station C6B in the Gulf of Mexico. This site contains 
actual data from the hypoxia cruise of 1995 and gave practice in working with scientific 
data. Questions for the researcher during each of the sessions focused on use of the site, 
computer assistance and assistance, with finding and working with the scientific data. 
Frequency of Sites Used
The sites used by the students during the web site use were listed. I noted the 
number of times that each of the ten pages was used during the taping. For instance, 
Laura went to the Dead Zone page four different times, the Watershed Page four 
different times, and the Formation of the Dead Zone and Surface Runoff page two times
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each. I then looked at all pages used twice or more during the web site use. For 
complete information see Table 5.
Table 4. Number of Pages Visited During the Web Site Use of Centerville and Coastal 
High School Students in the Treatment Group.
Centerville 
High School
Coastal High School
Treatment Group, sub-group, 
Interviewed Students
Highest number of pages visited 26 35
Lowest number of pages visited 15 10
Average number of pages visited 22 20
Treatment Group, sub-group 
Non-interviewed students
Highest number of pages visited 21 38
Lowest number of pages visited 4 3
Average number of pages visited 9 14
I then looked at the top three sites for each group. The top two sites used in both 
Iowa and Louisiana Interviewed groups were the Watershed page and the Definitions 
page. There were two other pages that were common to both groups and these were the 
Formation of the Dead Zone page and the Organisms in the Dead Zone page.
Louisiana students also used Fisheries Information and Dead Zone pages, while 
Iowa students used the Surface Runoff page. Fisheries Information and Dead Zone 
pages are more closely related to the Gulf of Mexico focus or the effect and the Surface 
Runoff page is more closely related to the watershed issues and the cause of the Dead 
Zone.
It is interesting to note that not one student in either of the two groups ever 
visited the Nitrogen page a second time. Iowa students did not visit the Dead Zone 
page or Scientists in the Dead Zone page a second time.
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Students were told to go back to the Dead In the Water page often, since it was 
the focus graphic, Iowa students moved back to that page an average of 5.3 times during 
their web site use. Louisiana students moved back to the Dead in the Water page an 
average of 3.6 times during their web site use. It is possible that Louisiana students 
thought that they knew the information on the Dead in the Water page and, therefore, 
did not need to go back to the graphic.
Table 5. Frequency of Sites Used in the Treatment Group, sub-group 
Interviewed Students (*Highest use, +Second highest use, #Third highest use)
IA LA
Watershed Page 8* 5*
Surface Runoff Page 4# 1
Nitrogen Page
Formation of the DZ Page 4# 2#
Dead Zone Page 4+
Fisheries Information 1 2#
Scientists in the DZ Page 1
Research in the DZ Page 2 1
Organisms in the DZ Page 3 2#
Definitions 5+ 5*
Interviewed Students
The routes of all Interviewed students were carefully cataloged by viewing the 
videotapes of the web site use. A complete record of the sites used is found in 
Appendix N.
Centerville High School
Centerville High School students show a somewhat different pattern of usage.
One of the highest number of sites visited during the use of the web site was 26. This
was accomplished by Ike, whose GPA of 1.93 puts him in the below average category
compared to the other students in Chemistry. He admitted to having trouble
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comprehending information, yet he was able to demonstrate how he works at getting the
information.
Ike: I’m thinking, I’m not sure. This is, okay, I often have to read
things over again ‘cause, I don’t know. I’ll read it but I have to 
process it over again several times. This is the density between 
that word (referring to pycnocline), the density between the top 
layer and the bottom layer, how it changes. Green is the density, 
red is the dissolved oxygen. (Student working with graphs in 
Fisheries Information page). Well, I’m reading the question here. 
“Would you describe the water in graph one as mostly fresh or 
mostly salty?”
While Ike struggles he actually is able to come up with some of the answers to his own 
questions. In working with the watershed map he processes some information.
Ike: This has to be connected with the sources of nitrogen, I’m
guessing because it’s connected to the category. But I’m not sure 
how.
Researcher: Where do you think you might get that information.
Ike: Well, drainage of the Mississippi ... yeah.
Researcher: What are you thinking?
Ike: Well, that this is the key here and the map tells you where, I
guess, the water is coming from, or how it is used within the area, 
yeah, how the water affects, what the agriculture, the geography, 
or stuff, the surroundings, how they are within the area of water, 
like, it’s a lot of wetlands here and this is where the Mississippi is 
a little larger, a little wider than it is up there and its less verdant 
area, where the water is, like, less vast so its sorta.
During this time Ike leans forward toward the computer screen intently studying the 
screen, then later slouches back in his chair. An affirming posture that what he thought 
was correct. Ike uses words like verdant and vast, a vocabulary unlike others in this
group.
Ian, an open and engaging student, moved through the web site going to 15 
different sites, the least number of sites visited for the Iowa students in the Interviewed 
group. He is an average student, seemed interested and exhibited reflective behavior by
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pausing and thinking before responding or moving on. In the interchange below his 
posture is “head in hand”, a sort of Rodin-like reflective stance that was seen in many of 
the Iowa students.
Researcher: What are you thinking?
Ian: Umm, just shows like different animals at the bottom of the
ocean, different kinds of ‘em. This is a sea anemone 
(mispronounces), (reads) I don’t know what they mean by stress.
Coastal High School
A Coastal High School student in the below average group moved to 36 sites. 
This was the highest in both groups. A Coastal High School student, in the above 
average group, used only nine sites on the Dead Zone Web Site. The student who used 
only nine sites is Larry. He was very engaging and very interested in the subject.
Larry: I am actually interested in this. I am kinda hesitant on why you
created the web site though. Me, people like me, go to these 
kinda things because I am actually interested in this kinda stuff, 
but normal teenagers really don’t care, they really don’t.
It is possible that his interest in the outdoors and in environmental issues helped 
him grasp the concepts involved with little effort and, therefore, use of fewer sites on 
the web page. While Larry was placed in the above average group in science his overall 
grade point was the second lowest at 1.6. He admits that his only interest is science.
Larry: To be honest I really don’t try in school, I should but I don’t
cause with the grades I have there’s no way to get into college. 
I’m just aggravated at the way teachers are now.
Researcher Well, you need to come to the community college. You can take 
all the science you want.
Larry: That’s pretty much the only thing I’m good a t ... science.
However, in looking over Larry’s use of specific sites he neglected a few key
sites such as Fisheries Information and Surface Runoff. This could be accounted for in
his attitude that he knew the “stuff’ and didn’t need the information in the site.
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The highest number of sites used during the web site use for interviewed Coastal 
High School student, Leslie. Leslie was frail in appearance, somewhat disinterested and 
seemed to “fade away” physically as evidenced by yawns and lethargy during the latter 
part of the afternoon. Her teacher later told me that she has a physical condition that 
stretches her abilities. This student refused to draw the Dead Zone when requested to 
later in the interview. Her grade point average of 1.3 was the lowest in the Coastal 
High School group. She moved through the Dead Zone Web Page using 36 different
sites. She admitted in the postinstructional survey to having no fishing or hiking
experience and camping only once. Leslie has to take this Environmental Science class 
as her science requirement and she has taken Physical Science and Biology. In looking 
closely at her transcripts from the Web Site Use she worked very hard to get the 
information. Her frustration seemed apparent when information was not right in front 
of her and she had to search by reading or thinking about what she was reading. Her 
moving quickly off a site into another site evidenced this.
Researcher: Okay. Anything interesting?
Leslie: It looks like they’re trying to test the water, but I don’t see for
what, like what they’re testing it for.
Researcher: Under each of those pictures they didn’t tell you.
Leslie: They said they were sampling it but, I don’t see, like, what
they’re sampling it for.
Researcher: Maybe it’s under the next one. The one that’s coming up.
Leslie: mumbles, oxygen...reads caption under pictures. Oh,
its measuring oxygen and temperature in the Gulf of
Mexico!
Researcher: Okay. Any thoughts?
Leslie: I’m trying to figure out what turbidity is.
In Centerville High School the highest (28) and lowest (15) number of sites used 
by students were found in the average group. In Coastal High School the highest
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number of sites was used by a student in the below average group and the lowest 
number of sites was used by a student in the above average group in science 
achievement.
It is interesting to note that the Centerville High School students in the Above 
Average group went to an average of 22 different pages in the Dead Zone Web Site 
while the Coastal High School students went to an average of 16 sites. See Table 6 
for complete details and comparisons of the above average, average and below average 
groupings.
Table 6. Web Pages Visited by Student in Treatment Group, Sub-Group 
Interviewed, Above, Average and Below Average Students.
Centerville 
High School Average
Above Average 24(Isiah)
22
(Irene)
20
(Izzie) 22
Average 15(Ian)
28
(Ilene)
25
(Iona) 23
Below Average 26(Ike)
23
(Isia)
17
(Ira) 22
Mean 22
Coastal High School
Above Average 10(Larry)
13
(Lana)
17
(Leigh)
24
(Lizzie) 16
Average 25(Lorraine)
25
(Lisa) 25
Below Average 13(Lance)
12
(Laura)
35
(Leslie) 20
Mean 20
Students’ Think-Aloud
Students’ “think-aloud” responses during the web site use were analyzed using
the established “think-aloud” protocol and NUD.IST™ software. Students practiced the
technique by giving me driving directions to the nearest cinema before the session
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started. Students were encouraged to verbally express what they were thinking during
the use of the web site. This method of delivery of information was very difficult for
most of the students. I constantly had to remind them to “tell me what you are 
thinking.”
One student, Leigh, admits to being able to talk out loud. She is able to tell me 
where she is going and what she is thinking.
Leigh: Okay, I’m back to the first page to go see what else I can go into.
Researcher: You’re doing great!
Leigh: I’m gonna, did I try to go to Fisheries and I didn’t get in, right?
Researcher: We can try it again.
Leigh: Yeah, it’s working now! Okay, I’m in Fisheries Information, I’ll
just scroll down and read a little. As much as I can read. Do you 
think that what is happening with the crawfish is not only with 
the drought that we been having, you think it is also doing it with 
this, doing it with the Gulf of Mexico?
Researcher: Well, what did you find out, where is the Dead Zone... mostly.
Leigh: Pretty much in the Gulf and the bottom and the mouth of the
river. And that’s where all the crawfish are.
Each of Leigh’s verbalizations was coded to nodes about the information that the
student had attended to while working on information on a page in the web site. These
nodes developed into some of the same information that was contained in the main
graphic of the web site.
All verbatim comments, those directly reading from the web site or parroting 
from the screen, were types of responses that were not coded. Web site use varied in 
duration, most were 120 minutes in length. The tapes were transcribed and documents 
were from 12 to 42 pages in length. For a sample student web site use record, see 
Appendix O.
Using NUD.IST™ I was able to code the transcribed document. Since I wanted
to find out what information the students were getting from the web site, I coded
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responses for various concepts. These concepts form the framework of understanding 
of the phenomenon of the Dead Zone. Some initial nodes were watershed, nitrogen, 
algae, Gulf of Mexico and fisheries. As I coded more of the student documents I added 
more nodes, carefully developing sub-nodes or “children”. I then re-coded the previous 
documents. The software enabled me to encapsulate all o f the text units about a 
concept, such as density, for each student. This was done for all of the nodes. All 
together there were 53 nodes. Student responses at each node were tallied and placed in 
a matrix. The matrix gave me a picture of the student in relation to others in the same 
group and to the total concepts that were coded for the group. The various nodes and 
the student tallies for each node are seen in Appendix P. It is important to note where 
nodes had few student text units coded to them. This could indicate an inadequate grasp 
of that concept. At node 3, Farming, there were six references from Louisiana students 
and ten references from Iowa students. At node 8.1, Algae/plankton, Louisiana students 
had five references while Iowa students had two. The information at each node is only 
an indication of the knowledge of the student. However, when you look across the 
nodes and see one student or a group of students with few references to nitrogen, there 
were eight “children” at this node, you might want to consider that the student or 
students did not grasp this concept.
Larry is an engaging student who is interested in science. In looking at the 
nodes where he coded text units, I see well-developed information about the watershed 
and movement of water in the watershed. He has information about the Gulf of Mexico 
and about low oxygen conditions and hypoxia. He does not code for decomposition of 
organisms, or stratification of water, for the water cycle, for algae or fisheries. Later I
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realized that he did not use the Fisheries Information page, during the interview I had 
him look at this information. The lack of coding showed up later in the interview 
process when he was unable to answer questions that related directly to coding at those 
nodes. While Larry is relatively easy to analyze, other students coded throughout the 53 
nodes. Lorraine coded at 32 different nodes dispersed or at 60% of the nodes. She is 
interested in the marine environment, has a photographic memory and seems to be one 
of the brighter students, although her grades do not indicate this.
Interpretation of Coding at Nodes
It is important to address which nodes were coded for by each student, however, 
another picture is available to us. A comparison of the coding at each of the nodes 
between the two groups of students provides a look at which concepts these two groups, 
regionally diverse as they are, will have. I have grouped all of the coding for a node 
together, that is, all “children” nodes have been placed under the main node. Node 1, 
Watershed, coded 79 individual text units for Iowa students and 44 text units for 
Louisiana students. This is interesting to note and indicates that more Iowa students 
focused on these nodes, attended to this information, and were able to relay that in the 
“think-aloud” with the researcher. Node 2, Gulf of Mexico, as you might expect, had 
nine coded text units from Iowa students and 19 from Louisiana students. Students 
might be able to express their thoughts about things that they already know, for 
instance, the Gulf of Mexico, for Louisiana students. This could also be true for the 
watershed and Iowa students. Node 3, Farming, coded 14 for Iowa students and six for 
Louisiana students. The information on farming confirms a regional difference in 
knowledge among these students. Node 4, Nitrogen, coded 98 for Iowa students and 64
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for Louisiana students. The Iowa students were taking Chemistry at the time and 
probably coded more text units since they were familiar with nitrogen. However, 
environmental science students have to know the role of nitrogen in both terrestrial and 
aquatic systems in discussions of population and food supply and grovrth of plants and 
eutrophication of aquatic systems. Most of the students had taken biology and would 
have been exposed to the role of nutrients in plant growth. Node 5, Dead Zone, coded 
closely for both groups, 74 for Iowa and 67 for Louisiana students. At Node 6, Density, 
Louisiana students coded seven text units and Iowa students coded five. The Water 
cycle, Node 7, coded 12 for Iowa students and 7 for Louisiana students. Algae, Node 8, 
coded three for Iowa students and 13 for Louisiana students. This was a big difference 
and might be explained by what I will term the “effect” phenomenon. Louisiana 
students are coding more text units on nodes that are directly related to “effects” or 
issues related to the Gulf of Mexico. Node 9, Mississippi River, Iowa students only 
coded four text units, Louisiana students coded 10, this might be called the “effect” 
phenomenon. Fisheries, Node 10, coded 31 Iowa students and 21 Louisiana students. 
Note here that fisheries information was new information to most of the Iowa students, 
perhaps this information captured their interest and was attended to in the “think- 
aloud.” The Iowa students all participated in fishing. Node 11, Interesting, this was a 
catch-all node for me to go back and review, no comparison is made here. Node 12, 
Cause, two students from Iowa mentioned the cause of the Dead Zone, while only one 
from Louisiana did so. Node 13, Effect, only one Iowa student mentioned this, while 
three mentioned this in text units from Louisiana. While I note the “effect” 
phenomenon, it is also apparent that Iowa students coded more nodes relevant to upper
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watershed issues, such as farming, watershed, and nitrogen. This might be termed the 
“cause” phenomenon. This will be confirmed with other instruments of this research 
study.
Treatment Group, Non-interviewed Students
While I note a difference in the use of the site in terms of the number of pages 
visited by students in the Interviewed sub-group, the Treatment group of Non­
interviewed students also showed a difference in the number of sites visited by the 
students. Coastal High School students went to more pages (15 pages) in the Dead 
Zone Web site during the session than did the Centerville High School students (9 
pages). It is also noted that the lowest number of pages visited during the session in the 
entire study was by a Coastal High School student, Non-interviewed sub-group, with 
three pages used during the entire session. This same student indicated all “no 
comment” or “did not know” in the survey instrument. It is my opinion that this student 
was disinterested in the study and did as little as possible during the time of the study. 
The disparity in the number of sites used between the two groups could reflect more 
skill in navigating the web site and not necessarily a lack of interest or ability to get 
information.
The Centerville High School students seemed to use the computer lab more 
often than what was noted at the Coastal High School. I observed a German class, a 
science class and an English class using the Media Resource Center while I was 
completing three of the final interviews. While in the Coastal High School Computer 
Lab I saw only one class and a tutoring session using the facility near the science labs. 
It became my task to remind the students what they were supposed to achieve and to
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keep them focused on the task at hand. I believe that they moved through the site in a 
manner similar to the way they would move through a site that they would choose to go 
to for research on a project or information. If they did not get information immediately, 
either visually or graphically, they moved rapidly on. They were observed taking little 
time to read and turning to me to ask a question instead. If the page did not capture 
their attention visually, they moved on. This could be a good explanation of why 
teachers use worksheets for Internet or computer activities. This would be a means of 
focusing student attention to the task at hand. However, web sites designed for general 
use usually do not have a “routed” format. This would include instructions to go to 
Page 1 first, then to Page 2, etc. That particular type of page is found in sites where you 
are ordering products or making an application. Since there is no route for 
informational sites, students are left to “find” the information that they need in a manner 
that appears to be inadequate for the learning situation.
Unit of Analysis; The Student Interview 
Using the Interview Protocol found in Appendix I, each student in the Treatment 
Group, sub-group Interviewed Student, was interviewed for approximately 35 
additional minutes after they used the Dead Zone Web Site. Student activities listed for 
completion during the interview, such as, the demonstration of their knowledge of 
density, are discussed separately.
Each of the interview questions is addressed individually. The student responses 
were coded in NUD.IST™ and then analyzed. This allowed me to compare the answers 
of all of the interviewed students.
Question IV. A. (I): Did you know anything about the Dead Zone or areas o f hypoxia
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before you visited the Dead Zone Web site?
For the students of Centerville High School the Dead Zone truly was a mystery. 
77% of these students had not heard of the Dead Zone prior to the use of the Dead Zone 
Web site. Two students had heard about it. One student was from North Carolina 
where dead zones occur on a regular basis. She commented, “Well, I knew some, but I 
just...I didn’t focus it...like, you know...like, comprehended good dead zone. But, I 
knew some about it.” The second student commented that she knew it had something to 
do with the ocean.
Of the Coastal High School students 55% knew something about the Dead Zone 
before they worked on the Dead Zone Web Site. These students had heard the term 
“Dead Zone”, or heard it used in relation to fishing.
Leigh: Hm, sometimes we hear about a dead area where there’s no
animals there.
Question IV. A. (2): Did you know anything about the Gulf o f Mexico?
Of the nine students from Iowa, seven of these students had knowledge about 
the Gulf of Mexico. That knowledge was varied, for instance, “where hurricanes go,” 
or “it’s, like, by Mexico”. The other two students indicated that they did not know 
anything about the Gulf of Mexico. Only two students had personal experience and had 
actually been to the Gulf of Mexico.
As I would expect, 100% of the Louisiana students knew something about the 
Gulf of Mexico. What is revealing and not too surprising is that 77% of the students 
had been to the Gulf. This provides an opportunity for personal experience with which 
to build their knowledge about the formation of the area of hypoxia.
Question IV. A. (3): How did you acquire that information?
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This question attempted to probe student experience with the ocean
environment, specifically the Gulf of Mexico. Louisiana students had fishing, scuba
diving and swimming experiences. Iowa students knew about the Gulf of Mexico from
a distance, reading about it or knowing it was there. However, Isia commented, “From
biology and from when I lived in North Carolina and to, like, aquariums and I knew
about, like, plants and stuff that are dying because of pollution and stuff.” Information
about where they got facts was also obtained from responses in Question IV. B. (1).
Coastal High School students had personal experience in and around the Gulf of
Mexico. Lance had fished in the Gulf and tied on to the oil platforms or rigs, Lana had
also been fishing in the Gulf. Larry is a Scuba diver and Leslie enjoys seafood.
Researcher: Are you a fisherman?
(indicates no) Not a fisherman?
Do you eat seafood?
Leslie: Yes.
Researcher: Do you eat a lot of seafood?
Leslie: Whenever it is around me I will.
Student knowledge of the area or the products of the area, such as seafood, was a
valuable way to tie the student’s personal knowledge to the environmental concept of
the Dead Zone. All of the Louisiana students eat seafood, while few of the Iowa
students indicated that they would or have eaten seafood.
Question IV. A. (4): Have you ever been to an ocean?
Only two of the students from Iowa had never been to an ocean environment.
Others traveled to various places, from Vancouver and Washington in the Pacific to
Pemlico River in South Carolina and Miami on the Atlantic, to the beaches of Texas in
the Gulf of Mexico. I noticed that many students were planning trips to Florida and
Cancun for the upcoming spring break. At the time of the interview the weather was
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about 10° F and there was eight inches of snow on the ground. Under these conditions 
it is understandable that vacations would be taken in the warmer parts of the country. 
The Table 7 lists the various places students had gone for experience in the ocean 
environment.
Coastal High School students had a more limited exposure to other ocean 
environments with only 22% of these students seeing other oceans. One student was 
notably afraid of water but used marine biology terms, such as photic and aphotic, and 
exhibited a great deal of interest in the marine environment.
Table 7. Oceans Visited by Treatment Group, Sub-Group Interviewed Students.
Centerville High School Students Coastal High School Students
Irene: Gulf o f Mexico, (Florida for spring 
break)
Izzie: Atlantic Ocean, leaving in 5 days 
for Cancun
Ilene: none, (only fresh water lakes) 
Iona: Pacific Ocean,
Ian: Atlantic and Pacific Ocean
Isiah: Atlantic Ocean
Ira: Gulf ofMexico and Atlantic Ocean
Isia: Caribbean Ocean
Ike: none
Larry: Gulf o f Mexico
Lana: Gulf o f Mexico
Lance: Pacific and Gulf o f Mexico
Laura: Gulf o f Mexico
Leslie: Gulf o f Mexico
Leigh: Atlantic and Gulf o f Mexico
Lisa: Caribbean
Lorraine: (afraid of water and can’t swim) 
Lizzie: Gulf o f Mexico
Question IV. B. (I): What important information did you get from using this site?
Student comments were varied. Izzie demonstrated that she was able to find 
what “hypoxia” meant.
Izzie: Well, I really did find it kinda interesting about the oily fish
though, cause it just kinda seemed like it was more of a problem 
and I guess it seemed like...its not as big as a problem for us but 
I mean it is affecting other things that have to do with Iowa and 
farming. And along with the pages right at the first, first page, I 
didn’t know what hypoxia meant, that was low oxygen!
Another student found the Dead in the Water map helpful.
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Ilene: The map helped a lot to just know how much we do participate in
the whole drainoff with the fertilizers that we use, um, that and 
um, the main, the newspaper article helped some just to kind of 
get an overview, so have a visual in front of you to know what's 
going where.
A Louisiana student said she learned the basic things.
Lana: Hm, I learned that they have, they don’t have enough oxygen,
they decompose, like, all those little things, organisms and they 
really can’t survive in there. I learned about the salinity and, hm, 
the water cycle, just like the basic thing that I should already 
know.
And a fisherman gave the following:
Lance: Well, the nitrogen. What the nitrogen was used for. Where
exactly is the Dead Zone at. How bad the Dead Zone really is 
and the fish that are really dying in the Dead Zone.
Question IV. B. (2): Where on the web site did that information come from?
The sites that students considered helpful are indicated in Table 8 below. Irene
tried to demonstrate where she got her information.
Irene: I think I am going to go to, oh shoot, where did I go before? I
went somewhere where it told me exactly what the Dead Zone 
was and I got so much other information that I think I forgot 
about how that was really formed. So, let’s see here, I can’t 
remember how I got there. Let me think...
Table 8. Sites Where Students Got the Most Information on the Dead Zone.
Centerville High School Students Coastal High School Students
Irene: Dead Zone page 
Izzie: Dead in the Water page 
Ilene: Dead in the Water page 
Iona: Watershed 
Ian: Watershed 
Isiah: none indicated 
Ira: none indicated 
Isia: Watershed 
Ike: none indicated
Larry: none indicated
Lana: none indicated
Lance: Dead in the Water page
Leigh: none indicated
Laura: none indicated
Leslie: Research in the Dead Zone
Lisa: Definitions
Lorraine: Formation of the Dead Zone 
Lizzie: Fisheries Information
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Question IV. B. (3): What are the causes o f the Dead Zone?
In examining the answers to this question I decided to extract the “cause” as 
something that could be isolated to produce the Dead Zone. It is difficult to put into this 
category all of the different things that might act as causes for the formation of the Dead 
Zone. I have chosen to consider certain things as mechanisms, these would include: 
surface runoff, water draining from land areas, pollution, or water. Therefore, the cause 
that was most noted by the students was fertilizer, nitrogen or nitrates. Most of the 
Centerville High School students identified nitrogen, or some form of nitrogen, as the 
cause of the Dead Zone (88%). Causes included the use of terms such as fertilizer, 
sewage and high nitrate, nitrates, and nitrogen.
Ilene: The causes of the dead zone is the fertilizer, the nitrogen runoffs
from the basins over North America that runoff down to 
Louisiana through the Mississippi and .. .or the river.
Ian: Yeah, like, the different fertilizers that people put in their
farmland and, like, it said something about golf courses, and how, 
like, the lakes that they use in golf courses, like, soak up all the 
fertilizers they use on the grasses and then like they dump into 
other rivers and those rivers, they...
Ira: Umm—the uh— well, the fertilizers and the excess nitrogen in
the soil and then, like, when it rains and stuff the watershed like 
absorbs all the, all the pollution and, uh, minerals and stuff in the 
water and it washes into the rivers and then the river carries it 
downstream to the Mississippi and then the Mississippi dumps 
off into the Gulf of Mexico.
Iona: Um, there’s sewage and high nitrate, and I don’t remember
anything else.
Additionally, seven students gave information about a mechanism for the
movement of nitrogen away from the causal area. Terms used for different mechanisms
of movement are: drains, “brought down by the river”, “runoffs”, precipitation, "things
too
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that go into the water”, flow of water, washes into rivers, and “dumps into the Gulf of 
Mexico”. This is a good indication of student understanding of the relationship of the 
cause to its movement through the watershed to the Gulf of Mexico where the area of 
hypoxia sets up. More information about this process is contained in the question on 
the students’ knowledge of the formation of the Dead Zone.
Coastal High School students similarly expressed the causes for the Dead Zone 
as nitrogen or fertilizer. Of the entire group of Louisiana students 55% used the term 
nitrogen, nitrate or fertilizer. Two students chose pollution as a cause and did not 
mention nitrogen at all. Two other students used both nitrogen and pollution in 
describing the causes. Two students never identified a cause of the Dead Zone. Other 
students never were able to pull together a good “cause” of the Dead Zone.
Leigh: Hm, pretty much that us humans pretty much put the Dead Zone
in its place, we caused it by our farming and our depositing of 
waste that should not be deposited and some people putting their 
oil in the ground, you’re not supposed to do that. And I think 
what else that we’re doing, the weather, weather has some 
portion to do with it and the time of the year.
Leigh was passionate about fishing and the environment. Although exposed to the
causes in the web site, she was never able to incorporate this into any meaningful
learning for herself. Lorraine reflected on a cause she has learned.
Lorraine: The Dead Zone is caused by... let me think...
Researcher: What makes it happen? What, if we could change, would then
stop it from happening?
Lorraine: Nitrogen!
In general I found the Louisiana students’ responses, when asked about causes, to 
be weak. In looking at the number of students that mentioned a mechanism, such as
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runoff, or water flowing, only one student mentioned any type of mechanism. That
student is Larry.
Larry: Runoff from pesticides and fertilizers and chemicals.
Question IV. B. (4): How does it (the Dead Zone) form?
The complex nature of the formation of the Dead Zone was exhibited in the lack 
of complete responses from the students.
Irene: Okay, so we get fresh water from the Mississippi that drains
down with all that stuff in it and it forms a layer covering the salt
water and then there’s a line that get created, the pycnocline and 
then underneath the fresh water, where the algae grow, the 
nutrient enriched water mixes with it and then the algae...
Izzie: From the nitrates it causes the algae to grow and then when it
decomposes and grows it takes the oxygen from the salt water 
and uses that to go through its life stages and, like, blocks it, all 
the oxygen is being taken from it.
In an effort to get the student to make more complete concept of the formation I 
asked some questions.
Iona: Um, the fresh water goes into the Gulf and that water is denser
than the salt water.
Researcher Yes, one of them is denser.
Iona: .. .cuts off the oxygen to the animals and the organisms and then
um...
Researcher: You’re doing fine.
Iona: Um, it takes more of the light for the plants to grow, they use up
oxygen, and...
Researcher: And they start growing because there’s light and what else, is
there anything else that makes them grow?
Iona: Nutrients!
Researcher Where do the nutrients come from? Where did that come from?
Iona: Like all the things that drifts into the water.
Researcher Ok, it came with the fresh water or the salt water?
Iona: The fresh water!
Later this student added:
Iona: Um, when the plants decompose it uses up the oxygen.
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Another student, Ira, began his explanation of the formation of the Dead Zone well. He
seemed to lose the decomposition and low oxygen part in the end.
Ira:
Researcher:
Ira:
Researcher:
Ira:
Researcher:
Ira:
Well, like, you have, the Mississippi River contains like all the 
pollution and stuff in it and then the Gulf of Mexico and then the 
pollution comes out into the water and it like sits like on top of 
the water and cause it's, uh, less dense, so it, like, sits on top but 
the Gulf of Mexico's salt water is like more dense so it doesn't 
allow the oxygen to replenish itself throughout the water so it just 
like stays on top.
Okay~and then how do we go to a situation where it's causing 
problems for organisms?
Like what do you mean how? What was the question?
How does that cause a problem for organisms that are living in 
there, like shrimp or fish?
Well, they uh, they, like, only go to where there's oxygen so if 
there's, like, the dead zone isn't a lot of oxygen then they, like, try 
to uh, they avoid that area and that’s, like, the dead zones like a 
major heart of, like, the Gulf Coast where a lot of the fishing will 
be done and it's, like, so the fish are, like, staying away from 
those areas and staying the estuaries and stuff.
Okay, and what about that little Sea Anemone, he can't move he 
has to stay where he is so what happens to him.
Then, um, he dies, actually.
In a very offhand explanation Isia gave the best description of the group.
Isia: The nitrogen heads off into the basins and the basins head off
into... (inaudible)
Researcher: And go down the what?
Isia: Well, the Mississippi is what we’re talking about here, and then
into the Gulf of Mexico, then it provides nutrients for the plants 
so, then plants eventually dying are decomposed by bacteria and 
fungi, fungi whatever, and then, um, use too much oxygen, and 
then there’s less oxygen for the other things that need it.
There are ten basic concepts that I believe are necessary for student to consider
in order to understand the formation of the Dead Zone. These concepts are fresh water,
algae, algae grow, algae die, layering of water, salt water, low oxygen, decomposition
occurs, bacteria and fungi work to decompose, things die. Out of the nine total
Interviewed students from Iowa, only two were able to provide information on 50% of
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the concepts. I consider understanding of the concept at a score of 50%, that is, 
mentioning 50% of the concepts named above. Iowa students ranged from mentioning 
one concept to the highest of five concepts.
Students from south Louisiana were equally weak in reiterating concepts that 
demonstrated their knowledge of the formation of the Dead Zone. Only two students 
were able to incorporate five of the formation concepts into their answer about the 
formation of the Dead Zone. Surprisingly, two students either could not remember, or 
did not know, any concepts about how the Dead Zone was formed. Lana struggled to 
come up with something.
Lana: Not right now, I’m trying to think in my head, some of it, like,
how they decompose and how it, like, lesser salinity to heavier 
salinity, like, lighter to heavier. And like the depth is more, like 
when it goes lower, and its less oxygen.
Larry had a partial answer, but he left out some key concepts.
Larry: Okay, when algae they live on the top parts of the water with all
the pollution and everything and they die and they go dowm to the 
bottom and they eaten by bacteria and fungi that eat up all the 
oxygen or they eating all the algae.
Student responses in a scored concept matrix are found in Appendix R. In an 
analysis of student responses of both groups of students, the concept mentioned most 
was that of low oxygen, 61% of the students mentioned this concept. Decomposition 
and fresh water were concepts that were mentioned by 38% of the students. There were 
three concepts that were related to algae, these combined were mentioned by 38% of the 
students.
Question IV. B. (5): What is an effect o f the Dead Zone?
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The effects of the Dead Zone were perceived very clearly by the students from
Centerville High School
Ian: Dead fish  down here, then like living fish and then when they die
they float to the bottom.
Irene: Hm, the effect is like lots of fish don’t want to swim there,
which is probably hurting the fishing industry. I would imagine. 
Mmm, I don’t know if it’s like killing them. I don’t know. The 
whole idea is that fish don’t want to be around it and try to avoid 
it.
Ira: Right. Urn-well I would say that it affects everybody because
everybody uses water and it like the like the fishermen and stuff it 
would affect their jobs and just the people that handle the water 
and like also our associate that work with it.
Ike: uh.. .the life the like the organisms living in there.
Isiah: fisheries... like fish will die and there’s not going to be as
much.... fishing business because all of them are dead.
Isia: So, like the Gulf didn’t have fish the fisherman wouldn’t have
fish and then the people wouldn’t...
Izzie: Dead organisms they don’t have enough oxygen to survive and
like it would also have an overabundance of plant life, algae and 
stuff so there wouldn’t be anything to eat it and that would cause 
organisms to... you can’t have as much algae and stuff in the 
water and that’s why the fish and stuff are there, I don’t know.
They wouldn’t have a job if there wasn’t a catch is, they wouldn’t
have a job, I suppose.
Ilene The effects? Well, there's more plank...plankton type life cycle.
Um, there's less oxygen in the water which makes it harder for 
animals tosurvive with the, I can never pronounce, hypoxia.
Iona: They would eventually be hurting cause they wouldn’t have like
jobs and stuff that...
They focused on the fish and fisherman. Other effects mentioned were, the living
organisms, “plant life”, and plankton. It is pleasantly surprising to see that 55% of these
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students mentioned the fisherman or fisheries as related to jobs, demonstrating a 
knowledge of the economic web to which fishing is tied.
Coastal High School
Coastal High School students mentioned fish dying as a primary effect of the 
Dead Zone.
Researcher:
Lance:
Researcher
Lance:
Okay, anything else about the causes? So, we talk about 
environmental problems as having causes and effects. What do 
you think the effect of the Dead Zone is?
Fish dying.
Anything else?
Dirty water, not safe swimming or boating, that’s basically it!
All of the students mentioned fish or organisms dying. Lorraine had a better answer, 
possibly the best of the entire group.
Lorraine: I think it’s mainly the animals in the benthic zone the... like, the
snails, the crabs.
Researcher: Should we be concerned, I don’t know I haven’t eaten a snail for
dinner lately?
Lorraine: You eat snails?
Researcher Not lately.
Lorraine: Yeah, we should be concerned because it’s taking a lot of
oxygen and if it keeps getting bigger and bigger everyone 
is going to die. They ain’t going to have any oxygen to breathe.
Researcher But, again I’m not eating snails why should I care?
Lorraine. I mean you don’t have to eat snails to care or anything, but
they play a big part in the environment.
Researcher: What are they a part of?
Lorraine: They are part of the ocean.
Researcher: And the ocean has some stuff going on in it and that snail’s
part of it. What is it? Organisms and biomes forms themselves 
into...
Lorraine: Ecosystems
Researcher And the ecosystem’s depending on...
Lorraine: The nutrients and the minerals and the organisms.
Lorraine is terribly afraid of water, but fascinated by the marine environment.
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She watches a lot of nature programs about the ocean. She is also the student who 
reproduced in her drawing an exact duplicate of the CAST diagram.
Question IV. B. (6): Anything else?
I did not code anything for this question since it seemed to lack relevance. 
Question IV. C. (I): How is the water in the watershed related to the Dead Zone?
Responses from the Centerville students fell into two categories: water cycle 
and flow to the Gulf of Mexico.
W ater cycle
Irene: Okay, so, like, the water cycle, it rains, I think, and then it, like,
stays in the ocean and then it if it’s sunny out, some of the water 
goes back up and there’s precipitation and it keeps coming.
Out of the nine interviewed Iowa students, two or 22% mentioned the water cycle in
answering this question. Three additional students referred to the water cycle in later
discussions.
Flow to Gulf of Mexico
Iona: Um, the watershed is like where the, is that the map that I looked
at? Um, well it’s where everything comes from like how it gets 
down, like, how it goes down from the areas in the states into the 
Gulf.
Coastal High School students viewed the relationship a bit differently. Of the 
nine students 66% mentioned flow to the Gulf of Mexico.
Lance: That’s where all the water drains into Gulf...drainage system.
Leigh: How? All the water goes into the same place, in cycles, in the
Gulf of Mexico, other rivers around the Gulf of Mexico runs into 
it and the runoffs and the basins have some part of it and it goes 
to the Gulf of the mouth and the basins around there pick up 
stuff.
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Only one student from Louisiana mentioned water cycle during this explanation. Other 
terms used to describe the relationship are noted in Appendix S. The water cycle was 
not mentioned by any other student during the interview.
The cycles found on earth, carbon, water, nitrogen, phosphorus, are important 
environmental science concepts. The water cycle is a core science concept and is 
recommended in Benchmarks: Science Literacy to be taught in grades six through eight 
(AAAS, 1993). It is of interest to note that one strong connection between all parts of
the watershed is not only the flow of water from small basin to larger basin but through
the connectedness of the global water cycle.
Question IV. C. (2): How are the animals in the Gulf o f Mexico affected by the Dead 
Zone?
Various effects were noted by Iowa students on the animals in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Among the effects were: “animals moving out of the area,” “not enough 
oxygen,” “minimal space” referring to a less optimal area for animals, “animals dying,” 
“not being able to fish in the area” and one student noted that it affected the ecosystem. 
A more typical response is included below.
Ira: Um, that some of the shrimp aren't going, aren't migrating out
there, staying in the estuaries because of the low oxygen content 
and, um, there's a lot of fish though, because there, it appears, 
like, they’re staying up in that, in the shallower water to where its 
more oxygen up there and so they’re, like there's uh, major, like, 
fisheries and stuff that, um, need this, like, problem to be solved 
so that it doesn't harm their, like their jobs stuff.
Similar responses were seen in the students from Louisiana. Most mentioned 
can’t “get enough oxygen” or “they die”. A typical response is seen here.
Lorraine: It’s affected by the Dead Zone because they don’t get enough
oxygen and they need 10% oxygen and the Dead Zone is only
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giving off 2% so, it stresses the animals out and they die from 
having no oxygen.
Lack of oxygen was tied to the animal’s food supply in this comment.
Larry: That, hm, cuts down on some part of it’s food supply, ‘cause the
fish can’t go in there, in unoxygenated water.
And similarly in this comment.
Laura: They start to die because of not eating or getting nutrients.
I am not sure why these comments about the food supply were made in this context. I 
believe that Lany is thinking that the animals’ food supply is lacking, therefore the 
animal dies. However, Laura thinks that the lack of nutrients (within the context of the 
web site nutrients were nitrogen and phosphorus) cause the animals to die.
Question IV. C. (3): How are parts o f the watershed related to each other?
Comments from Centerville High School students were varied but all noted a 
connection.
Iona: Wouldn’t they kind of go together and end up in the same area?
Ian: I don’t know, maybe they all have different ponds are whatever
and they all, all the tiny watersheds drain into like a small river, 
like goes into a bigger river, like the Mississippi, they all 
contribute to what goes on in the Mississippi.
Isia: No, well if it’s higher then it, then it can run off into ours. ‘Cause
it’s lower, ours can run off into theirs.
Coastal students replied with a variety of answers that included “didn’t know” 
and “organisms”. More correct or acceptable answers are seen below.
Leigh: They all connect, they.
Researcher What connects them?
Leigh: Little streams and lakes run into them, rivers.
Lisa: They all flow together to go into the Mississippi River to go out
the Gulf of Mexico.
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Question IV. C. (4): What are connections that might be made when thinking about the
Dead Zone?
Various comments were made in answer to this question. I looked for an 
indication that the student could connect actions in the watershed as having an effect on 
other areas of the watershed.
Isiah: To, like, whatever water I use or whatever stuff I dump down the
sewer might get into the system, like, into the sea or the upper 
river bed which will go to the Mississippi which will get down 
into the Gulf of Mexico.
Ian: Well, our water, we’re kinda drinking the same water. ‘Cause,
like, the, we drink out of the same big basin, or I don’t know, 
whatever you want to call it.
And from Coastal High School students.
Leigh: Weather! It’s picking up it up at the basins and moving and it’s
depositing it’s water here and there...we’re losing!
Larry: You could have some species die off that would cause...
Question IV. C. (5): How is fertilizer related to algae growth?
Of the Centerville High School students 55% indicated that there was a
relationship and that fertilizer caused algae to grow. Only two of the students indicated
fertilizer caused “plants” to grow instead of algae.
Coastal High School students suggested fertilizer helps plants grow.
Lance: It helps the crops and soil and stuff.
Lisa: Doesn’t fertilizer make it, like, grow!
Of the Louisiana students who answered this question, 83% of the students mentioned 
algae specifically.
Question IV. C. (6): Where does fertilizer come from?
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Of the nine Centerville High School students, 66% indicated that fertilizer was 
from nitrate or nitrogen. One student in the above group indicated that it came from 
cows (organic nitrogen). Ian never mentioned where the fertilizer came from in terms 
of nitrogen or nitrate, but he did mention that it came from farms. Ike struggled to 
produce the answer that it is from “runoffs”. Ira indicated that it came from the 
“ground” or from “sprayers”. These answers are more vehicles for delivery of fertilizer.
South Louisiana students were more “organic” with 33% indicating that
fertilizer came from manure. Only two students or 22% indicated that fertilizer is from
nitrogen, other answers were “chemicals”, “dirt and soil” and “dead organisms.”
Question IV'. C. (7): How is the water in the Cedar River related to the Mississippi 
River?
Of the nine Centerville High School students, 77% indicated that the water in 
the Cedar River eventually flows to the Mississippi River. Two students did not 
directly answer this question.
Only 44% of the Louisiana students were able to trace water from the upper 
portion of the watershed, through the Mississippi River and down to the Gulf of 
Mexico.
Question IV. C. (8): How is improper disposal o f used motor oil in Iowa related to 
water quality in the Mississippi River?
This question was another attempt to get students to relate how they are 
connected to other parts of the watershed. Answers were varied. About half of the 
students did not specifically mention this type of pollution moving to the Cedar River 
and then to the Mississippi River. Several students thought that a vehicle for movement 
would be erosion. Two students mentioned groundwater. This concept was developed
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in a second tier site that was linked to the Dead Zone Web Site.
Ian: Hmm, just like maybe over time like, the dirt kinda shifts around,
like I don’t know if it moves as far as going to a river, but I don’t 
know.
Ira: Right, um, right, um, hum, right, yeah, that’s not good at all, well
that would get into the ground water and that would, like, go 
along and filter through and dump out eventually into the Gulf of 
Mexico too.
Isiah: It could it’s, like,... if it was hosed down and ran into the sewer
and then the sewer dumps into the river.
Louisiana students reflected on the thought of oil or pollution flowing down to them.
Leigh: It will come right down to us, because it will seep into the ground
water and come right through and it will come all the way down 
and then we’ll have “happy water”.
Lizzie: I think so. It’s all coming down so. Wouldn’t that motor oil be
in the water and coming down. Don’t we have, that doesn’t 
sound right, don’t we have filters for something like that?
Other students mentioned that we are “connected” and that things, “flow together”.
Two of the nine students expressed no connection or an incorrect connection.
Question IV. F. (I): Should anything be done to get rid o f the Dead Zone?
While the groups as a whole, 88%, thought something should be done, there 
were many who were skeptical about what or how it could be accomplished.
Irene: Hm, there’s really isn’t much, I mean, stop the use of nitrogen,
well, stop the use of nitrogen but it’s already in the rain, like in 
the water cycle so there isn’t really much that you can do that I 
can think of, well, maybe if we cut down on the nitrogen use on 
land, like, what we put on the land, then maybe it wouldn’t be so 
bad. And then the rain, it wouldn’t rain as much atmospheric 
nitrogen.
The one person who said he didn’t think it could be done was Ike. His comment 
encapsulates one of the problems involved in the issue.
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Ike: No, ‘cause it will, then we'll have to, like, basically do massive
land changes and stuff.
Louisiana students were equally emphatic about the Dead Zone. Of their 
number 88% agree that something should be done. Their comments are similar to those 
of Iowa students.
Leigh: I think we should, I think we should try not to use so much
fertilizer and try not to use so much, you know like, if anybody 
gets caught putting motor oil, down here you get in big trouble 
but up there they think it doesn’t have nothing to do with us 
down here and they probably don’t get fines for that, but I think 
they should be fined and have their own little dumpster, like, 
down here, we have our own little dumpster.
A realistic comment from Lizzie:
Lizzie: Yeah, but what can they do, they’re growing all the food and
they’re using the fertilizer for that and if they stop using that then 
it won’t grow so well, that wouldn’t help us either.
Question IV. F. (2): What kinds o f activities should be undertaken to get rid of, or 
prevent the problem o f the Dead Zone?
Iowa student, Irene, noted above that we would still have to deal with natural 
sources of nitrogen. Others note:
Ilene: Basically more conservation of what we use.
Iona: Um, yeah, we should stop putting things into the water.
Ian: Maybe, make laws as to what kind of fertilizers you can put on
your farm. Just, like, limit how much you can use.
Isiah: Yeah, but it also depends on, like, if you spend 2 million dollars
trying to fix that, would it really pay off instead of just...
All of the Louisiana students were able to come up with actions to help with the 
problem of the Dead Zone. They ranged from researching, to not polluting, to 
establishing laws and regulations.
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Lance: Hm, dropping nets in the water so the fish can’t really get
through it you so the Dead Zone could be cleaned up as much as 
it possibly could, so the fish won’t die.
Researcher: Okay, Is there any other way to do it?
Lance: Keep sampling!
Lances’ comment is unrealistic, of course, I do not believe he perceives the extent of, or
the magnitude of the problem.
Question IV. F. (3): Who should be involved?
The student population from Iowa agrees that something should be done and
someone should do it. A variety of possibilities are mentioned to remedy the Dead
Zone. They include: farmers, government, like the Farm Bureau, everyone,
environmental people, agricultural companies, sewage plants, and scientists. An
important comment from Isia,
Isia: Farmers, and eventually it should come down to each little
community to do something about there’s...about their
supply...how they contribute to the nitrogen that...
Only one Louisiana student thought that farmers were the group to get involved.
A resounding 88% felt that “everybody” should get involved in solving the problem of
the Dead Zone. This appears to be a more global view of the problem and it’s solution.
This global view may be a result of their exposure to environmental science concepts
and the potential for solutions on a global basis.
Question IV. F. (4): Why do you think they would or should get involved?
Several misconceptions were expressed in answering this question. Two
students felt that too much nitrogen might cause some type of contamination and could
cause fish, if caught, to be “bad”.
Ilene: ItU come back to us in the end if we don't, I mean, if we were to
just keep polluting and polluting and polluting, pretty soon the 
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water system's going to be, I mean there's a lot of water out there, 
you know, a lot more of water than there is earth, but, um, we do
have around here, because it can spread out a lot more in the
ocean it's going to be spreading out here too. So...
An emphatic comment from another Iowian.
Isia: Well, because they (farmers) contribute to it. That’s why they
should. Why do I think they need to? What was the question?
Researcher: Why do you think they would get involved? Should get
involved?
Isia: Because they contribute to it and if they want...eventually they
could get their job taken away if...they, I mean if it becomes like 
mandatory that they get involved.
Thoughts from Louisiana students were similar and included.
Leslie: It will affect the world!
Lizzie: Because if everybody did it then we wouldn’t have a lot to do,
like everybody would have just a little bit to do, cause there’s a 
lot of people!
Question IV. F. (5): What would you do to help solve the problem o f the Dead Zone?
The broad scope of the nature of the problem perhaps has thwarted student 
creativity in even approaching an answer to this question. These Iowa students, not 
having had environmental science, had very little concrete thought about what they 
could do.
Irene: Hm, talk to people, talk to the farmers about what’s happening,
make sure they’re aware.
Izzie: I think in school, but they really didn’t focus on that stuff, but I
think they should. If you start to realize....
Iona: Um, can try to like get other people to stop putting things in the
water, like I myself can do. I’m not really sure.
Ian: Not dump my motor oil in the back yard.
A budding Louisiana environmentalist has a lot to do.
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Lorraine: I would do a lot, I would try to talk to a lot of people and tell
them how it’s really affecting the earth and how it’s affecting 
different species of animals, and fish and organisms in the sea.
Other suggestions were to cut back on the amount of fertilizer being used, not 
use pesticides and fertilizers, write to local governmental officials. And while the 
specifics are not there, the enthusiasm for solving the problem is.
Lance: ... .anything, so I could help out!
Lana: Don’t pollute!
Laura: Don’t use the product!
Question IV. G. (I): What are the consequences o f irresponsible actions in the 
watershed to the Gulf o f Mexico?
With the exception of only one Iowa student, all felt that there is some 
consequence to the Gulf of Mexico if people act irresponsibly in the watershed.
Irene: The pollution, is an irresponsible action, like the motor oil, just
not caring what goes into the rivers or whatever.
Ian: Um... the dead zone will grow bigger.
Ilene: There would definitely be some consequences of there would be
more build up on the bottom and surface and that, like, animal 
life would probably be affected.
Most of the Louisiana students felt that there would be an effect. These effects 
varied among the students.
Laura: Some effect!
Leigh: How does that effect, we won’t have no more fish! Therefore we
won’t have no more seafood and that’s gonna kill us all because
those fish don’t just stay in the Gulf of Mexico they swim out just 
like the porpoises and the turtles that are all in there, they swim 
out and they, they travel, so whatever we have over here is going 
to travel over there and it’s going to spread wide.
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Question IV. G. (2): What are the consequences o f irresponsible actions in the
watershed to the farms in Iowa?
I expected Iowa students to see how irresponsible actions in their watershed 
would affect farms in the area. I found that the answers were weak for the most part.
Isiah: Because after that ...you guys sell fish to us and we sell beef and
com to you and economics does that whole thing.
A better answer, and one that I would have expected, is seen below.
Isia: Well, they use water to water their crops and stuff. So, yeah.
One Louisiana student got confused about movement of water but for the most 
part students felt that farms would be affected.
Lance: Iowa areas! It can affect anywhere really. Everywhere basically
there is one river that leads to another river. And no matter what 
between pipes and sewage and all that and water systems, it all 
ends up the same place.
Lorraine: Yeah, cause the farms crops wouldn’t grow, the crops would die
out and they wouldn’t be able to make any money.
It is unclear what Lorraine thinks will kill the crops, unless she is thinking about
pollution moving from one area to another. However, she does mention the economic
ties that are related to the problem.
Question IV. G. (2): What are the consequences o f irresponsible actions in the 
watershed to the fisheries in the Gulf o f Mexico?
Iowa students were well informed about the consequences to fisheries if 
irresponsible actions continue in the watershed.
Ike: Well, irresponsibility will, uh, affect the, the number of, uh,
fishes, fish growing and the number you can catch and ...
Iona: I don’t know, if the fish, like, move and then fishermen wouldn’t
be able to get as much, and they would have to go out farther.
Louisiana students appear to be well informed about the fisheries in the Gulf of
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Mexico. Of these students 100% noted some problem with the fisheries, only two 
students had weak statements about Louisiana fisheries! Others students opinions are 
expressed below.
Lizzie: It would hurt the fish, probably kill some of them.
Lisa: It would make them die, because we can’t have fish in “potty
water.”
Lisa is referring to water contaminated with sewage. This information she picked up 
from the web site.
Question IV. G. (4): What are the consequences o f irresponsible actions in the 
watershed to the waters o f the world?
The water cycle is a well-established method of connection to the waters of the
world with the Iowa students, approximately 30% of the students mentioned it in
answering this question. Other mechanisms were that oceans were “connected”, “seep
out into other oceans,” “drains off into, like, bigger oceans,” and “the ocean currents
and stuff.”
Of the Louisiana students who answered the question 100% indicated that the 
waters of the world are connected. Only one student mentioned cycling of water in 
discussing this question.
The Farmer-Fisherman Connection
While this was not a pre-determined question for the interview, it became 
apparent that I needed to ask if there was a connection between farmer and fisherman. 
While 88% of the Iowa students mentioned a connection, two of those students had a 
very weak association.
Ian: You probably depend on us to not over fertilize our crops...
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Researcher Where's your fish come from?
Ike: Come from the Mississippi.
In looking closely at the responses they fell into two categories: what the farmer gets 
from the fisherman and what the fisherman gets from the farmer.
Louisiana students were equally divided on the issue. Leigh sees a connection 
to the com.
Leigh: We still have to use like the com and that but it’s not like it’s the
only place where com can be made and different grains and 
wheats [sic], because you’ve got the whole United States and 
certain parts of the world that has different areas where you can 
farm with rich nutrients and you don’t have to put anything into 
the ground.
Student Larry does not see a connection at all.
Researcher. What if we limited the fertilizer use for fanners in Iowa, how 
would it affect you?
Larry: Then we wouldn’t have as much pollution and the Dead Zone
probably wouldn’t be as big as it is now.
Researcher. Any effects directly from farming though?
Larry: Not really!
Of the Louisiana students, 66% answered the question. Table 9 indicates that 22%, the 
same in both student groups, felt that farmers need fishermen only. Only one student 
chose “fishermen needs farmers only” and this was an Iowa student. While the 
numbers are less than adequate for a comparison, more of the Louisiana students felt 
that both groups, fishermen and farmers, need each other. Recognizing the connection 
between the two strengthens the concept of the economic web, as well as, the 
connection between our common resources, such as, air, water and soil.
As a final summation of the Interview question, a matrix of answers was
completed. This may be seen in Appendix T. The students’ answers were evaluated
and were give a “yes” (y) for correct, a “no” (n) for incorrect and a “weak” (w) for a
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partial or rudimentary concept. In this way I was able to give a score based on a 
percentage of “correct” concepts to the student. This method is useful when looking at 
the performance of the individual student. Among the Iowa students four scored 83% 
or better. These students were Izzie (87%), Iona (83%), Ilene (83%) and Isia (88%). 
Other students were distributed in the seventies and a single student, Ike, had 43% 
correct answers in the Interview.
Table 9. Farmer/Fisherman Connection
Students Farmers need 
Fishermen 
only
Fishermen need 
Farmers 
only
Fishermen need Farmers 
and
Farmers need Fisherman
Iowa 22% 11% 33%
Louisiana 22% 0% 44%
The Louisiana group had three students scoring in the 80’s, Leigh (88%), 
Lorraine (83%) and Lizzie (83%). Other scores were distributed through the 70’s, with 
the lowest score a 42% correct answers, for Laura. This seems to indicate that more 
Iowa students understood the concepts than Louisiana students.
Unit of Analysis: The Density Demonstration 
The interviewed students were asked to demonstrate their knowledge of density 
by recreating a water column that showed the more dense of the two, fresh water or salt 
water, on the bottom, see Table 10 for complete information. This activity was 
completed during the interview portion of the session with the students. Of the 
Centerville High School students 89% correctly placed salt water in the bottom of the 
graduated cylinder and fresh water on the top. Only one student did this activity 
incorrectly. This student is Irene, who is in the above average group in science
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achievement, and immediately afterwards she acknowledged that she had done it 
wrong. During the web site use she went back and forth over which one, fresh water or 
salt water, was more dense. She did give the correct definition of density during her use 
of the web site, and is one of the few students in the entire study that did.
Coastal High School students showed a marked difference in the understanding 
of the concept of density. During the demonstrations 55% of the students identified salt 
water as being more dense, 45% incorrectly identified fresh water as being more dense.
Table 10. Density Demonstration.
Coastal High School Put Fresh water in First
Put Salt water in 
First
Above average Larry X
Lana X
Leigh X
Lizzie X
Average Lorraine X
Lisa X
Below Average Lance X
Laura X
Leslie X
Centerville High Sc tool
Above Average Isiah X
Irene X
Izzie X
Average Ian X
Ilene X
Iona X
Below Average Ike X
Isia X
Ira X
Centerville High School students were members of a Chemistry class at the time 
of the study. They had exposure to density in relation to their coursework. I reviewed a 
copy of the worksheets used in class by the teacher for his unit on density. The material
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was presented and students were given practice in working with density and in 
calculating density problems. Out of the ten practice problems for the Chemistry class 
only one asked the students to work with the density of a liquid, this liquid was
hydrochloric acid. The density lab activity the students had only one problem that
concerned the density of a liquid and that liquid was water. The only information 
pertaining to density contained on the Density Unit information sheet was, “the density 
of water is one.” The textbook material was considered supplemental by the teacher. It 
contained a list of several substances and their density, only one liquid was mentioned 
and that was water. Comparison of the density of liquids is not discussed in the 
Chemistry course, although there are many simple layering experiments available to the 
teacher where students are asked to determine density of different liquids by layering 
them in a correct order.
Coastal High School students had a naive concept of density. Not one of these 
students had a reliable definition of density. This may be due to the lack of exposure to 
the concept within the school setting. There seemed to be confusion about density as 
evidenced by the following:
Researcher What about liquids? If one is more dense than the other.
Lance: Less or is it more.
Researcher. If one is more dense than the other, how would you describe the 
relationship between the two. Do you remember what density, 
how you measure density?
Lance: I know, like, I know population density.
Researcher Unfortunately, this is not population density, b u t...
Lance: I’m trying to remember.
Researcher: Okay do you know which is more dense, fresh water or salt
water?
Lance: Fresh water, or is it salt water. Salt water. I don’t know too
much about water.
Researcher Okay.
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Lance: I mean, I know a little just because I fish and I been down here
.. .and salt water would probably be more dense because of the 
salt. And ‘cause it’s got more organisms living in salt water. 
Than fresh water, that’s what I figure.
Researcher Okay. So salt water is more dense than fresh water. Do you ever 
go to the mouth of the river fishing?
Lance: I’ve been once.
Researcher: Have you ever gone fishing where there’s fresh water and salt
water in the same place?
Density was not as well covered in their previous biology class and these students have
not had Chemistry. Density is not a concept that is covered in most aspects of
environmental science. However, it is a concept necessary for the understanding of
ecological concepts such as fresh water as a natural resource and in understanding the
water cycle. Density is critical in other areas of the ecosystem, such as, density of air
masses. It is also important in the concept of sinking water masses and upwellings in
the ocean. It is obvious that these students had covered population density, however,
their lack of ability to transfer that information to the situation of the Dead Zone was
apparent. The lack of understanding of density for these students was distributed
throughout the above, average and below average science achievement groups.
Unit of Analysis: The Student Graphs of Station C6B
During the use of the web site students were asked to construct a graph of the 
water column indicating dissolved oxygen (DO) and depth at which a condition of DO 
of 2 mg/L was first found. Appendix L contains the table and blank graph that the 
students used to complete the project. Student graphs were analyzed using a point 
system. There were 16 possible correct points on the graph. Each student received a 
point for a correct placement.
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Figure 12. Graphing Activity from Students’ Web Site use.
Iowa Treatment students’ graphs averaged 12.2 points. Interviewed students’ 
graphs averaged 12.3 (N = 9) while Non-interviewed students’ graphs averaged 12.5 (N 
= 8). Louisiana treatment students’ graphs averaged 14.6 (N = 24). The Interviewed 
students graphs averaged 14.6 (N=9) while the Non-interviewed students averaged 12.3 
(N=15). Figure 12 shows the scores for each of the Interviewed students. This seems to 
indicate that the Louisiana students were able to use the information in a more effective 
manner and construct a graph that had the correct data points. I have no indication that 
the web site contributed to this particular skill. It is possible that the graphing skills of 
Louisiana students are better than those of similar students in Iowa and this is reflected 
in this activity.
Collection of drawings
Students were asked to draw the Dead Zone during the Interview. A large blank 
piece of paper was given to the student and along with an array of colored markers to 
choose from. Typically they asked what I wanted them to draw. My stock answer was
Unit of Analysis: The Student Drawings of the Dead Zone
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that they were to draw what came to mind when they thought of the Dead Zone. Each 
of the student drawings appears in Appendix U. One Coastal High School student, 
Leslie, agonized over drawing, picked up colored markers and put them down and then 
finally refused to draw saying that she couldn’t remember anything. This student had 
reached the limit of her physical strength at this time as discussed in an earlier section. 
Most students took the opportunity to reflect and then produced a drawing that could be 
assumed to represent what they remembered about the Dead Zone.
Students were asked to identify, by labeling, all of the components of their 
drawings. It was pointed out that this was good scientific procedure and was modeled 
in the graphics that they saw in the web site. Most of the students did this. I counted as 
identifiable some of the drawings that were lacking labels that contained squiggles or 
lines that were clear representations of a concept. Where the mark on the paper was not 
evident to me, I was unable to count it as a fish, algae, river, etc. In several instances 
there were layers of water labeled fresh water and salt water and a line between, this I 
counted as a pycnocline.
The elements of the drawings were broken down into two large categories: 
elements having to do with the watershed and elements having to do with the Gulf of 
Mexico and area of hypoxia. This division appeared after all o f the elements of the 
drawings were placed in tables and the analysis had begun. Complete analysis of 
student drawings appears in Appendix W.
Watershed Elements
These elements of the drawings were the delineation of the watershed itself, the 
rivers or a main river associated with the watershed, the Mississippi River, activity in
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the watershed (such as farming), and indication of nitrogen or nitrate. Of note, no 
student depicted fertilizer and only one student from Iowa depicted a farm.
Gulf of Mexico Elements
These elements include the Gulf of Mexico, Dead Zone, phytoplankton, dead 
plants and animals, pycnocline, density, fresh and/or salt water and oxygen. States were 
indicated on some drawings. Only one student from Iowa labeled their state. Other 
states indicated were Texas, Louisiana, Florida and the countries, USA and Mexico. 
Only one Iowa student labeled Louisiana in their diagram, all other states indicated by 
Iowa students were Texas and Florida. Among the Louisiana students only two 
identified their state, another student drew it but did not label it, and the only other state 
mentioned was Texas. A pollutant was only mentioned once and could be either a 
watershed or a Gulf of Mexico element. Both pollution and farms, though mentioned 
only once, were considered to be important and were kept with similar elements. Table 
11 contains a comparison of the various elements found in the student drawings of the 
Dead Zone.
Other Elements
Elements that were only seen once in drawings were the water cycle, sediment, the 
sampling diagram (from the NECOP cruise), estuary, indication of nitrate flowing to 
river, land, bottom, continental slope, photic and aphotic zones, continental shelf, oil 
rigs, and sampling boats. These elements contain both watershed and Gulf of Mexico 
elements.
Discussion
In the Centerville High School students’ drawings the element that appeared
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most was that of the Mississippi River. This element appeared in eight of the nine 
drawings of these students. The next most frequent elements were nitrogen and 
states/countries. Each of these elements appeared five times. The Dead Zone, dead 
plants and animals, and oxygen were each depicted four times in the drawings.
Coastal High School students’ components seemed more dispersed throughout 
the different elements. Dead plants and animals appeared in six of the eight drawings, 
with the Mississippi River, states/countries, pycnocline, fresh and salt water and oxygen 
appearing three times each.
The overlapping concepts that appeared the most in each of the two groups are
Table 11. Matrix of Elements Found in Student Drawings of the Dead Zone.
Elements indicated in drawing Centerville High School
Coastal High 
School Total
Watershed Elements
Map of Watershed 3 2 5
River or Mississippi River S 3 11
Farms 1 0 1
Nitrogen 5 0 5
Gulf of Mexico Elements
State(s) or Country 5 3 7
LA, TX, FL, USA, Mexico
Gulf of Mexico 2 2 4
Dead Zone 4 2 6
Fish 1 1 2
Phytoplankton 1 2 3
Dead plant and/or animals 4 6 10
Algae 3 2 5
Density 3 0 3
Pycnocline 2 3 5
Fresh water or salt water 3 3 6
Oxygen 4 3 7
Decomposers 2 3 5
Water Column 2 0 2
Pollutants 0 1 1
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the Mississippi River, dead plants and animals, indication of the states or countries 
and oxygen and are shown in Figure 13. These elements incorporate both watershed
n i t r o g e n
Louisiana Iowa
Figure 13. Concepts Found in Student Drawings of the Dead Zone of the Gulf of
Mexico.
and Dead Zone elements. The concept of the Mississippi River is a watershed concept, 
the indication of states or country is a concept that might be considered in either 
category. The concepts of oxygen and dead plants and animals are considered Dead 
Zone concepts. Additionally, each of these elements is also seen in the Dead in the 
Water graphic that was the focus graphic in the Dead Zone Web site.
Unit of Analysis: The Students’ Response to Dead Zone Photographs
Students viewed photographs of the NECOP Cruise of July 1999 on the
Scientists in the Dead Zone Page of the web site. These photographs were personal
photographs taken during the eight-day cruise to sample the extent of the Dead Zone for
that year. These pictures provide a unique view of the Dead Zone, a personal one. As
the photographer and researcher I was able to relate to the students that these were my
photographs and that I was there, hopefully, giving more reality to their virtual trip to
the Dead Zone. Student responses were varied:
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Iowa students
Ian:
Ike:
Isiah:
Isia:
Ilene:
Iona:
Izzie:
Louisiana Students
Larry:
Laura:
Lisa:
Lorraine:
Lizzie:
It looks like a lot more complex that (than) what I thought! The 
different things you use...!
Yeah, well this is sort of how they get the, like, get their stations, 
sorta explaining their stations, the process of how they study 
areas and get information and how to take specimens and stuff.
It’s well this some big building in the ocean. There’s a lot of oil 
going on in that area?
That’s a pretty big machine to measure pH.
The scientists did a lot of tests to find out stuff about the different 
kinds of dead zones, or the different kinds of symptoms to find 
dead zones.
They’re pretty. This one looks like they’re working out there. Is 
that like the boat?
Ok, well, isn’t that beautiful. Oh, the sunset right next to the oil 
rigs.
Um, it’s just like, interesting to see these things like the globe 
(referring to the CTD Sampler) and they’re just half set 
out...like, there, and how they work.
That looks really, really...I guess it said that it was sampling 
went on for 24 hours, so I guess it is a long process. I like these 
pictures, they are interesting it shows, like, the materials and...
That looks familiar! (noting the process platforms)
It doesn’t look that interesting to me. It don’t look interesting to 
me (laughs).
Oh, scientists and crew. This is kinda cool ‘cause they tell you 
how they, like, tested the water to check for those bad conditions.
Did ya’ll have fun doing that? It looks interesting, find out things 
about the Dead Zone, and then,... You were IN the Dead Zone?
I’m seeing people on a boat in the water. Gathering data on 
water quality. They’re sampling water to see what’s fresh and
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salty. Oh, so they’re doing it in different places to see how it 
goes.
Leslie: I think it’s showing like scientist doing research on the Dead
Zone. It looks like they’re trying to test the water, but I don’t see
for what, like, what they’re testing it for. They said they were
sampling it but, I don’t see, like what they’re sampling it for. 
(Reads caption) Oh, it’s measuring oxygen and temperature in 
the Gulf of Mexico.
Unit of Analysis: The Student Preferences for Depiction of the Dead Zone
At the end of the Interview I asked the students to look at the three diagrams of interest 
to this study. The first was the “Dead in the Water” (Schflestein, 1996) diagram used as 
the focus graphic in the Dead Zone Web site. The second graphic is the CAST (Council 
for Agricultural Science and Technology) graphic used in the “Gulf of Mexico 
Hypoxia: Land and Sea Interactions” publication that was a result of a Task Force 
Report on the Gulf of Mexico hypoxia. The third graphic was used in a Newsweek
article “Down in the Dead Zone” (Annin, 1999). The graphic was entitled, “A Serious
Case of Delta Blues.” Students were asked to choose the graphic that they would prefer 
to use to get information about the Dead Zone. Using a Likert scale of five for the most 
liked, three for the next and one for the least liked, the graphics were ranked. Complete 
results are found in Table 12. One student liked all of the diagrams equally, others 
chose the Newsweek diagram or CAST diagram, but 39% of the students preferred the 
“Dead in the Water” diagram used in the web site. This was due in part to their 
familiarity with the diagram since they had just used it!
Unit of Analysis; The Watershed Map 
Each of the interviewed students was asked to indicate certain areas on a 
watershed map. These included the western boundary of the watershed of the
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Mississippi River, the eastern boundary of the watershed of the Mississippi River, the 
cause(s), the effect(s), the Dead Zone and the Mississippi River. Using a large 
laminated map and a variety of colored markers, the students were asked to delineate 
the areas indicated. Photographs were taken of the maps with a digital camera. These 
were then stored on the computer and analyzed. The Mississippi River was correctly 
identified in 80% of the maps. Only two students identified the correct position of the 
Dead Zone on their maps. Both of these students were from Iowa. While other students 
made good attempts, the size and location of the Dead Zone was not correct. Common 
mistakes were either putting the Dead Zone too far west or east (39%) or indicating the 
whole Gulf or nothing in the Gulf.
Table 12. Analysis of Student Preference of Depictions of the Dead Zone Using Three 
Diagrams, “Dead in the Water”, CAST Diagram and Newsweek Diagram.
Iowa Students Dead in the Water 
Diagram
CAST
Diagram
Newsweek
Diagram
Isiah 5 3 1
Irene 3 5 1
Lzzie 3 5 1
Ian 5 1 3
Dene No choice made
Iona 5 3 1
Isia No choice made
Ike 1 3 5
Ira Likes all 5 5 5
Louisiana Students
Larry No choice made
Lana 3 1 5
Lizzie 3 5 1
Leigh No choice made
Lorraine 5 1 3
Lisa 5 3 1
Leslie 5 1 3
Laura No choice made
Lance No choice made
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Only one Louisiana student was able to correctly indicate the western and 
eastern boundary of the watershed of the Mississippi River. Other students indicated 
correctly, the top, where it began, or the bottom, where it ended, but not both. Only one 
Iowa student got both eastern and western boundaries correct. All other students like 
the Louisiana students, got part of the boundary correct. For a completed matrix for all 
students see Appendix W. Table 13 contains a breakdown of elements of the map by 
state group.
It was a source of interest to this researcher that the students had a difficult time 
with the geography of the land in which they live. During the web site use they had 
adequate exposure to at least three maps of the United States, yet this did not serve as a 
reference for them in this activity. Geography is a subject that seems neglected in 
school but is one that is of interest at the present time due to an upsurge of interest in 
technology such as GPS and GIS. It has practical applications in many areas of science, 
the technology has become affordable and user friendly, e.g. personal GPS systems are 
used by fishermen in South Louisiana.
Table 13. Elements Indicated Correctly in the Watershed Map Activity.
Western
Boundary
Correct
Eastern
Boundary
Correct
Causes or 
Link Cedar 
River to the 
Gulf of 
Mexico
Effects Dead
Zone
Mississippi
River
Iowa 22% 44% 100% 33% 22% 88%
Louisiana 11% 22% 77% 33% 0% 100%
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CHAPTER FTVE 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Did The Dead Zone Web Site Provide a Platform for Student Learning?
The use of the Dead Zone web site for these two groups of students did not 
result in marked changes of opinions as measurable by the difference in scores between 
the pre- and postinstructional survey.
Pre- and Postinstructional Survey
As an informational site, the Dead Zone Web site provided information 
necessary to build the constructs or propositions for meaningful learning. Three experts 
in their respective fields reviewed the site. These experts, an internationally recognized 
scientist working on discovery and interpretation of the phenomena of the Dead Zone, 
Dr. Nancy Rabalais, marine biologist and science educator, Dr. John Trowbridge and 
nationally recognized author and Professor in the field of science education, Dr. James 
Wandersee, reviewed the site and made appropriate suggestions for changes regarding 
the science content and presentation of material.
In order for this information to be captured and pieced together into meaningful 
constructs for student learning students must first pay attention to the material presented 
to them. Graphical presentations provide an opportunity to peak interest, capture 
student attention and give information. The Dead Zone web site was not unlike other 
sites found on the web. Every attempt was made to capture the interest of the viewer by 
the use of specific graphical techniques to maximize interest and information.
The Treatment Group, sub-group Interviewed Students spent approximately two 
hours exploring the Dead Zone web site. This time-on-task was validated by the use of
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video and audio recorders. The Treatment Group, sub-group, Non-interviewed 
Students, however, were visually monitored and not recorded. There was a difference 
in the time-on-task and the quality of the time spent on the use of the web site due to 
these differences. The web site itself had built in mechanisms for students to check 
their understanding. These were in the form of questions about the information 
presented in a page or section. However, some shortcomings exist. For the Non- 
interviewed students there was no way to check if they had completed the self- 
monitoring activity or to give them feedback on the accuracy of their answers. As the 
builder of the site the researcher was limited by her own knowledge of construction of 
web sites and by the capabilities of the FrontPage™ software and, therefore, the amount 
of innovative assessment tools that were added. In close scrutiny after the fact a brief 
assessment tool for each page of the web site could have been constructed. In a short, 
pull-down menu-type block, students would be asked no more than three questions. The 
student answers would have been stored and correlated with their use of the web site. 
Another possibility would have been to have an e-mail type form mailed back to the 
researcher at the end of each session.
The pre- and postinstructional survey was used as the main tool to assess 
whether students’ understanding had changed as a result of the information presented in 
the web site. New concepts, connected to prior knowledge of the students form new 
propositions and lead to meaningful learning for the student. It also becomes the 
knowledge base with which to form opinions about the world, both global and local, 
and the student’s place within it. Only three of 17 questions showed significant changes 
in the Treatment Group, and not necessarily in both Iowa and Louisiana Treatment
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Groups. In looking at the results of these analyses from the Interview questions only 
several questions indicated a significant change in opinion. This would suggest that the 
use of the Dead Zone Web Site for a time period of from 80 to 120 minutes by the 
students in each of the Treatment groups did not make a difference in their opinions 
regarding the Gulf of Mexico and ocean related issues, including the presence of the 
Dead Zone.
In Question 5, part A., students in the Louisiana Treatment group changed their 
opinion concerning the importance of gulfs, oceans and seas for water as a source for 
rain and snow on land, from “very important” to “less important”. This means that the 
information these students acquired during the use of the web site was not of value to 
them in determining the importance of water in relation to the global water cycle.
In Question 11, which considers a possible explanation for the Dead Zone, the 
Paired-difference t-test indicates that Louisiana Treatment and Control students moved 
from “somewhat believable” toward “very believable.” Information in the web she may 
have influenced this change but since all o f the students’ opinions changed it is more 
likely due to their exposure to material in their Environmental Science class. Prior to 
participation in the study the students covered different biomes. During the period of 
the study students were exposed to topics focused on the worlds’ oceans, including the 
physical parameters and zones found in the oceans. They then moved on to study 
population and human interaction in the environment.
On Question 13, a multiple part question, three sub-parts were noted to have 
significant changes in a specific Treatment Group.
In Question 13, part A., students in the Iowa Treatment group moved from “not
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effective” to “effective” in the choice of research as a solution. Since these students 
would not have otherwise been exposed to this information on research in the Dead 
Zone, it is probable that the use of the web site stimulated this change. Question 13, part 
C was interesting because Louisiana Treatment students felt that taxing fertilizers would 
be effective. This information for Louisiana students was probably a result of the 
material learned on the web site. However, the Iowa Control students also felt that this 
would be a method of solving the problem of the Dead Zone. Since these students did 
not use the web site I cannot account for this change in opinion. Louisiana Treatment 
students, in Question 13, part D., felt that taxing food would be an effective solution. 
These students were exposed to information about the interrelationships in the 
watershed. The economic web is of great importance through the Farmer-Fisherman 
connection. It is possible that this connection was made clear during the web site use 
and that students felt that taxing food, for everyone, would be a viable solution. Iowa 
students did not internalize this information in the same way and therefore noted no 
change in opinion.
Prior to their involvement in this research only 22% of the Interviewed Iowa 
students and 33% of the Interviewed Louisiana students had heard of the Dead Zone. 
Upon completion of the use of the web site 55% of the Interviewed Iowa students 
indicated that they had heard of the Dead Zone. Of the Louisiana students 77% 
indicated that they had heard of the Dead Zone. While I see a notable change in the 
pre- and postinstructional survey responses, it is still quite revealing that 100% did not 
admit to having heard about the Dead Zone. Is there a lesson here, that seeing is not 
hearing!
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It is the conclusion of this researcher that the Dead Zone Web Site did not 
contribute significantly to meaningful learning for the majority of students involved in 
this study. Several reason are proposed:
1) Time-on-task was insufficient to foster students’ learning.
2) Students needed more reinforcement activities, such as, self-tests, 
interactive activities or activities that gave immediate feedback on 
answer choices.
3) While every attempt was made to strengthen the connection that the 
student could make to the problem of the Dead Zone, students were 
unable to fully connect. Exploiting the Farmer-Fisherman connection is 
seen as necessary to increase interest and awareness and encourage the 
prior knowledge-new concept “hook” that leads to meaningful learning.
4) It is difficult to promote interest in something geographically dislocated 
from the student. That which is geographically dislocated is “away”. 
This is unseen. It is difficult to generate and sustain interest in that 
which cannot be seen, e.g. the concept of “away”.
The lack of success in changing opinions by use of this web site seems to 
indicate that web sites must be regarded cautiously in their use with students. It remains 
a vehicle for conveying information, while the information can be complete and 
explicit, designed to create interest and promote learning, students demonstrated a lack 
of ability in extracting pertinent information about the Dead Zone. In every university, 
college and in many high schools there are committees being formed to promote 
distance learning. This is the learning environment where the teacher is, in fact,
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dislocated from the student. Various vehicles are used, the World Wide Web and 
Internet, videos, compressed video and chat-room type e-mail set-ups with students. In 
a recent study to compare traditional classroom teaching methods with course delivery 
via the World Wide Web, it was found that traditional methods have strengths over 
electronic methods (Ryan, Carlton, & AIL, 1999). These strengths include the relay of 
content material to the student, more interactions with class participants. Faculty 
expertise was considered important in this format and more communication skills were 
required by this method of delivery of materials.
There are many educational journals devoted to technology, Leading and 
Learning with Technology. Technological Horizons in Education. Educational 
Technology, and there are many others. It is difficult to find journal articles that 
caution about the use of technology in the learning process. It is seemingly impossible 
to find an article that does not claim success in using technology with students. It 
would seem that all is well in the “use of technology” for learning. In an article that 
gives a critical look at the use of technology, David Jonassen acknowledges the 
presence of and dependence on technology as a “learning partner”. He is clear to point 
out that this is a partnership, one in which we work with the technology. It is still 
imperative that the students “acquire” what they know with the technology (Jonassen, 
2000). It is still left us to us, the educators, to teach students how to acquire that 
knowledge.
Evaluation of a Teaching Web Site
This research suggests that several key components of teaching sites must be 
included:
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1) A definition section or page.
2) A means to tie the student user to the content material, e.g. ability to
make personal connections to the material or the use of the web site.
3) Interactive activities throughout the site and a means to monitor these
activities via feedback.
4) Color, animation and graphics used to communicate rather than long text
passages.
An underlying premise here is that the person using the site has the ability to decipher
information from graphical material. This is one of the tenets of Visual Literacy and is
noted to be lacking in most students. Recent research in the use of animations in
teaching about photosynthesis corroborated this conclusion (Griffard, 1999). This is a
serious area of concern and should be addressed in future research initiatives.
Are There Regional Differences in Understanding Between Iowa and Louisiana 
Students About the Dead Zone of the Gulf of Mexico?;
Web Site Use
The regional differences in understanding have been assessed using a variety of 
instruments including the web she use record, the interview, the density demonstration, 
watershed map and drawing of the Dead Zone.
Using the coded nodes from the web site use record h is evident that Iowa 
students have greater knowledge about the upper watershed issues. The watershed, 
nitrogen, and farming nodes were heavily coded for by Iowa students. Several nodes, 
Mississippi River and water cycle could be included in either watershed or Gulf of 
Mexico categories. In these nodes, Iowa students coded more heavily in water cycle 
and Louisiana students coded for more nodes in Mississippi River. In the general area 
of Gulf of Mexico, except for three categories, Louisiana students coded more nodes. 
These included Density, Dead Zone and Algae. One of the categories that would have
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been expected to code more heavily by Louisiana students would have been Fisheries.
Iowa students coded this category more. One possible explanation is that new
information is supplied by this site, students attended to it and noted it in their web site
use. The “think-aloud” is designed to pick up this kind of reiteration of new
knowledge, exclamation over the fact that the fish scales and Pogy fish oil is used in
make-up was “news” to many of the female participants in this study. This became
meaningful to all of the Iowa students due to their heavy involvement in fishing. Every
Iowa student indicated fishing as one of their outdoor activities. Many were heavily
involved in fishing in many different areas of the United States. The second category
that was more heavily coded by Iowa students, but would have been expected to be
heavily coded by Louisiana students, was the category of the Dead Zone. Again, new
information was presented, the information could be tied to their connectedness in the
ecosystem and they recalled this in their web site use. Louisiana students, on the other
hand, were not surprised by this information.
Researcher: Okay. You’d never heard about it (Dead Zone) before, when you
were, maybe, fishing?
Leigh: Hm, sometimes we hear about a dead area where there’s no
animals there.
Researcher: Okay.
Leigh: So, yes I have heard it from if we’re fishing, if we don’t have no,
like, if we’re in a dead spot we call it a dead area., because we’re 
not catching nothing, so...
Interview
Each of the interview questions had either a watershed or Dead Zone focus.
Several questions could be considered focusing on both. In assessing the student
responses I gave the student a “y”, or yes, if they had an adequate answer. The
formation of the Dead Zone question was assessed by judging what percentage of the
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total number of concepts included in the formation of the Dead Zone, the student 
included in their answer to the question. Other questions were judged according to 
being “correct” and “incorrect”, this was a subjective determination on my part as a 
science educator and biology professor. I also included a category the “w” or weak. 
These were concepts that were not well developed or partially correct.
In order to analyze the responses to the questions as a group I looked at the 
percentage of correct or “yes” answers for each question and compared the two groups. 
For instance, question B.5 on the effect of the Dead Zone. Iowa had 89% “yes” 
answers, while Louisiana had 100% “yes” or correct answers. Questions focusing on 
watershed issues were answered more correctly by students from Iowa with three of six 
correct answers, while Louisiana students had only two of six correct answers. Dead 
Zone focused questions were split with both groups answering two questions each of 
eight total questions. In the either or both category the Louisiana students had more 
students with correct answers. The question about the formation of the Dead Zone also 
showed that both groups had two students each with 50% of the concepts included in 
their explanation. This 50% score was the highest score among all of the Treatment 
students. In interpreting this information it appears that Iowa students again know more 
about watershed issues. While I would have expected the Louisiana students to be more 
correct for Dead Zone related questions, they at least are at the same level as the Iowa 
students. The categories that include either or both foci was coded higher by Louisiana 
students and can be explained in that the Louisiana students were currently taking 
Environmental Science and perhaps many of these questions reflect concepts to which 
they were being exposed.
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Density Demonstration
Iowa students, currently enrolled in Chemistry, had more information about the 
properties of substances that allowed them to demonstrate the correct density of fresh 
water and its relation to salt water. Louisiana students are lacking this knowledge, 
however, these student might have had practical experience, such as fishing in stratified 
Gulf of Mexico waters. This information was not useful to help them in determining 
the correct layering of waters of different salinity.
Watershed Map
The difference in both student groups in the completion of correct elements of 
the watershed map was determined by scoring each map. Points were given for correct 
elements. The scores were averaged and Iowa students with an average of 4 points 
edged the Louisiana students a few tenths of a point with 3.7. The map’s upper 
watershed focus perhaps favored the Iowa students.
In looking at each of the elements of the map, the boundaries of the watershed 
were indicated correctly by 22% of the Iowa students and only 11% of the Louisiana 
students. The causes of the Dead Zone were indicated correctly by 100% of the Iowa 
students and only 77% of the Louisiana students. The effects of the Dead Zone were 
correctly indicated by 33% of each of the groups of students. The correct size and 
location of the Dead Zone was indicated by 22% of the Iowa students and 0% of the 
Louisiana students. While I am surprised at this result, it confirms a suspicion that 
students are not well acquainted with geography, relative size of areas and practice in 
developing and using map skills. The Mississippi River was indicated correctly by 88% 
of the Iowa students and 100% of the Louisiana students. Iowa students indicated more
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correct elements of the watershed map than did Louisiana students. Of the five 
elements considered, two were watershed related (watershed and causes), one was 
considered both (Mississippi River), and effects, size and location of the Dead Zone 
were related to the Dead Zone. In general the students had a very poor knowledge of 
geography. Reference cues were not used by these students. For example, the states of 
Louisiana and Iowa were outlined in red. The eastern border of the state of Iowa is the 
Mississippi River. The Mississippi River runs the eastern boundary of Louisiana and 
dips toward the bird foot delta where it empties into the Gulf of Mexico. Another area 
that was lacking identification was the Chicago area, identified in one map of the 
watershed as having the same concentration of nitrogen production as certain areas of 
Iowa. Students lacked information on area of the Rocky Mountains.
Student Drawings
In the analysis of the student drawings Iowa students coded highest for 55% of 
the total elements drawn. Louisiana scored highest for 27% of the items, two 
categories were tied. Of these elements included in the diagrams, Iowa students 
included more watershed elements than did Louisiana students. Louisiana students 
included more concepts that were associated with Dead Zone elements. This is what 
might have been expected by these two groups of students.
In general the Iowa student drawings were richer and more sophisticated than 
the drawings of the Louisiana students. This could be an indication that they were 
given more opportunities to practice this skill in their academic classes.
The information gathered by this study demonstrates that there is a difference in 
understanding as measured by the various instruments listed above. This supports and
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answers the sub-questions of this research:
Are These Regional Differences Based on Proximity to the Causal Source?
Iowa students understand and can relate their knowledge of watershed elements 
and issues better than Louisiana students. They are geographically related closer to the 
causal source and understood the implications of farming and fertilizer to the process of 
the formation of and effects of the Dead Zone.
Are These Regional Differences Based on Proximity to the Effect?
Louisiana students, on the other hand, have a better understanding and can relate 
their knowledge better to concepts that are related to the Gulf of Mexico and, 
marginally, to the Dead Zone. Every Louisiana student was tied to the coast fishery 
economic web, whether it was fishing or eating fish. Since the Dead Zone is still that 
“unseen” phenomenon it remains difficult to address the issues for these students.
One of the difficulties presented in this study is that of the “unseen” 
phenomenon. The Dead Zone is a measurably defined area. Sampling the area gives 
the information for the parameters that delineate the Dead Zone. A fisherman cannot go 
“find” the Dead Zone, watch it or even avoid it. We are asking students to understand 
this “unseen” phenomenon and for many it remained “unseen” and not understood. 
Students were brought to the Dead Zone through the use of the pictures from the 
NECOP Hypoxia cruise of 1999, but it was not enough. It remains a critical challenge 
in science education to make real the unseen world to the student, and ultimately, the 
ordinary citizen.
In summary, Iowa students knew more about causes:
1) These students coded more nodes for watershed, nitrogen and farming 
and water cycle in the web site use portion of the treatment.
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2) In the interview these students answered more questions related to 
watershed issues correctly.
3) In the student drawings of the Dead Zone these student incorporated 
more watershed elements.
Louisiana students knew more about effects:
1) These students coded more nodes during the use of the web site for the 
Dead Zone, density and algae and the Mississippi River.
2) In the interview these students correctly answered questions related to 
the Dead Zone in the same ratio as the Iowa students, however, where 
categories were considered both Dead Zone and Watershed issues, the 
Louisiana students answered more questions correctly.
3) Student drawings contained more Dead Zone elements than did Iowa 
students.
Environmental Literacy and Students As Environmental Citizens
The environmentally literate citizen demonstrates a knowledge of, experience in
and action on behalf o f the environment.
Experience is the trigger for environmental literacy. It ignites the curiosity and 
tests the muscles. It teaches us that we live in a world that is not of human 
making, that does not play by human rules. We call this world nature. To build 
environmental literacy, it is necessary to go beyond books and libraries and 
experience nature directly. Only then do we gradually come to recognize a 
depth and complexity in nature that continually challenge and surprise us 
(Golley, 1998, p. x).
In order to judge whether the students in this research study approach 
environmental literacy it is necessary to assess their experience in nature. Activities in 
nature were documented in the post-instructional survey. Students were asked to give 
their leisure time activities, answers included skating, scuba diving, disc golf, tanning, 
and reading. They were also asked to indicate whether they fished, camped or hiked. 
This gave a measure of their experience in nature. Of the students from Iowa 100% 
indicated outdoor activities. Of the student from Louisiana 67% indicated some 
outdoor activities.
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Another parameter is that of action on behalf o f the environment. Students 
participation in recycling or other environmental efforts, such as bundling Christmas 
trees for wetland erosion projects, stenciling storm drains, teaching others about the 
environment, youth projects, such as scouting activities, were considered. Other actions 
considered were participation in campaigns for environmental causes, Save the Lake, 
Adopt a Whale, or joining an environmental organization.
Three of the research methods were used in an assessment of the environmental 
literacy of the Interviewed students. The Interview questions give some indication of 
knowledge about the environment. While this is used as an indication only, it is a 
valuable tool in this research. The web site use record of coded nodes gives an 
indication of the information that students attended to and processed. The watershed 
map that students produced gave an indication of the students’ knowledge about the 
concepts necessary to understand the Dead Zone.
In each of these activities students were rated. Each of the top four students who 
had the most correct questions in the Interview, the students who had the most nodes 
coded in the web site use, and the students who had the most elements of the watershed 
map correct were cross-matched. In each group several students were selected. Izzie, 
and Irene from Iowa and Lorraine and Lizzie from Louisiana were the students who 
appeared in the top four in each of the three categories. Both Izzie and Irene indicated 
that they participate in outdoor activities, enjoy fishing, recycle and have participated in 
an environmental campaign.
Of the Louisiana, students Lizzie participates in outdoor activities and recycles 
but does not, or at least has not, participated in any environmental organization or
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campaign. Lorraine does not participate in many outdoor activities:
Lorraine: We went to Shell Beach (coastal fishing village) before.
Researcher Well, that’s...
Lorraine: .. .different organisms...we had shrimp, hermit crabs, I have
pictures, we had a field trip. And we have to, like, read about it, 
we had a packet to do and we had a project to do about it. It’s 
Mrs. Mackie’s favorite...(the) ocean biome.
Lorraine mentions that she really liked the field trip with Ms. Mackie, she does not
fish, camp or hike, and says she wants to start doing a lot of environmental activities.
Her grasp of the information about the Dead Zone is incredible. She is on-target for
every concept. She puts together information she has learned in other classes with Ms.
Mackie, a real demonstration of meaningful learning. Additionally, she was able to
integrate that information into the Dead Zone material demonstrating use of knowledge.
Yet, she lacks experience in the environment.
Three of the four students mentioned above seem to exhibit the qualities of
environmental literacy, knowledge of, experience in and action on behalf o f the
environment. One student, Lorraine, appeared in the top four groups of the three
categories but lacks a viable component of environmental literacy, that of experience in,
the environment. She relates:
I never really knew anything about the Dead Zone, but after I finish researching 
I think I’m gonna know a lot about it. It seems really interesting!
It is Lorraine and her intense quest of knowledge that shines in this research. She
connects new concepts she is exposed to in the web site to her store of knowledge,
thereby making meaningful learning. Lorraine exhibits a metacognitive monitoring by
anticipating her learning of the concept. She shows interest and enthusiasm for what
she was reading and learning about. While she would not be considered
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“environmentally literate” by this particular rating she does have the interest and 
seeming potential to move toward this. Getting this student out in nature could result in 
a budding ecologist, marine biologist or fisheries scientist.
Limitations of This Study 
While generalizations cannot be made to the population of students at large, we 
can say that this particular group of geographically dislocated students in Iowa and 
Louisiana did not have significant changes in their learning of an environmental science 
concept after using the Dead Zone web site.
The research was necessarily limited by the ability of the student to 
communicate her/his thoughts in the think-aloud protocol used during the Interview. 
However, the clinical interview was but one of several methods to capture the 
knowledge of the research participants. Other methods, such as drawing, or 
demonstration or marking a map were tools that were used along with the interview. A 
major assumption of this study was that the student participants would be attentive to 
what they were doing, feel that this was important and give their very best. It was 
apparent when the post-instructional surveys came in with entire surveys marked “No 
Comment” or “Don’t Know” that some students treated this research activity of less, or 
of no, importance to them.
Implications for Learning and Further Study 
While we know that information is better presented using visual and verbal 
modalities (Mayer, 1997), it is not clear that viewers of a graphic, having both visual 
and verbal components, know how to extract the information. It has been suggested by 
Louisiana State University researcher, Dr. Phyllis Griffard in her 1999 dissertation that
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teaching how to “read” a graphic is something that is not currently being done by those 
using graphics to convey knowledge (Griffard, 1999). As a pilot study I set out to find 
the main area of the graphic “Dead in the Water”, the focus graphic for the web site, 
and how these areas were being used by the student participants in the study. I 
concluded, “While attention-getting, clear, understandable and informative graphics are 
desired, it is the viewer and the ability to draw the information into the cognitive system 
by the use of prior knowledge that aids in the decoding of complex science scenarios!” 
It is my contention as a result of the research here that good graphics do not lead to 
good information for the viewer unless the viewer is taught how to “read” the graphical 
information in the first place.
In the process of trying to “uncover” clues as to why certain issues were more 
important for the different groups of students I took the focus graphic and identified the 
percentage of the graphic that was related to watershed, Gulf of Mexico and Dead Zone. 
Of the graphic in cjtiestion, 44% was directly related to watershed, 24% was related to 
the Gulf of Mexico and only 11% was related to the Dead Zone, the text paragraphs in 
the graphic were not included. This measurement was accomplished by using a grid 
placed over the graphic and marking off areas and calculating the percent of the whole. 
If all students were paying more attention to the watershed portion, the largest portion, 
of the graphic then perhaps more students would have noted this in their diagram. Of 
the eighteen students in the study only three, or 16% percent, noted more watershed 
elements than Dead Zone elements in their drawing of the Dead Zone.
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This research has identified several main issues:
Regionally dislocated populations perhaps know different things about a central 
environmental issue. In cause and effect issues the population might not know or 
understand that which is located away from them.
Use of web sites for student information gathering must be approached with 
caution. Several things were noted in this study:
1) If students do not find the information immediately they move on.
2) If the information appears too “wordy” they move on.
3) If it appears too “hard”, they move on.
4) Most students took little time to read the material presented in 
the web site.
These strategies are what can be termed a “remote control” approach. In this approach 
mouse clicks are used like clicks on the remote control of the TV to select the channel 
of the most interest.
Further study is needed to unravel what happens when a student looks at a 
graphic and which elements are attended to. This hopefully will inform graphic 
designers, assist instructors teaching how to read graphics and students as they view and 
interpret this visually stimulating world.
Use of the World Wide Web, as a global learning community should be 
initiated. Teacher pairing in dislocated sites, such as Iowa and Louisiana, in the study 
of issues of common interest, such as the Dead Zone, could foster better student 
response. Being connected to another student at the site of a major oil spill or a student 
near a once productive lake turned acidic, might make a difference in the way in which 
the students learn meaningfully. Carefully orchestrated sharing of ideas, concerns, 
personal stories and “connections” has the potential to make a difference in student
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learning. During the flood of 1993, the Environmental Science class at Nunez 
Community College contacted a class of 5th graders in an area of the flood in the upper 
portion of the watershed. Although their Instructor was a “flood” victim, during the 
May flood and lost her vehicle, she was unable to impress the students on how 
devastating an event this was. After the e-mail letters to the 5th graders the college 
students felt helpless and afraid for these 5th graders. They appreciated what they had, 
understood the plight of those who had lost homes and businesses and learned more 
about the flood issue in another part of the watershed. The use of a web site or an e- 
mail link to another site is but one way to strengthen the connection and form a global 
learning community.
The use of web sites for “self-directed” students needs to be addressed. It 
appears that these students will be more successful in less teacher-directed activities 
such as the ones in this research.
This research has called attention to the issue of being connected. Computers, 
computer networks and the World Wide Web provide a “level of connectivity” 
otherwise not known just 10 years ago (Jonassen, 2000, p. 24). It is the connection, in 
the global water cycle, in the water that moves from one watershed to another and 
finally into the ocean that many of us share, that effects us all. These words are 
attributed to Chief Seattle in 1854, ‘This we know, all things are connected, like the 
blood that unites one family, all things are connected!” (North Carolina Wildlife 
Resources Commission, 1991)
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APPENDIX A
Fall - 1998 FLOW DIAGRAM OF RESERCH
Spring - 1999
Fall 1999
Design Dead Zone 
instructional Web site.
Fail 1999
f  Survey Gulf of Mexico, \  
coastal sites, environmental 
cybersites for 
Dead Zone information
Read current scientific 
information 
on the Dead Zone
Administer Preinstructional 
survey to  
Iowa and Louisiana students
Survey pnnted m ean 
(1994-present)- 
newspapers, journals, 
government publications, 
textbooks for graphics on 
the Dead Zone
C  Obtain environmental 
problems 
survey used in Agro-Nutrient 
Flux proposed project
Pilot Study of Times-Picayuni i 
Dead Zone Graphic - 
Spring 1998
Times-Picayune Graphic - 
use with components 
of other graphics
Postinstructional
survey
Participate in NECOP Hypoxia 
cruise dunng July. Fall - 1999 
Spring - 2000
Postinstructional 
clinical 
in terview s
Analysts oh
-web site activity data
-video/audio tapes of clinical interviews
-pre-and postsurvey
-artifacts of interviews
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Thinking
Woildview
bi.ienlifi tally l i t e r a te  c i t izen s  m a k e  b e t t e r  
e n v i ro n m e n ta l  cho ices .
All waters are linked in a dynamic aquatic system.
There is no such physical place as "away."
Theories 
Graphics (Tufte)
Meaningful Learning Theory (ANG)
Dual Coding Theory (Paivio)
Multimedia Learning (Mayer)
Principles
.-Water masses of freshwater and salterwater have different 
d en sitie s .
Nitrogen and phosphorus stimulate algal growth in 
aquatic systems.
Students' prior knowledge influences their understanding of 
science concepts
Concepts
meaningful learning, graphic, ecosystem, 
scientific literacy, eutrophication, algae, 
cellular respiration,decomposition, water 
cycle, fertilizer, pollution, benthic, pelagic, 
hypoxia, anoxic, thermodine, pycnocline, 
evaporation, decision making, chlorophyll, 
dissolved oxygen, non-point source 
pollution, surface run-off, halocline, 
nitrogen, phorphorus, anthropogenic, 
demersal fishery, dual coding, multimedia, 
scientific literacy, environmental literacy
Regional d ifferences in understanding b etw een  tw o groups o f  high school 
sc ien ce  stu d en ts  o f  a com plex environm ental sc ien ce
________ co n cep t known as th e  Dead Zone of th e  Gulf o f Mexico:A
W eb-based Approach 
Are there any regional differences In student 
understandingof the Dead Zone phenomenon: 
a. based on proximity to  the causal source? 
b. based on proximity to  the effect?
Doing
Possible Value Claims
Events
1. Search and compile relevant newspaper articles in LA & IA 
2. Search the Internet & scientific articles for existing graphics 
depicting the DZ 
3. Identify government documents available to  aid public 
understanding of the DZ in LA & IA 
4. Photograph research activity regarding the Gulf of Mexico DZ 
5. Apply Tufte's (1 9 8 3 ,1 9 9 0 ,1 9 9 7 ) principles, design an exemplary 
teaching graphic as a model of the DZ 
6. Administer preinstructional survey to  students 
7. Document students' responses to  photographs of research 
activity in the DZ 
8. Monitor web site activity 
9. Administer postinstructional survey
Understanding the workings of this complex 
phenomenon will improve citizens' aquatic 
system action in the Miss. River watershed 
and encourage stewardship of this large 
marine ecosystem(LME). 
Media representations are lacking key 
features needed for environmental literacy 
regarding the DZ. 
Possible Knowledge Claims
The use of an exemplary graphic can help 
de-mystify complex 
scientific phenomena like the Dead Zone.
Transformations 
Transform raw media Information Into web site material.
2. Transform questionnaire responses Into matrixes, 
descriptive statistics, and tables. 
3. Transform web site activity records into descriptive statistics, and
tables.
4. Transform students' DZ photograph responses Into matrixes. 
S. Analyze qualitative and quantitative data according to  methods
authorities recommend.
Records
1. Newspaper articles & 
graphics on the DZ 
2. Recordings of DZ based 
Interviews of students 
3. Scientific articles and visual 
images of the DZ 
4. Printed gov't documents on DZ 
5. Web site activity on the DZ 
6. Pro- & Postinstructional survey scores 
7. Photographs of research activity in the DZ
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APPENDIX C
WHAT COMPONENTS OF A COMPLEX GRAPHIC ON THE 
DEAD ZONE WERE ATTENDED TO AND HOW 
ARE THEY INTERPRETED BY THE STUDENT?
By
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Observations
Research Question:
What components of a complex graphic on the Dead Zone are attended to and
how are they interpreted by the student?
Narrative of Cultural Setting:
LH entered the research setting seemingly flustered and concerned about doing 
well. LH always seems flustered and confused. I  have seen her trying to work 
things out but when she doesn't have a piece o f the puzzle she doesn't try to 
stretch. (Field notes from LH's observation)
Understanding educational visualizations is important in achieving scientific literacy.
A published graphic dealing with a science concept was chosen to use in an exploration of 
how students get information from graphical information.
The students used in this pilot study are enrolled in science classes at Nunez 
Community College. Nunez Community College is nestled in the wetlands of south 
Louisiana. The area is a unique blend of a small community in the shadow of a big city 
and influenced by big city life. Students in general are in pursuit of a two-year Associate 
Degree or Certificate in the Division of Arts and Sciences, that launches them into a job 
situation. Other students receive degrees and move to the four-year institution. The 
school also supports a Business and Technology Division and a large Licensed Practical 
Nursing Program.
Students in this research ranged in age from 18 to 45 years. The students are 
either presently in my Biology or Louisiana Wetland Ecology class or have been in my 
classes in the previous semester. It is possible that this science class is their first science 
class since high school.
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The graphic used was printed in the Times-Picavune's Pulitzer Prize winning 
series, "Oceans in Peril." It was originally printed in color and was reproduced in a 
special black and white edition that was given to every environmental science teacher in 
the state of Louisiana. I have identified four sections of this graphic and named them 
areas one through four, Appendix I.
The research setting was a small conference room in the Nunez Community 
College Library. The Library staff was able to video the sessions. A transcribing 
machine served as a tape recorder and was borrowed from the Office Management 
Department of the college. The research setting was familiar to the students and the 
students in general appeared relaxed in the research setting.
Using the research question, I set up observations with twelve science students. 
Observations were from 10 to 20 minutes in length. Each observation was video taped 
and recorded with a cassette tape recorder. During the first observation the tape 
recording failed and the observation was reconstructed from the video. I welcomed the 
students into the research setting and told them that I was interested in discovering how 
students use graphics to get information. An excerpt from the introduction is included in 
Appendix II. This entailed asking them to look at a map of the state of Louisiana and 
use the Think aloud as they told me how to go from Baton Rouge to Alexandria. This 
activity gave me an idea of how well the student would engage in the Think aloud portion 
of the observation. It also allowed me to determine if their voice could be heard in the 
tape recording. Following this brief exercise the observation began. A copy of this 
warm-up for one student is included in the Appendix ID. Following this the actual 
exercise was introduced.
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I asked the student to study the graphic while doing that they were to tell me 
what they were looking at. When they felt that they knew enough, they were to tell me 
about the Dead Zone. This was accomplished with varying success. As a novice 
researcher I tended to cut them off too soon. In retrospect I felt as if I didn't encourage 
them to take more time before they ended their study of the graphic. The observations 
have been transcribed and are included in Appendix IV.
First the audiotape was transcribed, then the video was viewed with the 
transcript. Notes about the use of the graphic by the student were then added to the 
transcript. Field notes were written after the observations were made. These are 
included in Appendix V. The observations are in chronological order showing some 
development in my style as a researcher.
Using the transcriptions from the observations, I reviewed each of the student's 
observation sessions for the mini-tour. I developed a chart, Observation Worksheet 
(Appendix VI) that I used to track the students’ movement through the graphic. This 
was accomplished by noting finger pointing, eye movement, or head nods, or their 
reading from a certain area of the graphic. I noted which area they first read or looked 
at. I documented their movement from area to area. Each successive area was noted. I 
also noted returns to areas of the graphic. This provided a unique way to see which areas 
were first used and which areas were visited most frequently.
The Grand Tour:
” The Dead Zone here, its in the Gulf o f Mexico, I'm assuming that the Dead 
Zone is all o f this in this red shaded area.” (referring to area 2) L.FL's 
observation.
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Spradley's nine dimensions guided the Grand Tour observations. The dimensions 
in relation to this research question are noted below:
1. Space: In what area of the graphic does the student find information?
2. Actor, not applicable
3. Activities: How are the parts of the graphic used by the student?
4. Object. What parts of the graphics are being accessed for information?
5. Act. What actions does the student engage in to get information from 
the graphic?
6. Event: not applicable
7. Time: What is the sequence of areas used by the student to 
understand the graphic?
8. Goal: What is the goal of the student viewing the graphic?
9. Feeling: What places in the graphic promote student self- 
confidence?
In general the student received the graphic and chose to go to a certain part of the 
graphical information presented. They either decided to read loud or explain the pictures 
that they saw.
There were different entry points for students into the information. A few 
students chose to proceed top down in a logical manner, reading the large "headline”, the 
text following and view the closely associated map and detail contained in the map. This 
headline area is designated as area 1. The text paragraph following is included in area 1. 
These areas are delineated in Appendix I. Area 3 contained a small multiple time-series 
graphic and associated text. This is a very popular area to enter first, with a little less
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than half of the students choosing to go to this area initially. The fourth area has smaller 
pictures and more text and was chosen the least by students, it is designated as area 4.
After an initial reading students usually chose to go back to a certain area for 
more information.
The Mini Tour:
"...and as a result o f this everything dies, I  would assume”. (L.H's comment 
after reading from area three in the graphic for the second time)
The questions that guided the mini tour are as follows:
1. What are all the places on the graphic that are used by 
students to obtain information?
2. What are all the ways that students get information from the graphic?
3. Can you describe the sequence used by the student to obtain 
information from the graphic?
4. What are the concepts that were "missed" or incorrectly decoded 
by students?
Using a descriptive question matrix as suggested by Spradley, I formulated more
questions that intersect the nine dimensions. These are listed below:
Can you describe all the places on the graphic?
(Space intersecting space)
Where are places of information located in the graphic?
(Space intersecting activities)
Where do the students enter the graphic?
(Space intersecting actor)
Can you describe all the techniques used to get information from the graphic? 
(Activity intersecting activity)
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This led to the development of the Observation Worksheet (Appendix VI) in 
which I first entered the sequence of areas of the graphic that were used by the student to 
get information. Additions to this sheet will be made in future analyses.
Domain Analysis:
7  want you to look at a graphical presentation o f some information that you 
might not know anything about. And it's called the Dead Zone in the Gulf o f 
Mexico. And I  want you to look at the information, in fact you glanced at it a 
little bit, it is a graphic and tell me what you are think about when you are 
reading it." Researcher giving instructions for the Think Aloud Observation.
I have identified several domains while observing students using the graphic.
Using a Domain Analysis Worksheet I identified the cover terms, semantic
relationships and included terms.
One domain is information. The included terms are pointing, reading silently,
reading aloud and finally asking questions. The semantic relationship is X  is a way to Y
or specifically "is a way to get...." Therefore, using the Domain Analysis Worksheet
(Appendix VII) I have identified several ways students get information from this
particular graphic. Hence, pointing is a way to note access of information in a graphic.
A second set of included terms include scanning, organizing, focusing, avoiding and
selecting as ways students get information from the graphic. This particular domain
demonstrates a means-to-end relationship, particularly, scanning is a method used to get
information from a graphic.
Another domain is the actual information that students get from graphics. Using
the strict inclusion semantic relationship, for X  is a kind o f Y, the included terms are time,
process, location, conceptual information and cause and effect that are related through
the semantic relationship to the cover term of "kinds of information".
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A third domain is concepts. The semantic relationship is strict inclusion, which is 
X  is a kind o f Y. Included terms are misconceptions, correct concepts or rudimentary 
concepts. Therefore, misconceptions are a kind of concept formulated by students using 
this graphic.
A fourth domain is graphic. The relationship is spatial. The form is X  is a place
in Y. The included terms are title, text paragraph, map, small multiple time-series and
block text with icon. The cover term is graphic.
Making a Focused Observation:
"O.K., I'd say with the problem o f El Nino this year there’s an excessive amount 
o f rainfall in Texas and in the western part o f the United States and i f  with a 
drought there should have a stronger bloom o f the pesticides and a longer bloom 
in the Spring, because o f the heat. "T.H.'s observation.
After identifying the domains above, I reviewed the observations of the twelve
students by studying their transcripts again.
The domains that are of interest in this study are areas in graphic that are used
to get information, ways to get information, kind of information obtained in a graphic.
The structural questions that guided this observation are:
What are all the ways students get information contained in this graphic?
What are all the kinds of information students get from this graphic?
What are all the areas used by students in this graphic?
What are the techniques used by students to decode this graphic?
Each different included term for the domain kinds of information was indicated
in the transcript by notation in the margins. While doing this exercise I realized that I
needed to make a sheet that described the things I considered as being covered under that
term. That sheet is included as Included Term Analysis Worksheet in Appendix VIII.
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This was done for all 12 observations. I am looking for a pattern of behavior or use that 
might become apparent through the focused observation. A few key phrases from 
students give an idea of what I considered under these categories.
For the domain on area of the graphic I used the Domain Analysis Worksheet and 
noted the sequence of movement through the graphic by viewing the video and 
audiotapes.
In the domain pertaining to ways students use graphics I noted activities on the 
Domain Analysis Worksheet. These include pointing, reading, following with finger, 
gesturing and telling.
Taxonomic Analysis:
Using Spradleys model of a taxonomy, similar to the taxonomy scientists use in 
determining like characteristics of animals and plants, I developed a taxonomy for two 
domains. The first Kinds of Information found in the graphic and the second, Areas of 
the Graphic. The included terms were then expanded to show the relationship of all the 
terms in the domain. These become subsets. This will give levels or hierarchy of terms. 
The structural questions that guided the construction of the taxonomy was, "What are all 
the kinds of information that can be found in this graphic?" and "What are all the areas 
that are used by students when viewing this graphic?" It was necessary for me to go back 
to the graphic itself to review these areas while asking the question, as well as to view the 
student observations.
The taxonomic analyses follow below:
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Taxonomic A nalysis - Kinds of Information
spring
winter
Kinds of information
Location
Definition
Cause/effect
Conceptual
permanent
freshwater is on top of salt 
water
ead Zone in the Gulf of Mexico
^  ^Rivers in Tennesse drain into
MR
Dead Zone is an area of low 
oxygen
nitrogen and phosphorus are 
fertilizers
fertilizers cause plants to grow 
and reproduce
nitrogen and phosphorus cause 
algae blooms
algae die sink to bottom water, 
decompose using up oxygen 
R drains an expanse of the US
warm freshwater stratifies on top 
of denser salt water
melting snow and rainfall carry 
pollution from states into MR 
jf you can't see it it doesn't exist
reshwater is lighter than saltwater
ecomposition uses up oxygen
ead Zone has economic implications
man causes to Dead Zone are 
preventable
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Making the Selected Observation:
"And this diagram is pretty important, because it told you, you know, how to 
get from farms, sewage, cities and they all drain into the Gulf, hm....” M.C. 
decoding during observation.
The selected observation was accomplished by using structural contrast questions 
for each of the domains. For the "kinds of information" domain, I will ask:
"What is the difference in time information and location information?"
"What is the difference in location information and definitions?"
"What is the difference in cause and effect information and information 
about processes?"
"What is the difference in process information and conceptual information found 
in this graphic?"
By using the selective observation I can distinguish between time and location. 
Basically asking the question "When?" gives me information on time, this cannot be 
accomplished when using the included term of location. These two are not alike and do 
not have similar information. In comparing location and definition I found that if I define 
the Dead Zone as an area of low oxygen, I have used a location term, area. I am not sure 
this is enough to move it out of the definition category. There seems to be no real 
problem with the separation of definition and cause/effect, however, the cause/effect and 
processes included terms are very similar. Process refers to events or procedures that 
have a start and finish, or when one thing or event leads to another. An example of 
process would be, "If there is no oxygen the fish will die." Perhaps cause/effect is a type 
of process. The conceptual category should contain abstract concepts that the student 
gets directly or brings to mind as a result of reading this graphic, an example of
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conceptual ideas in this graphic would be, "If the base of the food chain dies the whole 
food chain and the fisheries in the area would be impacted."
These observations are intended to extend the differences between the terms.
For the "areas of graphic" domain I asked:
"What is the difference between area 1 and area 2?"
"What is the difference between area 2 and area 3?"
"What is the difference between area 3 and area 4?"
"What is the difference between area 2 and area 4?"
"What is the difference between area 1 and area 4?"
There is a title in each of the areas, 1,2,3 and 4. The largest title is that found in 
area 1. Area 1 has a text paragraph not unlike the blocks found in area 3. The text in 
area 1 relates to the map found in area 2, in fact it is an explanation of it! Area 3 is 
complex. The text supports understanding of the illustration. This illustration is a small 
multiple. This means it is a series of small designs each portraying different information. 
These small multiples are also time-series. These depict the information in a progressive 
manner from left to right over time. This gives an insight into the sequence of events in 
the formation of the Dead Zone. This area was used in several interesting ways by 
students. Some "read" the pictures, other read the text and referred to the pictures. 
Some seemed to avoid the pictures! There is some similarity between Area 3 and Area 4. 
Both have pictures and text. In Area 4 the picture is more of a stylized icon. Under the
icon is a text block explaining where pollution comes from. Area 1 and Area 3 were the
areas that were entered first by students in viewing the graphic. What makes them 
different, what makes them alike? Area 1 had the largest "headline" or title. It also was 
at the top of the page, a good place to start for the logical person. Area 3, found in the
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lower right hand comer of the graphic was popular and provided most of the information 
for students (this was borne out in the interviews). I am not sure why this was chosen. 
The small graphics could have appeal, not a lot of information to understand, however, 
the text is more dense, in terms of the information presented, than that found in Area I . 
Componential Analysis:
Using Spradley's model of a componential analysis, I studied the "kinds of 
information" domain.
Using descriptive terms I defined the dimension of contrast that could be 
differentiated from each other by the use of binary terms. In working with the 
information I found that cause/effect and process could be grouped together in a larger 
category that is called "procedural". This comes at the end of the analysis and is the 
reason that the term does not appear prior to the componential analysis.
The completed paradigm appears on the next page.
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Componential Analysis
Domain
kinds of Information
Dimension of Contrast
Gives information 
related to  season 
or duration
Gives information 
related to  
place
Relationship 
between two 
things
Procedural, 
gives a 
sequence
Define what
something
is
Give
information 
which is broad, 
abstract, or 
an underlying 
principle
Time yes no no no no No
Location no yes no no no no
al
Cause and Effect no no yes yes no no
3rocess no no no yes no no
Definition no no no no yes no
Conceptual no no no no no yes
Interpretation of Observations:
I am intrigued by the results o f this observation exercise with my students. Very 
few came away with what I consider a clear concept of the Dead Zone and the process 
that is responsible for its formation. I laid down the process for my own benefit and it is 
included here as Appendix EX.
While graphics can aid instruction of concepts and while graphics can be judged 
"good" by experts, they may fall short in use with students or the general public who have 
varying backgrounds of scientific knowledge.
The graphic used provided a variety of graphical displays of information. For 
instance, the map gave regional and local information on location. The small multiples in 
time-series gave information both pictorially and textually on the process of the formation 
of the Dead Zone. The information found in area 4 gave information on the causes of the 
Dead Zone. However, when I asked the students for an explanation of the concept of the 
Dead Zone their answers were incomplete, rudimentary and had some misconceptions. A 
few students related information to themselves or to the broader view of the 
environment. One student, E.W. who is a fisherman, admirably, related the concept to 
the economic web that exists in the coastal area. For the most part, although students 
showed some development of conceptual thoughts, their thought processes were weak 
and only partially developed.
This lack of basic scientific knowledge is consistent with the type of student that 
we have at the college in beginning science courses. A few of the better students were in 
my Louisiana Wetland Ecology Class. These were older students, presumably they had 
attended other science courses and had better conceptual knowledge, as well as skills that 
allowed them to decode graphics better. 176
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L.H. was probably one of the more interesting students. Her decoding skills were 
bare. This explains why her performance in school is far below what would expected for 
her age, she is in her thirties. I did choose to interview her. Her attempts at decoding 
were to "intellectualize", somewhat of a coping technique noted here as saying things 
like, "I would assume". (Note: This students has subsequently changed to a business 
career field, she admitted to being overwhelmed by science!)
Most of the students visited the areas of the graphic more than once. Several 
students did not use all of the graphical information presented. Notably this was the large 
title of the graphic and the text paragraph included underneath it. Most students, seven 
of the twelve, started with area 1 and either went to area 2 or area 3. Area 3 was chosen 
by five students to visit first, a few of these students never went to area 1. The appeal of 
area 3 might be the short text paragraph accompanying the small pictures. The text 
paragraph in area 1 had 58 words and the text paragraph in area 3 section 3 had 66 
words. Other differences to note are the font size that varied in the sections. Area 1 had 
the largest font size and areas 3 and 4 had a smaller font size. Another consideration may 
be complexity of information and reading level of each section. This could be assessed 
using a Frye Readability Index for each area.
The graphic itself is weak in some areas. When I look at the graphic I find it 
lacking any definitions. These clear-cut statements could help those reading the graphic 
and text to understand the key processes better. The use of "catchy" phrases like "witch's 
brew" while they get your attention can be misleading unless the underlying concept is 
fully understood. The relationship between the areas of this graphic is not well developed 
and understood by the student. Area 4 is directly related to the map in Area 2. If gives
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the sources of the pollution and these are found in the watershed that is visually defined 
in the map in area 2. An improvement would be to have the icons located on the map 
itself. Area 3 is a cross section of the Dead Zone pictured in area 2. In this view the 
stratification of water layers can be seen. I don't believe any of the students really saw 
this in that particular way.
Every time I use this graphic I get the same feeling. There has got to be a better 
one! In an effort to uncover a better graphic I interviewed an expert in the field of study 
about the Dead Zone. The interview with hypoxia scientist Dr. Nancy Rabalais was 
enlightening. She felt that the graphic had a few mistakes but in general was "good". 
However, she is a highly trained and a knowledgeable scientist and she is reading the 
graphic in light of her own "voice". Graphics and charts used in presentations about the 
Dead Zone are highly scientific and require decoding by those outside the field of water 
quality scientists. By using students of differing abilities I feel that I am able to assess 
how this graphic is perceived by the general population.
Where does that leave me? With a highly complex scientific phenomenon to 
decode, the use of graphics and accompanying text can be useful. However, the graphic 
used must have the following:
1) Basic definitions for conditions, processes or concepts.
2) Give time and location data to make it relevant to the viewer.
3) Givp pjmpie propess and procedural information to aid understanding.
4) Engage the viewer so that each area of the graphic is attended to.
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Interviews
"It just so happens, not to get o ff the subject, actually it's the same subject. 
I  was watching Bill Nye, the Science Guy, the other day and he was talking 
about pollution. Well, just having been introduced to that, you can better 
elaborate on this, you know what I ’m saying?" L.H.’s interview.
On April 3, 1998 I interviewed two students and a research scientist about the 
Dead Zone. The students had been part of the observations for this project. The scientist 
was Dr. Nancy Rabalais, a researcher involved in the study of the Dead Zone and its 
effects in the Gulf of Mexico. Dr. Rabalais has been a source of information and support 
for this project. She will be part of my dissertation committee. Her time is very valuable 
and I always feel badly when I take up too much time. I felt rushed in the interview. I 
wanted to get her opinion on the graphic that I have used with the students. The graphic 
used in the project was developed with a research staff and lead writer at the Times 
Picayune newspaper. I interviewed the graphic artist Erica Bynum last spring. I 
attempted to get information about how the artist and writer interface with the scientist 
to produce credible and understandable graphics.
The two students made special arrangements to meet me on this bright spring 
Friday. Each one was eager to meet with me and showed up on time. I also interviewed 
another student on Saturday. This student was attending the Spring Fling, our campus 
celebration of spring. I met with two students on Friday in a small study room in the 
back of the Nunez Community College Library. This room is very quiet and away from 
all distractions and noise. On Saturday the room was occupied and I met with the 
student in an office which we had to rearrange before we could begin. We were closer to 
noise, not as comfortable or secluded.
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In the interview section of this project I had as objectives to:
• determine which part of the graphic was most important to the student - 
hopefully they would draw the part they knew best!
• determine which part of the graphic provided information which made them 
comfortable
• determine if they could conceptualize the similarity of the use of fertilizers to 
stimulate growth of land plants with the same scenario in the plants that live in 
water
• determine whether the student perceived area 4 relating to area 2 or area 3 
relating to area 2
• explore the similarities between algae blooms in the Gulf and in Lake 
Pontchartrain
After the student was welcomed into the research setting the tape recorder was 
tested and finally turned on for the session. Each of these students spoke audibly during 
the observations and no problems were anticipated.
I asked the student initially to draw the Dead Zone. This activity was taken with 
some seriousness by each of the students. Large pieces of newsprint were provided and 
crayons and pencil colors were available for their use (Appendix X). Questions were 
then posed to the student. At another point a live plant and a box of fertilizer were used 
as visual probes. Finally, students were asked to read the article about the fish kill in 
Lake Pontchartrain (Appendix XI) and talk about the similarities and differences 
between that event and what happens in the Dead Zone.
Interview with L.H.:
L.H. is a 30 year old female student. She is a likable, attractive mother of three 
kids. She is back in school and like many other students, trying to do everything at 
once. I have described her as being confused and flustered. She seems overwhelmed
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with the volume of information that is given out in science classes. She seems to take 
things rather slowly, however, science classes are rather fast paced. She is not 
performing well for me and this could have stressed her out in the observations and 
interview. I like L.H. and have tried to offer help and encouragement. She seems 
somewhat distant to her fellow students, probably a result of her age. Also, I don't 
believe that she wants to appear different, getting help would be unacceptable to her, she 
feels like she should be able to do what she needs to - understand initially, know the 
answer right away.
L.H. was selected because of her seeming lack of focus and low scores in 
Biology. Her current GPA is 2.29. I wanted to see the impact of this graphic on 
students not at the high end of the academic scale. Use of a graphic could help students 
in this category, however, with little prior knowledge it seems that L.H. did not really 
gain from the use of this particular graphic.
L.H. began the interview session by reluctantly drawing the Dead Zone and 
making a face. She drew the area designated as Area 3, small multiples in time-series. 
She apologized for her drawing ability and said she didn't know why she was drawing 
this. I tried to alleviate her fears by reassuring her.
As I started on the questions I asked which part of the graphic did she find most 
appealing, she indicated the small multiples. When asked if that was the area she went 
to first to get information in the graphic, she indicated that she went to the title and 
associated paragraph in Area 1. This was indeed the area student L.H. went to. When 
asked which was most helpful she debated and then said Area 1. I then asked L.H. 
which area gave her confidence about the information she was reading. She pointed to
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Area 4. This is the area with the small icons and text paragraphs about pollution. This 
was comfortable for her because, as she related, "Well, just having been introduced to 
that, you can better elaborate on this, you know what I'm saying." She had just seen Bill 
Nye the Science Guy talk about pollution. Good science concepts put in understandable 
terms, nothing wrong with that!
L.H. has internalized some interesting concepts. I believe that she understands 
that nitrogen and phosphorus stimulate the growth of aquatic algae, when asked where 
they are getting nitrogen and fertilizer L.H. related, "From the fertilizer and sewage in 
the fresh water." When asked what bloom was L.H. exclaimed, "Multiplying". I had to 
prompt her with questions. I felt exhausted after this interview. I also felt much like I 
was teaching. But in reflecting on the transcripts I see that was not really the case! I 
was prompting, trying to lead her to clarify and probe deeper. She had other concepts 
that were interesting. The comments about decomposition, for instance. She knew that 
decaying things, she uses the automobile in a junkyard as an example, was a kind of 
decomposition. This is a very sophisticated concept! She then related it to rotting 
fruits, such as would be found in compost heap, another example of decomposition! She 
did persist in thinking that the chemicals killed the algae and caused the decomposition. 
I believe that it has everything to do with the way the graphic is written in portraying the 
pollution and not focusing on them as agents for plant growth!
L.H.’s final comment is telling, "What a relief that is!" I come away with these 
questions. Is the learning style of this student too different for a graphic to be helpful? 
In a very obtuse way I saw a lack of focus, an almost ADD situation. Yet, she had some 
interesting concepts that she related to her own experience. She really couldn't delve
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into any one aspect of the process of the formation of the Dead Zone. I would like to 
look up her reading scores from her placement test. This luxury is available to me since 
I am her instructor. Other research situations might not be able to supply this 
information to me.
Interview with KW.:
E.W. is a pleasant young man possibly as young as nineteen years old. He is a 
student in my Louisiana Wetland Ecology Class. He was extremely worried about his 
first test in the course, he made 107 out of 100 pts! His GPA is not available since this 
is his first semester at the college. I believe he is very comfortable in the class and with 
the information because he is a resident of the area, a fisherperson and out in the 
marshes and swamps. After this interview he did not come to class later that evening. I 
don't know if there was a miscommunication or he just felt as if he had done enough that 
day!
E. W. approached the research situation eagerly. He makes good eye contact and 
speaks audibly. He manner is friendly and I perceive that he is not afraid of not knowing 
something. I believe that our relaxed atmosphere in the class could be responsible for 
the rapport between he and I. I chose E.W. because while he did not feel that he did 
well on the exam, he exceeded my expectations and obviously his own. He was engaged 
in the classes but did not appear to be too scholarly! This particular class draws students 
from Business and Technology as well as Arts and Science divisions to satisfy a three- 
hour science credit. Because of this fact some of the students do not have science 
backgrounds, I would guess that half of this semester’s students are in this category.
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E.W. is undecided in his degree concentration. E.W. was one of the students seen in the 
observations and was closest to having an adequate concept of the formation of the 
Dead Zone.
E.W. immediately drew the map area and the Dead Zone in the Gulf of Mexico. 
Like L.H., this was not the initial area the student read first in the graphic during the 
observation. When questioned about which area he went to first, he noted the Dead 
Zone in the Gulf of Mexico found in Area 2 of the graphic. Actually he went to Area 1 
and read the title. Initially he related that this was important to him because he lived 
there and was effected by the Dead Zone. He admitted that the part that gave him the 
most information was the small multiples in Area 3. He also added that the expanse of 
the watershed also caught his attention. He identified Area 4 as giving him the 
information on the causes of the Dead Zone. E.W. persists in having a misconception 
about the algae just being in the freshwater. I think this is a fault of the graphic and not 
the fault of the students. E.W. also thinks it is the heat that causes the algae to "bloom". 
E.W. relates, "It (algae) needs heat to carry out photosynthesis." This, of course, is 
incorrect. He is mistaking the heat for the energy of sunlight. I believe that this is a 
result of not having taken Biology I. E.W. correctly knew that nitrogen and phosphorus 
were nutrients for algae and were responsible for making it grow faster.
E.W. had a concept that Area 4 was really a part of Area 2, the watershed map. 
He had the additional idea that Area 3 was part of Area 2, the Dead Zone in the Gulf of 
Mexico. This is good to know, that students get the idea of the parts really meshing 
together. When this student read the information about the fish kill in Lake 
Pontchartrain he immediately related it to the concept of the Dead Zone. E.W.
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additionally related an incident when he was a kid and saw a fish kill. This re-enforces 
the idea that connections to their own life experiences strengthens learning.
E.W. admitted to using the information in Area 3 for some information on 
density. Density seems to be a concept that is not well covered in the graphic but seems 
to be necessary for students to understand how the stratification of the layers of water 
are set up. This would be something that I would add to a "new" graphic. I felt that 
E.W. had more highly developed concepts relating to the Dead Zone than any of the 
other students seen in the observations or in the subsequent interview.
Interview with L.M.:
L.M. was eager to participate in the interview situation. She came in to school 
early on a Saturday, the day of the Spring Fling, in order to participate in the interview. 
L.M. had also been in the Louisiana Wetland Ecology class the night before. L.M. is in 
her twenties. She is very articulate and has an easy-going manner. L.M. makes eye 
contact easily. Her current GPA is 3.03
L.M. was asked to draw the Dead Zone and immediately set out to draw the 
watershed and Dead Zone in the Gulf of Mexico. This is not the area that L.M. went to 
first when she first used the graphic, in fact, she only acknowledged this area once in the 
observation exercise. She is from Texas and has some interest in going there again. I 
believe that this is the reason she chose to draw this area, relating the information to 
prior knowledge and life experience in Texas.
When she was asked about which area was most helpful she indicated Area 3. 
This was also indicated as the area that supplied the most information. When asked in
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which area she felt most confident she also indicates Area 3. In fact, at this point she 
tells me that she doesn't even need to look at Area 2 and Area 4. I asked why she didn't 
try to draw that area. She said that she didn't know, but that she pictured the river. 
L.M. admits that Area 4 is not needed, she knew the information from the past and the 
second text block in Area 3 gave her the information where the waste came from.
I tried to pull out information on density from this student. Like the other 
students they seem not to think that the idea of density is important. Her concepts about 
the layers is very limited, she then calls upon the density concept to explain why salt 
water is not getting oxygenated!
When asked where the concept of nutrients came from she admitted that it came 
from Area 4, an area she previously said was not important. I believe that L.M. has a 
concept of the relationship between the areas of the graphic. I worked to get her to 
connect the use of fertilizer to the algae bloom. She got confused about nutrients for 
fish and plants. She even went so far as to propose that nutrients in large amounts might 
kill the algae. I am not sure, in reviewing the transcript, that she got that concept. This 
could be a fault of the graphic not making clear the concept of nutrients and pollutants, 
their similarities and differences.
When L.M. went to interpret the Lake Pontchartrain fish kill she made correct 
correlations to the Dead Zone. Her concepts are pretty well defined. She holds a few 
misconceptions, nitrogen and phosphorus in large amounts killing algae and oxygen 
being stripped from the water molecule. What was interesting was L.M.'s approach to 
answering the questions. She made direct eye contact with me and sat straight in her 
chair. She rarely referred to the graphic that was on the table in front of her. Almost as
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if she was forbidden to look at it. My initial impression of our session was one of 
disbelief! I couldn't believe that she had some misconceptions since the night before in a 
lecture we had gone over the over-fertilization scenario while using their own 
terrarium/aquarium eco-columns made for Wetland Ecology. In looking at the 
transcripts I see that she did make correct correlation’s. I think that I was taken aback 
by the fact that she appeared to be spouting off answers without looking at the graphic, 
was she trying to impress me?
Description o f descriptive, structural and contrast questions:
The questions that were chosen for the interview were identified in the earlier 
prospectus. They may be found in Appendix XIII.
The questions were chosen to provide information about the student obtained 
information from the graphic. In the first descriptive question I asked which part of the 
Dead Zone graphic was most appealing. I was hoped that this would correlate to the 
first area of the graphic that attracted their attention. In all of the cases the students 
identified different areas other than the one which they entered first!
When asked what area they found most helpful the students mentioned different 
areas of the graphic, L.H. chose the title and text, E.W. and L.M. chose Area 3 the small 
multiples.
When quizzed using structural questions such as, "What specific information did 
you learn from the Dead Zone graphic and where on the graphic did you find that 
information?" students again chose various information points to get information. Each 
student was able to articulate where the information was gathered. I was interested in
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where on the graphic specific information was accessed by students. This entailed 
asking students where on the graphic information on density, nutrients and algae were 
obtained. Information on density was not directly found on the graphic and students 
noted that. E.W. additionally noted that it was obvious that you needed that information 
in Area 3 in the first text block. This was a good comment and strengthened my resolve 
to build it into any information that I present.
In the interview with L.M. I didn't get any direct information about where the 
student accessed information. I must have gotten distracted during the questions and 
not kept up the questioning in the right direction. I believe I will use this as a learning 
experience!
All of the students saw relationships between areas of the graphic, specifically 
Area 4 being associated with Area 2 and Area 3 being and explanation of the Dead Zone 
found in Area 2.
Relevance to Research Question:
Referring to the graphic:
NR: It's pretty good. I want
SF: Well, I want to ask you what you think about it.
NR: You want me to read the whole thing again?
SF: Absolutely.
NR: Actually it was pretty good. Because it’s got...It's good. I see one
major thing that's wrong.
SF: Okay.
NR: But, uh. Well, there's a couple of things that are technically wrong,
but it's...
SF: What's the good part about it?
NR. Well, you see the whole river drainage. You see the low oxygen zone in
the Gulf.
Excerpt from interview with Dr. Nancy Rabalais.
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With the research question in focus, "What components of a complex graphic on 
the Dead Zone are attended to and how are they interpreted by the student?” I believe I 
have accepted more information about what students see as they view this graphic. 
When I look at the interpretation of this graphic I note that many areas are viewed by the 
concepts which are to come from these areas are either lacking, incomplete or a 
misconception. The purpose of this study was not to look at the misconceptions, 
however, they are an interesting component of any analysis of cognitive synthesis.
I believe that this study has added a new dimension to my research in that it 
appears that the students who related to the concept by intertwining the information with 
prior knowledge came away with a better concept of the Dead Zone. It remains a task to 
design an informational graphic that allows the students to call upon and reformulate 
prior knowledge into understanding of the complex scenario of the Dead Zone.
Interpretation and Conclusions
Initially I thought I would come away from my research with a model of design 
for educational graphics! Doing this particular study I am completely turned around to a 
more realistic view that graphic design is not quite the entire answer to the problem. 
While attention getting, clear, understandable and informative graphics are desired, it is 
the viewer and the ability to draw the information into the cognitive system by the use of 
prior knowledge that aids in the decoding of complex science scenarios! This was borne 
out in the three interviews with students. Each student interviewed brought in some 
connection to her/his life and related one or more components of the concept of the Dead
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Zone to it! A visual representation of how students interpret this graphic is shown in 
Appendix XTV.
I note that all areas of the graphic were used by most students with Area 3, small 
multiples in time series, used the most! Patterns that emerged involved the areas of the 
graphic and the number of times students went back to an area of a graphic. Many areas 
were used more than once by the student to access information. The entry point into the 
graphic was Area 1 for 58% of the students. Only two students did not use Area 1 of the 
graphic at all.
As I watched the synthesis of information undertaken by the students by using the 
graphic I am struck by the differences in learning styles, the cognitive processes at work 
and the seeming lack of attention to the areas which I felt supported the topic. Despite 
the differences, concepts about the Dead Zone emerged! A visual representation of how 
students learn from this graphic is included in Appendix XV.
All of the students were able to interpret correctly location information from the 
graphic. The information on time was less attended to by the students with only 25% of 
the students getting information on time. Under the information on cause of the Dead 
Zone, 16% did not get information to support development of this part of the concept. 
In the development of the concept of process of the Dead Zone only 33% of the students 
had an idea of this. In the area of conceptual concepts, 91% of the students had some 
development in this area.
I was interested in interviewing Dr. Nancy Rabalais about this graphic. I am 
somewhat intrigued that the scientist is willing to accept the use of a "less than perfect" 
graphic for public or educational use! In light of the errors that she sees in review of this
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graphic, it appears that a few things could be done to change this graphic to make it less 
misleading. While I was extremely interested in the scientists’ point of view I found a lack 
of time to devote to the analysis of the interview itself. I have included the transcript 
since it impacts and reinforces some of my conclusions see Appendix XVI.
The concern as a researcher is that scientists will want to use their data dense and 
complicated graphical information for public and educational use or that in a "111 throw 
up my hands and do nothing" approach they will allow the use of a graphic which "aids 
and abets" misconceptions. I would like to hope and, in fact, support another view. 
With the help for knowledgeable and interested scientists who join with knowledgeable 
and interested educators we could work to produce environmental and scientific graphics 
for students and the public that promote correct concepts, inspire action and call upon the 
viewer to interpret in light of their personal life experiences.
This lofty need to have authentic and experiential graphics to aid instruction is 
paramount in the goal of science education...that understanding will lead to responsible 
action.
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APPENDIX D 
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY
Put a check mark in the appropriate box.
1. Overall how would you rate the quality of the environment:
Very Good Fairly
Good
Fairly Bad Very Bad No
Comment
...in your local 
community
...in our nation
...in the world as a 
whole
2. Thinking of our nation as a whole, what is the most important environmental 
problem facing our nation?
3. Indicate which of the following you feel are serious environmental problems in 
your community:
Very
Serious
Somewhat
Serious
Not Very 
Serious
Not Serious 
at All
No
Comment
Poor water quality
Poor air quality
Contaminated soil
Inadequate sewage, 
sanitation, garbage 
disposal
Too many people, 
overcrowding
Too much noise
4. Indicate on the following table how serious you feel the problem on the left side of the
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table is in the world: very serious, somewhat serious, not very serious, not serious at 
all or you don’t know enough about it to judge.
Very
Serious
Somewhat
Serious
Not
Very
Serious
Not 
Serious at 
All
Don’t Know 
Enough
Air pollution and 
smog
Pollution of rivers 
and lakes
Pollution of oceans, 
gulfs, seas
Soil erosion, polluted 
land, loss of farmland
Extinction of animal 
and plant species
Loss of rain forests 
and jungles
Global warming or 
"greenhouse effect"
Loss of ozone in the 
earth’s atmosphere
5. In the ecological balance of the planet, indicate how important are gulfs, oceans, 
and seas in terms of (categories below): very important, somewhat important, not 
very important, not important at all or don’t know enough to comment.
Very
Important
Somewhat
Important
Not Very 
Important
Not 
Important 
at All
Don’t
Know
Enough
Being a source of 
water for rain and 
snow on land
Ocean plant life as a 
source of oxygen for 
humans and animals
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Very
Important
Somewhat
Important
Not Very 
Important
Not 
Important 
at All
Don’t
Know
Enough
Ocean fish and 
shellfish as a source 
of food
Oceans’ coast as a 
source of recreation
6. With regards to rivers, streams, and lakes and considering water pollution and 
especially water pollution from agricultural sources. Would you say that water 
pollution from agricultural sources is:
A very serious 
problem
A somewhat 
serious problem
Not very 
serious
Not a serious 
problem at all
No comment
7. Eventually, much of the water falling on the soil reaches the ocean. In the
(Midwest, South) the route is down the Mississippi River and into the Gulf of 
Mexico. Would you say that pollution in the Gulf of Mexico from agriculture is:
A very serious 
problem
A somewhat 
serious problem
Not very 
serious
Not a serious 
problem at all
No comment
8. One condition that has attracted the interest of scientists is something called Gulf 
Hypoxia. Have you ever heard of the term?
□  Yes □  No 
If "Yes": What does it mean to you?
9. Have you ever heard the term "Dead Zone" applied to areas of the Gulf of Mexico?
□  Yes □  No 
If "Yes": What does it mean to you?
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10. Hypoxia is an extremely toxic condition for animal life and means that not enough 
oxygen is available to allow them to live. This may occur in lakes, river, streams, 
seas, gulfs, oceans, and estuaries when oxygen is used by decaying plants and other 
material. Hypoxia is a condition that is present in the Gulf of Mexico off the coast of 
Louisiana.
How important do you believe it to protect the Gulf of Mexico from this condition? 
Do you feel it is:
Very
Important
Somewhat
Important
Not Very 
Important
Not Important at 
AU
Or do you not 
know what to think
11. One explanation for the "Dead Zone" in the gulf of Mexico is that fertilizers lost 
down the Mississippi River from Midwestern agriculture causes water pollution in 
the Gulf of Mexico leading to lack of oxygen. Do you find this explanation:
Very
believable
Somewhat
believable
Somewhat
unbelievable
Not believable 
at all
Or do you not know 
what to think
12. Assume that the "Dead Zone: is indeed, real, and indeed it is the result of 
fertilizers being placed on farmland in the Mississippi River Drainage basin and 
then finding their way into the Gulf of Mexico.
How important is it that steps be taken to reduce the problem?
Very
Important
Somewhat
Important
Not Very 
Important
Not Important 
at AU
Or do you not 
know what to think
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13. Here are steps to address the "Dead Zone". For each, indicate whether you think 
this is an effective solution or not an effective solution.
14.
15.
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Effective Not effective Or do you not 
know what to 
think
Research to document 
the sources of 
fertilizers to Gulf of 
Mexico
Education to teach fanners 
how to keep fertilizer from 
going to the Gulf of Mexico
Tax fertilizers support 
restoration of the Gulf of 
Mexico
Tax food to support 
restoration of the Gulf of 
Mexico
Limit the rate if fertilizer 
use on farms
Reward farmers who use 
methods that keep fertilizer 
out or the rivers
Install large water 
treatment plants to remove 
fertilizer from rivers
Help fishing communities 
find jobs that don’t depend 
on fish in the Gulf of 
Mexico
What outdoor activities do you enjoy outside of school hours?
Have you ever been fishing? Camping or Hiking? If so, where?
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16. Do you participate in any environmental activities? Litter pick-ups, recycling 
activities, water quality monitoring, field experiences, any other environmental 
activities? Please explain.
17. Have you ever participated in any environmental campaign or activity, for
example Earth Day, Save the Whales, Greenpeace, or written a letter to a public 
official about the environment.
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW FLOW CHART
60 students in Iowa 
60 students in LA 
take the preinstructional 
survey
30 students in Iowa 
30 students in LA 
use Dead Zone Web site
9 students in Iowa 
9 students in LA 
from each group above 
are video taped using 
Web site
Comparison Group 
30 students in Iowa 
30 students in LA 
do not 
use Dead Zone Web site
Clinical Interviews 
conducted with the 
18 students noted 
above
All students take 
postinstructional 
survey
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APPENDIX F
DEAD IN THE WATER GRAPHIC
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APPENDIX G
AREAS OF THE MAIN GRAPHIC
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APPENDIX H 
CONSENT FOR AND APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
HSSC access io n  # :_________  LSU Proposal # :_____
LSU O ffice  of Sponsored Research/OSR 388-1492; FAX 6792
117 David Boyd H allLSU: HOMAN RESEARCH SUBJECTS
APPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION FROM INSTITUTIONAL OVERSIGHT
Unless they a re  form ally  q u a lif ie d  as m eeting th e  c r i t e r i a  fo r 
exemption from I n s t i tu t io n a l  Review Board (IRB) o v ers ig h t, ALL 
LSU re s e a rc h /p ro je c ts  using l iv in g  humans as su b je c ts , o r samples 
o r d a ta  ob ta ined  from humans, d i r e c t ly  o r in d ir e c t ly ,  w ith  or 
w ithout th e i r  consent, must be approved in  advance by the  LSU 
IRB. T his Form h e lp s the PI determ ine i f  a p r o je c t  may be 
exempted, and i s  used to  req u est an exemption.
NOTE: Even when exempted, the re sea rch e r i s  re q u ire d  to  ex erc ise  
prudence in  p ro te c tin g  the in te r e s ts  of re se a rc h  su b je c ts , o b ta in  
inform ed consent i f  ap p ro p ria te , and must conform to the  E th ica l 
P r in c ip le s  and G uidelines fo r the  P ro tec tio n  o f Human Subjects 
(Belmont Report) and LSU Guide to  Informed Consent; (A vailable 
from OSR o r h ttp ://w w w .o sr.lsu .ed u /o sr/co m p ly .h tm l)
In s tru c t io n s :  Complete c h e c k lis t ,  pp 2-4; i f  exemption appears 
p o ss ib le , see in s tru c tio n s  on p . 4. O therwise apply to  the IRB*
P rin c ip a l In v e s tig a to r  SKa-^ oo  studen t?  /O n
D epartm ent/U nit &u_rri‘t u .(u.ivt a h o  TLi+rurJ-.'eu________ Ph: 5<Xf-a7£-M02-/
P ro je c t T i t l e  (1-fin a °r  Pxe«\plary gwphiVs g la n c e
P P  Hie DeacLZo/ve o p  -fkc 4 u.lF o f  Mex.ico  ?
Agency expected to  fund p ro je c t____________________________________
S ubject pool (eg. Psychology studen ts) ______
C irc le  any 'v u ln e ra b le  populations* to  be used: t dvTlriren <llD> 
the m entally  im paired, pregnant women, the aged, o th e r ) . P ro jec ts  
w ith  in c a rc e ra te d  persons cannot be exempted.
I  c e r t i f y  my responses are  accu ra te  and com plete- I f  the  p ro je c t 
scope o r design  i s  l a t e r  changed I  w i l l  resubm it fo r review . I 
w il l  o b ta in  w r it te n  approval from the A uthorized R epresen tative  
of a l l  non-LSU in s t i tu t io n s  in  which the  s tudy  i s  conducted.
PI S ignatu re  j  t  e /£•/- 9 9  (no per s ig n a tu re s)
Screening>eam mittee Action: Exempted Not Exempted   .
Reviewer M L  / 'U x ^ c .^fiqrna tu r  e 3 W 1  U/7/Q Date lo jX L y  \
Comments____________________________________________________________
cc PI (signed face page o n ly ) ; OSR D irec to r (ap p lica tio n  w ith  
p ro to co l) 117 David Boyd H all, LSU.
Help a v a ila b le  from Karen Baiamonte 388-1492; karenb@lsu.edu
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P a rt A: DETERMINATION OF •RESEARCH* and POTENTIAL FOR RISK
This s e c t io n  determ ines whether the p ro je c t  meets t ie  Department 
o f H ealth  and Human Services d e f in i t io n  of 're s e a rc h ' and i f  no t, 
whether i t  n e v e rth e le ss  p resen ts  more t~h?m 'minimal r i s k '  to  
humans th a t  makes IRB review prudent and necessary .
1. I s  th e  p ro je c t  a system atic  in v e s tig a tio n  designed to  develop 
o r  c o n tr ib u te  to  g en e ra lizab le  knowledge? '
(Note "sy s te m a tic  in v es tig a tio n "  includes 're se a rc h  development, 
t e s t in g  and e v a lu a tio n " ; th e re fo re  some in s tru c tio n a l development 
and s e rv ic e  programs w ill  include  a " re se a rc h ' component) .
YES S  Go to  P a rt B: P ro jec t c o n s t itu te s  research
NO  Go to  2
2. Does th e  p ro je c t  p resen t physica l, psychological, s o c ia l  o r 
le g a l r i s k s  to  the  p a r t ic ip a n ts  reasonably  expected to  exceed 
those r i s k s  norm ally experienced in  d a ily  l i f e  or in  ro u tin e  
d ia g n o s tic  p h y s ic a l or psychological exam ination or te s tin g ?  You 
must c o n s id e r  the  consequences i f  in d iv id u a l d a ta  in a d v e rta n tly  
become p u b lic .
YES  Check C2 and stop here: IRB review  required
NO  Check Cl: Apply fo r  exemption from IRB oversigh t
P art B: EXEMPTION CRITERIA FOR RESEARCH PROJECTS
This P a rt e s ta b l is h e s  whether the p ro je c t  i s  confined to  resea rch  
a c t iv i t i e s  th a t  may be exempted from IRB o v e rs ig h t.
P lease answer each question  1-5; although a s in g le  exemption 
c r i t e r io n  may be s u f f ic ie n t  to  exempt a p ro je c t ,  sane p ro je c ts  
con ta in  se v e ra l elements th a t  may be met by d if fe re n t  c r i t e r i a .
1. Is  th is  re se a rc h  conducted in  e s ta b lis h e d  o r commonly 
accepted  e d u ca tio n a l s e t t in g s , AND does th e  research  invo lve  
normal ed u ca tio n a l p ra c tic e s  (e .g . re se a rc h  on regu lar and 
sp e c ia l educa tion  s t r a te g ie s  or resea rch  on the  e ffe c tiv e n e ss  of, 
o r comparison among in s tru c t io n a l  techn iques, c u rr ic u la  o r 
classroom  management methods)? (NOT exempt, m erely because 
conducted a t  LSU)
YES ^  Check Cl & go to  2: This exemption c r i te r io n  i s  
s a t i s f i e d
NO  Go to 2: This exemption c r i t e r io n  i s  not a p p lic a b le
2. W ill t h i s  resea rch  use educa tional t e s t s  (cogn itive , 
d ia g n o s tic , a p titu d e , achievem ent), survey procedures, in te rv iew  
procedures o r observation  of p u b lic  behavior?
YES Go to 2.1
NO  Skip to  3 : (C rite rio n  a p p lic a b le )
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2 .1  w i l l  minors (<18y) be su b je c ts  and does t h i s  research
use survey procedures, in te rv iew  procedures, o r  observation  of 
p u b lic  behavior in  which the  observer p a r t ic ip a te s ?
YES Check C2, and sk ip  to 3: IRB review  probably
req u ired
NO_____  Go to  2.2
• •
2.2 Is  the  in form ation  recorded in  such a manner th a t  human 
s u b je c ts  can be id e n t i f ie d  d ire c tly , o r  in d ir e c t ly  through 
id e n t i f i e r s  (such as a code) linked to  th e  su b jec ts?
YES ^  GO to 2.3
NO ’ Skip to  3: This exemption c r i t e r io n  i s  s a t is f ie d
2.3 W ill any in ad v e rtan t d isc lo su re  o f in d iv id u a l human
s u b je c ts ' responses have the p o te n t ia l  to  p lac e  the su b je c ts  a t
r i s k  of c rim ina l and c iv i l  l i a b i l i t y ,  o r  be damaging to  the 
s u b je c ts ' f in a n c ia l  s tand ing , em ployability  o r  rep u ta tio n ?
(The c o lle c t io n  of s e n s i t iv e  data  regard ing  th e  s u b je c ts ' (or 
r e l a t i v e s ' o r a s s o c ia te s ')  p o ss ib le  substance  abuse, se x u a lity , 
c rim in a l h is to ry  o r in te n t ,  medical o r  psycholog ical cond ition , 
f in a n c ia l  s ta tu s ,  o r s im ila r ly  conpromising in fo rm ation  sore 
examples of in s tan c es  which w ill  re q u ire  an answer of YES):
YES  Go to  2.4
NO v ' Skip to  3: This exemption c r i t e r io n  i s  s a t is f ie d
2.4 Are the  human su b je c ts  e le c te d  o r appoin ted  p u b lic  
o f f i c i a l s  or cand idates fo r  p u b lic  o f f ic e ?
YES  Check Cl, go to  3: Exemption c r i t e r io n  s a t i s f ie d
NO  Check C2 and go to  3: IRB review  probably  required
3. Does th is  re sea rch  involve the  c o l le c t io n  o r study  of 
ex is tin g *  da ta , documents, records, p a th o lo g ic a l or d iag n o s tic  
specimens? (*’ ex is tin g *  im plies a re t ro s p e c t iv e  study)
YES  Go to 3.1
NO ^  Skip to  4: (C rite r io n  not a p p lic a b le )
3.1 Is  th is  m a te ria l or in fo rm ation  p u b lic ly  a v a ila b le , or 
w il l  i t  be recorded  in  such a manner by the  in v e s tig a to r  th a t the 
su b je c ts  cannot be id e n t i f ie d  d i r e c t ly ,  o r in d ir e c t ly  through 
id e n t i f i e r s  lin k ed  to  the  sub jects?
YES  Check Cl & go to  4: Exemption c r i t e r io n  s a t i s f ie d
NO  Check C2 & go to  4: IRB review  probably  requ ired .
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4. I s  th is  a t a s t e  o r food evaluation  ox food acceptance study? 
YES  Go to  4 .1
NO  Skip to  5: ( c r i te r io n  no t app licab le)
4.1 W ill o n ly  wholesome foods w ithout a d d it iv e s  be consumed? 
OR any food in g re d ie n ts  (includ ing  a d d itiv e s) consumed w ill  be 
dem onstrably a t  o r  below the le v e l, and fo r a  use  found to  be 
sa fe ;  a re  a g r i c u l tu r a l  chem icals o r  environm ental contam inants 
dem onstrably a t  o r  below the lev e l found to  be s a fe  by the Food 
and Drug A d m in is tra tio n  o r approved by the Environm ental 
P ro te c tio n  Agency or the  USDA Food Safety  and In sp e c tio n  Service?
YES ____  Check Cl & Go to 5: Exemption c r i t e r io n  s a t i s f ie d
NO. o r u n su re   Check C2 & go to  5; IRB review  may be
requ ired
5. Does the p ro je c t  inc lude  AMY re s e a rc h -a c t iv i ty  w ith  human 
su b je c ts  not exempted under one or more of th e  above c r i t e r ia ?
YES ^  Check C2: IRB review req u ired
NO v Check C l; Go to  P art C and proceed acco rd in g ly
P art C; PRELIMINARY EVALUATION of EXEMPT STATUS by In v e s tig a to r :
Cl V '' C2   I f  Cl, o r  Cl'AMD C2 a re  checked, seek  an
exemption. I f  o n ly  C2 i s  checked, IRB review  i s  re q u ire d : ob ta in  
in s tru c t io n s  from Sponsored Research or Web add ress on p 1.
Exemption A p p lican t: Send 2 copies of com pleted form, a  b r ie f  
p ro je c t  p ro to co l (adequate to  evaluate  r i s k s  to  s u b je c ts  and to  
ex p la in  your responses to  P arts  A & B), in s tru m en ts , and the 
consent form to  ONE member in  the most c lo s e ly  r e la te d  
d e p a rtm e n t/d isc ip lin e  o r to  IRB o f f ic e .
HUMAN SUBJECTS SCREENING COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES:
Dr. Northup * (Psych) 388-4112 
Dr. W illiamson* (Psych) 388-1494 
Dr. Geiselman * (Psych) 763-2695 
Dr. Deseran (Socio) 388-1113 
Dr. Honeycutt (Speech) 388-6676 
Dr. D ix it (Comm S c ./D is) 388-3938
ED/LIBRARIES/INFO SCI 
Dr. K le iner (M iddleton)388-4016 
Dr. T aylor (Admin&Fnd) 388-2193 
Dr. Saia (Lab Sch) 388-3221 
Dr. Landin ' (K inesio l) 388-2036
i* = IRB member)
MASS COMMUN/SOC WK/AG:
Dr. Nelson (Mass C) 388-6685
Dr. Archambeault(Soc Wk) 8-1374 
Dr. Kim * (Soc Wk) 388-1109 
Dr. Rose (Soc Wk)388-1015
Dr. Biswas (M arketing) 388-8818 
Dr. Bedeian (Mgmt) 388-6141 
Dr. Keenan* (Hum Ecol) 388-1708 
Dr. B elleau  (Hum Ecol) 388-1535
Dr. Munro* (C urrie  St 1)388-2352 
Dr. Fuhrmann (Dean-EDU)388-1258 
Dr. Paskoff (L ib /S c i) 388-1480
irb e x e m .tx t(01/21/99)
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APPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION FROM INSTITUTIONAL OVERSIGHT
PROJECT PROTOCOL
1. Researcher meets with classroom teachers of target student population.
2. Researcher explain project to students, and gives out Consent Form and 
Application.
3. Researcher meets with classroom teachers to obtain grade point average 
information and to select student participants in experimental group.
4. Researcher finalizes dates for pre-instructional survey for experimental and 
comparison groups and use of web site.
5. Pre-instructional survey is given.
6. Researcher videotapes chosen student participants (six in each school) in 
experimental group using the web site.
7. Clinical interviews are conducted with selected student participants.
8. Post-instructional interview is given to experimental and comparison 
groups.
9. Data is transcribed and analyzed.
A. Determination of "Research" and Potential for Risk
1. During this investigation we will try to uncover what elements of a news-media-
style graphic are used by students as they leam environmental science concepts. 
The information learned by the researcher will inform the development and use 
of this type of graphic in the classroom setting. It is anticipated that this research 
will contribute to our understanding of learning with the use of graphics and guide 
us in forming recommendations for the use of this type of graphic in the 
classroom.
B. Exemption Criteria for Research Projects
1. This research will use pre- and post-instructional survey instruments (enclosed),
a web site (validated by three noted researchers in the area of science and 
environmental education) and clinical interviews conducted using a Think-Aloud 
procedure. Interviews and web sessions with 6 students in each location will be 
videotaped. Interview Protocol is enclosed.
2. Subjects may be minors, the Consent Form is enclosed. Individual subject data 
will be coded so that students will not be identifiable.
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Consent Form
Louisiana State University-Baton Rouge 
Institutional Review Board for H o n an  Research 
CONSENT FORM
Title of Research Studv: Using a Graphics Based Web-Site, Are there Regional
Difference in American High Schools Science Students in Understanding of the Dead 
Zone of the Gulf of Mexico?
Project Director: Student Investigator Sharon Flanagaa, Doctoral Candidate of Science 
Education, LSU. Contact information: (504)276-4021; Advisor Dr. James H. 
Wandersee, Professor of Biology Education, LSU. Contact information: (225)388-6867.
Purpose of Research: The researchers will look at the effects of news-media-style 
graphics on environmental science learning. We hope that findings of this research will 
improve how students are guided to use this style of graphics in the instructional setting, 
as well as advancing the theory of human learning.
Procedures of the Research: If you are selected for the research you will be placed in the 
experimental or comparison group. Both groups will take a pre- and post-instructional 
survey. The experimental group will work through an instructional web site on the 
hypoxia in the Gulf of Mexico. Certain participants wifi be selected to participate in an 
interview with the researcher and to have their instructional web session videotaped. 
Time commitments for experimental participants will be approximately 2 hours.
Potential Risks: There are no medical, personal, social or academic risks anticipated with 
this study. Nonetheless, participants are welcome to contact the researcher at any time to 
discuss concerns about perceived risk.
Potential Benefits: Benefits of your participation in this study include:
1. A contribution to a viable research effort to improve
environmental science teaching.
2. An understanding of an environmental science concept which
effects you as well as other students in different areas of the 
country.
Alternative Procedures: There are no alternative procedures for collecting this data. Your 
participation is entirely voluntary. You may withdraw consent and terminate participation 
at any time.
Protection of Confidentiality: Sessions with selected students will be videotaped for the 
purpose of data collection. After transcription and coding, the recordings will be in the 
sole possession of the student investigator named above. Transcriptions and all 
subsequent analysis and public presentation of the data On journals or presentations) will 
use non-identifying pseudonyms. At the completion of the project, you will be asked, 
but not required to grant us permission to use video segments in academic presentations 
which may or may not include your likeness. In this case the only identifying 
information will be your likeness, since pseudonyms will still be in use.
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I understand the above-described procedures with its possible benefits and risk and /  give 
my permission fo r  participation in the study.
signature of student
signature of parent or guardian
printed name of student
date
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Application
Only nine students will be selected for interviews and 
videotaping.
Your signature below gives me, Sharon Flanagan, 
permission to view you academic records at the high 
school. This will help me select participants forthis study.
If you are selected you will participate in the study on the day 
designated by the School Board Office. Should you have questions you 
may contact me at (504)276-4021, or via e-mail, 
sflanagan@nunez.cc.la.us.
signature of student signature of parent or guardian
date race gender age
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APPENDIX I 
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
I. Introductions
II. Share Agenda for the Interview
III. Think-aloud warm-up exercise
IV. Interview Activities and Questions
A. You have worked through the information on the Dead Zone
Web site, did you know anything about Dead Zones or areas of
hypoxia before you visited the Dead Zone Web site?
What about the Gulf o f Mexico?
How did you acquire that information?
Have you ever been to the ocean? If so, where?
B. What important information did you get from using 
the site?
Where on the web site did that information come from?
1. What are the causes o f  the Dead Zone?
2. How does it form?
3. What is an effect o f the Dead Zone?
4. Anything else?
C. Using this watershed and northern Gulf of M exico map could 
you indicate in different colored markers the following:
Where you would find any o f  the cause(s)?
Can you explain how this Dead Zone forms?
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Where you would find the Dead Zone?
Can you tell me what is effected by the Dead Zone?
D. What are the relationships that might be present in the Dead 
Zone phenomenon? or
How is the water in the watershed related to the Dead Zone? 
How are the animals in the Gulf of M exico effected by the Dead 
Zone?
How are parts o f the watershed related to each other?
What are connections that might be made when thinking about 
the Dead Zone?
How is fertilizer related to algae growth?
Where does this fertilizer come from?
How is the water in the Cedar River related to the Mississippi 
River? (Trace this on the watershed map)
How is improper disposal o f used motor oil in Iowa related to 
water quality in the Mississippi River?
E. Given this three-dimensional water column and using these 
objects, what does the Gulf of Mexico look like during the 
winter months, before the Dead Zone starts to form, during its 
formation and after it is established?
-plexiglass cylinder
-freshwater
-saltwater
-plastic fish/marine critters, some pelagic
F. Should anything be done to get rid o f the Dead Zone?
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What kinds o f activities should be undertaken to get rid o f  or 
prevent the problem o f  the Dead Zone?
Who should be involved?
Why do you think they would get involved?
What would you do to help solve the problem of the Dead 
Zone?
G. Here are some photographs of researchers studying the Dead 
Zone.
What is your impression o f  how scientists gather data in the 
Dead Zone?
What things did you notice about these pictures o f scientists 
working in the Dead Zone?
H. What are the consequences of irresponsible actions in the 
watershed to the:
-Gulf o f Mexico 
-farms in Iowa
-fisheries in the Gulf o f Mexico 
-waters o f the world
I. Would you draw your conception o f  what the Dead Zone looks 
like.
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APPENDIX J
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF HYPOXIA SURVEY
Question 1.A:
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Veiy Good 12 24.0 1 2.0
2 -Fairly Good 38 76.0 33 66.0
3 -Fairlv Bad 0 0.0 14 28.0
4 -Very Bad 0 0.0 1 2.0
5 -No Comment 0 0.0 1 2.0
Total 50 100.0 49 100.0
Note: x = 1.76. s=0.431 x = 2.306, s=0.548
To compare how students in Iowa and Louisiana rated the quality of their respective local environments, 
data from the Pre survey were analyzed. A two-sample t-test revealed that the Louisiana students' 
average rating of the quality of the environment in their community is significantly higher than that of the 
Iowa students (r = -5.37. p < 0.0001). This means that on average, the Louisiana students have a lower 
opinion of the quality of their local environment than the Iowa students' opinion about their environment. 
On average, Louisiana students rate their environmental quality between fairly good and fairly bad ( x =
2.31). whereas the Iowa students rate their environmental qualitv between verv good and fairtv good ( x 
= 1.76).
Table 1A.2. Pre and Post-instructional Average Ratings of the Environment in 
Your Local Community
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Groups
Groun Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post x  N
Treatment
X 1.72 1.92 25 2.32 2.32 19 1.98 2.09 44
s 0.46 0.40 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.52
Control x
s
1.94
0.24
1.72
0.46
18 2.27
0.47
2.18
0.60
11 2.07
0.37
1.90
0.56
29
To determine whether exposure to the Hypoxia web site resulted in changes in students’ opinions as 
measured by the Hypoxia survey, data from the Pre and Post-instructional surveys were analyzed. Only 
those students who completed the Pre and Post-instructional surveys were included in this analysis. Also, 
students who answered “No Comment” for this question on either survey were excluded from the data 
used in the analysis. Results were analyzed using a paired-difference t-test (Pre-Post). The test revealed 
no sig n if ic a n t  change in opinion concerning the quality of the local environment for both the Treatment 
group (t=1.301, p=0.20) and the Control group (t=1.983, p=0.057). Paired-difFerence t-tests on the state
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x group subsets revealed significant change only in the Iowa Control group (t=2.20, p=0.Q42). On
average, these students’ opinions of the local environment improved.
l.B: 
Table 1B.1. Quality of the Environment in the Nation.
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Verv Good 1 2.0 3 6.0
2 -Fairlv Good 27 54.0 36 72.0
3 -Fairlv Bad 22 44.0 6 12.0
4 -Verv Bad 0 0.0 3 6.0
5 -No Comment 0 0.0 2 4.0
Total 50 100.0 48 100.0
Note: x =2.420. s=0.538 x = 2.187. s=0.641
Analysis: To determine how students in Iowa and Louisiana rated the quality of the environment 
in the nation as a whole, data from the Pre Surveys were analyzed. Students who answered “No 
Comment” were excluded from the data used in the analysis for this question. A two-sample t-test 
revealed that the Iowa students’ average rating of the environment in the nation as a whole is significantly 
higher than that of the Louisiana students (t=1.94. p=0.055) at the 0.0S level of significance, although 
some researchers consider this as moderately significant This means that on average, the students in 
both rate the environment in our nation as between fairly good and fairly bad with Louisiana students 
more like to answer fairly good. The average rating for Iowa is 2.42 and the average rating for Louisiana 
is 2.19.
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Grouos
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
X 2.360 2.400 25 2.368 2.579 19 2.364 2.477 44
s 0.569 0.577 0.761 0.769 0.650 0.664
Control x 2.556 2.333 18 2.100 2.000 10 2.393 2.214 28
s 0.511 0.485 0.738 0.471 0.629 0.499
Analysis: To determine whether exposure to the Hypoxia web site resulted in changes in students’ 
opinion as measured by the Hypoxia survey, data from the Pre- and Postinstructional Surveys were 
analyzed. Only those students who completed the Pre and Post surveys were included in this analysis. 
Also, students who answered “No Comment” for this question on either survey were excluded from 
the data used in the analysis. Results were analyzed using a paired-difference t-test (Pre-Post). The 
test revealed no significant change in opinion concerning the quality of the national environment for 
both the Treatment group (t=-l.04, pr=0.302) and the Control group (t=1.72. p=0.096). Paired- 
difference t-tests on the state x group subsets also revealed no significant change in opinion.
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l.C:
Table 1C.1. Quality of the Environment in the Worid
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Good 0 0.0 3 6.0
2 -Fairly Good 10 20.0 24 48.0
3 -Fairlv Bad 31 62.0 13 26.0
4 -Very Bad 8 16.0 4 8.0
5 -No Comment 1 2.0 6 12.0
Total 49 100.0 44 100.0
Note: x =2.96, s=0.6l 1 x = 2.41. s=0.757
Analysis: To determine how students in Iowa and Louisiana rated the quality of the environment in 
the world as a whole, data from the Pre-Instructional Surveys was analyzed. Students who answered 
“No Comment’' were excluded from the data used in the analysis for this question. A two-sample t- 
test revealed that the Iowa students’ average rating of the environment in the world as a whole is 
significantly higher than that of the Louisiana students (t=3.83, p<0.0001). This means that on 
average, the Iowa students have a lower opinion of the quality of the environment in the world as a 
whole than the Louisiana students.
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana B v G touds
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post X N
Treatment X 2.917 3.000 24 2.286 2.714 14 2.684 2.895 38
s 0.654 0.780 0.726 0.825 0.739 0.798
Control X
s
3.059
0.556
2.824
0.636
17 2.333
0.707
2.222
1.093
9 2.808
0.694
2.615
0.852
26
Analysis: To determine whether exposure to the Hypoxia web site resulted in changes in students’ 
opinions as measured by the Hypoxia survey, data from the Pre- and Postinstructional survey were 
analyzed. Only those students who completed the Pre- and Postinstructional surveys were included 
in this analysis. Results were analyzed using a paired-difference t-test (Pre-Post). The test revealed 
no significant change in opinion concerning the quality of the environment in the world as a whole 
for both the Treatment group (t=-1.39, p=0.173) and the Control group (t=1.31,p=0.203). Paired- 
difference t-tests on the state x group also revealed no significant change in opinion.
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Question 4 .A:
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Air Pollution/Smog
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Verv Serious 21 42.9 29 59.2
2 -Somewhat Serious 27 55.1 17 34.7
3 -Not Very Serious 0 0.0 2 4.1
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 0 0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 1 2.0 1 2.0
Total 48 100.0 48 100.0
Note: X =1.562. s=0.501 x = 1.437. s=0.580
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv G touds
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post
Treatment
X 1.560 1.520 25 1.722 1.389 18 1.628 1.465 43
s 0.507 0.510 1.074 0.608 0.787 0.550
Control X 1.722 1.722 17 1.500 1.500 10 1.643 1.643 28
5 0.958 0.575 0.527 0.707 0.826 0.621
4.B: 
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Pollution of Rivers and 
Lakes
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Veiy Serious 21 42.9 30 61.2
2 -Somewhat Serious 24 49.0 15 30.6
3 -Not Very Serious 2 4.1 3 6.1
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 0 0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 2 4.1 1 2.0
Total 47 100.0 48 100.0
Note: X =1.596. s=0.577 x = 1.437. s=0.616
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Respondents
Iowa Louisiana BvGrouos
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
x 1.640 
s 0.569
1.480
0.510
25 1.833
1.043
1.444
0.616
18 1.721
0.797
1.465
0.550
43
Control x 1.667 
s  0.970
1.556
0.511
18 1.500
0.707
1.400
0.843
10 1.607
0.875
1.500
0.638
28
4.C:
Table 1D.1.. How Serious is the Problem in the World Pollution of Oceans.
Gulfs. Seas
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Serious
2 -Somewhat Serious
3 -Not Very Serious
4 -Not Serious At All
5 -Don’t Know Enough
21
18
5
0
5
42.9
36.7
10.2
0.0
10.2
30
12
3
1
2
61.2
24.5
8.2
2.0
4.1
Total 44 100.0 47 100.0
Note: x=  1.636. s=0.685 x = 1.489, s=0.748
Respondents
Iow'a Louisiana Bv Groups
Grouo Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
x 1.840 
s 0.746
1.680
0.900
25 1.889
1.367
1.389
0.502
18 1.860
1.037
1.558
0.765
43
Control x 1.889 
s  1.491
1.722
0.669
18 1.700
1.059
1.500
0.850
10 1.821
1.335
1.643
0.731
28
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4.D:
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Soil Erosion. Polluted Land. 
Loss Of farmland
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
l-Veiy Serious 10 20.4 21 42.9
2 -Somewhat Serious 18 36.7 20 40.8
3 -Not Very Serious 11 22.4 4 8.2
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 2 4.1
5 -D on’t Know Enough 10 20.4 2 4.1
Total 39 100.0 47 100.0
Note: x =2.026. s=0.743 x=  1.723. s=0.800
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana By Groups
Grout) Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post x N
Treatment
X 2.360 2.240 25 1.889 1.611 18 2.163 1.977 43
s 1.254 1.012 1.132 0.698 1.214 0,938
Control x 3.000 2.222 18 1.900 1.700 10 2.607 2.036 28
s 1.534 0.943 1.101 0.823 1.474 0.922
4.E: 
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Extinction of Plant and 
Animal Species
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f  % f  %
1-Very Serious 16 32.7 25 51.0
2 -Somewhat Serious 21 42.9 13 26.5
3 -Not Very Serious 9 18.4 5 10.2
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 3 0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 3 6.1 3 6.1
Total 46 100.0 46 100.0
1     ... .   -
Note: x =1.848, s=0.729 x =  1.696, s=0.9l6
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Respondents
Group Pre
Iowa
Post N
Louisiana 
Pre x Post x N
BvGrouos
Pre x Post x N
Treatment
X 1.920 1.880 25 2.000 1.500 18 1.953 1.721 43
s 0.909 0.971 1.414 0.786 1.133 0.908
Control X 2.222 2.000 18 2.400 2.000 10 2.286 2.000 28
s 1.309 1.029 1.350 0.816 1.301 0.943
4.F:
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Loss of Rainforests and
Jungles
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Verv Serious 24 49.0 21 42.9
2 -Somewhat Serious 12 24.5 16 32.7
3 -Not Verv Serious 12 24.5 2 4.1
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 3 6.1
5 -Don’t Know Enough I 2.0 7 14.3
Total 48 100.0 42 100.0
Note: x =1.750. s=0.838 x = 1.690. s=0.869
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv G touds
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post x N
Treatment
x 1.680 1.640 25 2.222 1.389 18 1.907 1.535 43
s 0.748 0.700 1.629 0.502 1.211 0.631
Control x 2.000 1.778 18 2.300 1.500 10 2.107 1.679 28
s 1.188 1.060 1.059 0.707 1.133 0.945
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4.G:
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Global Warming
Or Greenhouse Effect
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Serious 17 34.7 18 36.7
2 -Somewhat Serious 18 36.7 22 44.9
3 -Not Very Serious 4 8.2 3 6.1
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 0 0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 10 20.4 6 12.2
Total 39 100.0 43 100.0
Note: x =1.667. s=0.662 x = 1.651. sf0.6 13
Respondents
Group Pre
Iowa
Post N
Louisiana 
Pre x Post x N
By Groups
Pre x Post x N
Treatment
X 2.200 2.040 25 2.556 1.444 18 2.349 1.791 43
s 1.528 1.020 1.617 0.616 1.557 0.914
Control X 2.667 2.056 18 2.000 1.300 10 2.429 1.786 28
s 1.609 1.434 0.471 0.483 1.345 1.228
4.H:
Table 1D.1. How Serious is the Problem in the World Loss of Ozone
In the AtmosDhere
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Verv Serious 26 53.1 28 57.1
2 -Somewhat Serious 17 34.7 14 28.6
3 -Not Verv Serious 1 2.0 3 6.1
4 -Not Serious At All 0 0.0 1 2.0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 5 10.2 3 6.1
Total 44 100.0 46 100.0
Note: x =1.432, s=0.545 x = 1.500. s=0.723
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Respondents
Groun
Iowa
Pre Post N
Louisiana 
Pre x Post x N
BvGrouns
Pre x Post x N
Treatment
X 1.640 2.080 25 2.111 1.222 18 1.837 1.721 43
s 1.114 1.115 1.451 0.428 1.271 0.984
Control X 1.889 1.556 18 1.600 1.200 10 1.786 1.429 28
s 1.278 0.984 0.699 0.422 1.101 0.836
Analysis: Data from the Pre-instructional survey was analyzed to determine if there were differences in 
feelings between the students in Iowa and students in Louisiana about environmental problems in the 
world. Students who answered "Don't Know Enough" were excluded from this part of the analysis 
because including such answers in the calculation of average ratings for these questions would distort the 
meaning of the average. However, it is of some interest to examine the number of students in each state 
who answered in this manner (see tables), as it gives some insight into the level of understanding of a 
particular problem for the group as a whole. For example, 11 out of SO of the Iowa students answered 
"Don't Know Enough" concerning Soil erosion, polluted land, loss of farmland, whereas only 2 out of 49 
of the Louisiana students gave that answer.
Two-sample t-tests revealed no significant differences of opinion regarding all eight environmental 
problems in the world listed in the questionnaire, question 4. Despite the lack of significance, it is 
interesting to note that the Louisiana students' average scores were lower than that of the Iowa students in 
all cases except for Global warming and Loss of ozone.
Question 5
How Important are gulfs, oceans, and seams in terms of 
A. Being a source of water for rain and snow on land
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Verv Important 19 38.3 22 44.0
2 -Somewhat Important 17 34.7 16 32.0
3 -Not Very Important 4 8.2 6 12.0
4 -Not Important At All 0 0.0 1 2.0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 9 18.4 5 10
Total 40 100.0 45 100.0
Note: X =1.625. s=0.667 x  = 1.689, s=0.793
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Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Grout)
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
x 2.280 2.000 25 1.526 2.263 19 1.955 2.114 44
s 1.487 1.291 1.020 1.147 1.346 1.224
Control x 2.222 1.944 18 2.455 2.182 11 2.310 2.034 29
5  1.478 1.259 1.440 1.250 1.442 1.239
T (t=-0.632, p=0.531) C (t-1.188, p=0.245)
B. Ocean plant life as a source of oxvsen for humans and animals
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Important 23 46.9 28 56.0
2 -Somewhat Important 15 30.6 6 12.0
3 -Not Very Important I 2.0 8 16.0
4 -Not Important At All 0 0.0 1 2.0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 10 20.4 7 14.1
Total 39 100.0 43 100.0
Note: x = 1.436. s=0.552 x = 1.581. s=0.879
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Grou
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
x 2.200 2.040 25 1.632 1.895 19 1.955 1.977 44
s 1.658 1.457 1.300 1.370 1.524 1.406
Control x 2.167 1.772 18 2.455 2.091 11 2.276 1.862 29
s 1.425 1.274 1.572 1.375 1.461 1.302
E (t=-0.083,pp=0.934) C(t=1.887,p=0.070)
C. Ocean fish and shellfish as a source of food
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Important 14 28.6 12 24.0
2 -Somewhat Important 21 42.9 21 42.0
3 -Not Very Important 10 20.4 11 22.0
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3 -Not Very Important 10 20.4 11 22.0
4 -Not Important At All 1 2.0 1 2.0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 3 6.1 5 10.0
Total 46 100.0 45 100.0
Note: x =1.957. s=0.788 x  = 2.022. s=0.783
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv UrOuOS
Grouo Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
X 2.120 1.840 25 2.000 2.316 19 2.068 2.045 44
5 1.130 0.624 1.247 1.108 1.169 0.888
Control x 2.167 2.00 18 2.273 1.727 11 2.207 1.897 29
s 0.985 1.328 0.647 0.786 0.861 1.145
E (t=0.167, p=0.868)
D. Oceans’ coast as a source of recreation
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Important 6 12.2 13 26.0
2 -Somewhat Important 19 38.8 14 28.0
3 -Not Very Important 21 42.9 13 26.0
4 -Not Important At All I 2.0 4 8.0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 2 4.1 6 12.0
Total 47 100.0 44 100.0
Note: x =2.362. s=0.735 x = 2.182.5=0.971
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Grouns
Grouo Pre Post N Pre x Post x N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
X 2.320 2.000 25 2.474 2.563 19 2.386 2.227 44
s 0.900 0.707 1.349 1.219 1.104 0.985
Control x 2.722 2.222 18 2.000 2.091 11 2.448 2.172 29
s 0.895 1.263 1.000 0.701 0.985 1.071
E(t=1.069.pF=0.291) C(t= 1.072, p=0.293)
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Data from the Pie-instructional survey were analyzed. Students who answered "Don't Know Enough" 
were excluded from this part of the analysis. The two-sample t-tests revealed no significant difference in 
the average ratings for ail parts of Q5. There was no difference between the states for QSA (p=0.688). 
Q5B (jy=0.368), Q5C (p=0.691) and Q5D (pH).324).
To determine whether exposure to the Hypoxia web site had any influence on levels of importance for the 
concerns given in Q5, data from the Pre- and Postinstructional surveys were analyzed Only those 
students answering both the Pre- and Postinstructional surveys are included in this analysis. The "Don't 
Know Enough" answers are not excluded Paired-difference t-tests were used to analyze the Pre- and 
Post data by Treatment and Control groups. The tests revealed no significant changes in levels of 
importance for both groups on all parts of Q5. In looking at state x group subsets, the only significant 
change in average score occurred in the Louisiana Treatment group for Q5A (Being a source of water for 
rain and snow on land) (p=0.009). The Pre-instructional survey average was 1.326 and the Post- 
instructional average was 2.263, indicating a change in average feelings from very/somewhat important to 
somewhat/not very important
Question 6. 
With regard to rivers, streams, and lakes and considering water pollution and 
especially water pollution from agricultural sources. Would you sav that water 
pollution from agricultural sources is:
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-A Very Serious Problem 11 22.9
2-A Somewhat Serious
Problem 30 60.0
3-Not Very Serious 4 8.0
4- Not a serious problem 
at all
5- No Comment 5 10.0
Total 45 100.0
18
22
5
5
45
36.0
44.0
10.0
10.0
100.0
Note: x =1.844. s=0.562
Respondents
x = 1.711. s=0.661
Group
Iowa
Pre Post N
Louisiana 
Pre x Post x N
Bv Groups 
Pre x Post N
Treatment x 2.000 1.818 22 1.471 1.647 17 1.769 1.744 39
s 0.617 0.664 0.717 0.606 0.706 0.637
Control x
s
1.687 1.937
0.479 0.443
18 2.100 1.500
0.568 0.527
10 1.846 1.769
0.543 0.514
26
T (t=0.240. p=0.812) C (t=0.527. p=0.603)
Paired-difference t-tests were used to analyze the state x group subsets. Results show significant 
differences for the Louisiana Control group regarding pollution in rivers, lakes and streams.
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Question 7. 
Eventually, much of the water falling on the soil reaches the ocean. In the 
 Would you sav that pollution in the Gulf of Mexico from agriculture is:
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1 - A Very Serious Problem 4 8.00 18 36.7
2 - A Somewhat Serious
Problem 26 52.0 20 40.8
3 - Not Verv Serious 11 22.0 5 10.2
4 - Not a serious problem
at all 1 2.0 0 0.0
5- No Comment 8 16.0 6 12.2
Total 45 100.0 45 100.0
Note: x =2.214. s=0.645 x = 1.698, s=0.647
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Grouos
Grouo Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post x N
Treatment x 2.182 1.909 22 1.588 1.647 17 1.769 1.744 39
s 0.588 0.526 0.795 0.702 0.706 0.637
Control x 2.133 1.600 15 2.000 1.667 9 1.846 1.769 It
s 0.640 0.507 0.707 0.500 0.543 0.514
T (t= 1.094, p=0.281) C (t=3.412. p=0.002)
Paired-difference t-tests were used to analyze the state x group subsets. Results show significant 
differences for the Iowa Control group regarding pollution in the Gulf of Mexico.
Question 10. 
Hvpoxia....How important do you believe it is to protect the Gulf of Mexico from 
this condition?
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f % f %
1-Very Important 32 65.3 32 65.3
2 -Somewhat Important 14 28.6 13 26.5
3 -Not Very Important 0 0.0 1 2.0
4 -Not Important At All 0 0.0 0 0.0
5 -Don’t Know Enough 3 6.1 3 6.1
Total 46 100.0 46 100.0
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Note: x =1.304, s=0.465 x = 1.326, s=0.519
Respondents
Group
Treatment
Pre
Iowa
Post N
Louisiana
Pre x Post x N
Bv Groups
Pre x Post x N
2.320 2.000
0.900 0.707
Control x 2.722 
s 0.895
2.222
1.263
25
18
2.474 2.563
1.349 1.219
2.000 2.091
1.000 0.701
19
11
2.386 2.227 44
1.104 0.985
2.448 2.172
0.985 1.071
29
T (t=-0.868), pF=0.390) C (t=-1.044, pp=0.306)
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Groups
Group
Treatment
Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post x  N
X 1.480 1.520 25 1.278 1.500 18 1.837 1.721 43
s 1.122 0.586 0.461 1.043 1.271 0.984
X 1.444 1.722 18 1.900 1.900 10 1.786 1.429 28
s 0.611 0.958 1.287 1.197 1.101 0.836
T T ^ l.m  p=0.903) C(t=-l.607.p=0.875)------------------------------------------------------
For Q10. the tests revealed no significant changes in levels of importance for both groups. Changes in 
state x group subsets were also not significantly different
Question 11. 
One explanation for the Dead Zone in the Gulf of Mexico is that fertilizers lost 
down the Mississippi River from Midwestern agriculture causes water pollution in 
the Gulf of M eiico leading to lack of oxygen. Do you find this explanation:
Respondents
Iowa
Response %
Louisiana 
f %
1-Very Believable 15 30.6 13 26.5
2 -Somewhat Believable 24 49.0 19 38.8
3 -  Somewhat Unbelievable 4 20.4 6 12.2
4 -Not Believable 1 8.2 1 2.0
5 -Don’t Know what to think 5 2.0 10 20.4
Total 44 100.0 39 100.0
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Note: x =1.795. s=0.701 x = 1.872, s=0.767
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Groups
Group Pre Post N Pre x Post X N Pre x Post X N
Treatment
X 1.880 1.840 25 2.611 1.556 18 2.186 1.721 43
s 0.881 0.850 1.539 0.984 1.239 0.908
Control X 2.444 2.167 18 2.800 1.700 10 2.571 2.000 28
s 1.423 1.150 1.229 1.337 1.345 1.217
T (t=2.174, p=0.035) C (t= 1.706. p=0.100)
In Q 11, a significant difference was present for the Treatment group (p=0.035), with average ratings 
going from 2.186 to 1.721 and indicating stronger feelings of belief about the explanation of the Dead 
Zone. There was no significant difference for the Control group. However, in looking at the state x 
group subsets, no significant difference occurred in the Iowa Treatment group (p=0.746) nor in the Iowa 
Control group (p=0.550). On the other hand, both Louisiana groups had significant changes (Treatment- 
p=0.033. Control- p=0.032). The Louisiana students had higher average ratings on the Pre-instructional 
survey (weaker feelings of belief) and much lower average ratings on the Post survey (stronger feelings 
of belief). However, the Iowa students tended to rate lower than the Louisiana students on the Pre- 
instructional survey but the average did not change drastically on the Post-instructional survey. It appears 
that the Iowa students did not have any change in opinion, although they had stronger feelings of belief at 
the start of the study than did the Louisiana students. Perhaps the Louisiana students had a more in-depth 
review of this topic in their environmental science class.
Question 12. 
Assume that the Dead Zone is  How important is it that steps be taken to 
reduce the problem?
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana
Response f  % f  %
1-Very Important 27 55.1 29 58.0
2 -Somewhat Important 19 38.8 12 24.0
3 -Not Very Important 1 2.0 1 2.0
4 -Not Important At All 0 0.0 0 0.0
5 -Don’t Know- Enough 2 4.1 8 16.0
Total 47 100.0 42 100.0
Note: x =1.447. s=0.544 x = 1.357, s=0.618
Respondents
Iowa Louisiana Bv Groups
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Group_________ Pre Post N
Treatment
x 1.680 1.760 25
£ 0.900 1.091
Control x 1.389 1.667 18
5 0.502 0.970
Pre x Post x N Pre x Post x N
1.842 1.737 19 1.750 1.750
1.463 1.240 1.164 1.144
2.100 2.400 10 1.643 1.929
1.595 1.174 1.062 1.086
T (t=0.000, p=l,0) C (t=-1.492, p=0.147)
For Q12, no significant differences exist for both the Treatment and Control groups, and no significant 
differences were found in the state x group subsets.
Question 13. 
Steps to address the Dead zone.... 
Research to document the sources of fertilizers in Gulf of Mexico
To compare how students in Louisiana and Iowa answered Q13 data from the Pre-instructional survey 
were analyzed using chi-square tests of independence. The only significant difference occurred for Q13G 
(Install large water treatment plants to remove fertilizer from rivers, p=0.048). More Louisiana students 
felt that water treatment plants would be effective.
To determine whether exposure to the Hypoxia web site had any influence on opinions concerning Q13, 
data from the Pre- and Postinstructional surveys were analyzed. Only those students answering both the 
Pre- and Postinstructional surveys are included in this analysis. Paired-difference t-tests were used to 
analyze the Pre- and Postinstructional data by Treatment and Control groups.
For Q13A, changed in answers for the Iowa Treatment group were significant (p=0.03). The Pre- 
instructional survey average was 1.6 and the Post-instructional average was 1.4. indicating that on the 
Post-instructional survey, more of these students felt that research would be effective.
For Q13C, significant differences occurred for the Control group (pF=0.03). the Iowa Control subset 
(p=0.055) and the Louisiana Treatment subset (p=0.046). For each of these groups, the averages fell, 
indicating that on the Post-instructional survey, more students felt that taxing fertilizers was effective.
For Q13D, a significant difference occurred for the Louisiana Treatment group (p=0.049). On the Post- 
instructional survey, more of these students felt that taxing food would be effective.
For Q13F, a significant difference occurred for the Louisiana Control group (p=0.024). On the Post- 
instructional survey, more of these students felt that rewarding fanners would not be effective.
For Q13G, a significant difference occurred for the Louisiana Treatment group (p=0.042). On the Post- 
instructional survey, more of these students felt that installing water treatment plants would be effective.
For Q13H, a significant difference occurred for the Control group (p=0.022). On the Post-instructional 
survey, more of these students felt that helping fishing communities would be effective. However, there 
were no significant differences for the state x Control subsets, indicating that concluding that a significant 
difference exists for the Control group is misleading.
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APPENDIX K 
ANALYSIS OF OPEN-ENDED QUESTION FROM THE HYPOXIA SURVEY
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APPENDIX L
STUDENT TABLE/GRID FOR RESEARCH EXERCISE
Research in the Dead Zone
Using the NECOP site on the Research in the Dead Zone Page fill in the chart below: 
Note the depth at which the Dissolved Oxygen (DO) drops to less than 2 mg/l and 
fill in the blanks in the table accordingly.
Why do you think there are months where no data was taken?
Month Dissolved Oxygen 
< 2 mq/l
Depth 
In meters
1 No data
2 No data
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 No data
11
12 No data
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DO 
<m
g/l
) 
an
d 
De
pth
 
(m
)
Research in the Dead Zone
Construct a graph below using the information from the chart Graph dissolved 
oxygen (DO) on the lower portion of the c ta t and depth at which it first appears on 
the upper portion.
13 - ----------------------------------------------
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2 . 
5 . 
1 . 
5.
2 3 4 5 6 7  8  9 10 11
Time in months
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APPENDIX M
STUDENT INFORMATION
Centerville High School 
Treatment Group
Name GPA Bio Pre Web Site Use
1 ti Isia 2.621 V 23
2li Iona 2.905 V 26
3li Ike 1.937 V No pre! 26
4li Irene 3.606 V 22
5li Ira 2.771 V 17
6li llene 2.803 V 28
7li Izzie 3.354 V No post 20
8II Isiah 3.453 V 24
9li Ian 2.926 V 15
10le 3.441 V 5
11 le 2.0 V 6
12le 2.721 V 18
13le 3.682 V 7
14le 3.091 V 6
15le 2.838 V V 21
16le 3.598 V 11
43le 2.919 V 25
17le 3.015 V 6
18le 2.165 V 18
19le 3.903 V 6
20le 2.996 Bio A 15
21 le 2.885 V 4
22le 3.882 V 6
23le 2.811 V 6
24le 2.906 V 9
25le 3.06 V 6
26le 3.276 V 9
39le 21
I =denotes Iowa student
i =denotes Treatment Group, Interviewed Sub-group
e =denotes Treatment group, Non-lnterviewed Sub-group
c =Control Group
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Centerville High School 
Control Group
Name GPA Bio Pre Web Site Use
541c 2.561 V X
27lc 3.083 V
281c 2.598 V
29IC 3.701 V
301c 3.321 V
311c 2.937 V
32IC 3.432 V
331c 3.672 V
341c 3.057 V
351c 3.886 V
361c 3.291 V
37lc 2.10
381c 3.877 V
401c 3.254 V
521c 2.467 V X
531c 3.033 V X
511c 3.47 Bio A X
491c 2.885 V X
441c 3.356 V
451c 3.008 V
501c 2.794
461c 2.718 V
481c 3.254 V
42IC 2.607
411c
471c 2.39 V
I =denotes Iowa student
i -denotes Treatment Group, Interviewed Sub-group
e =denotes Treatment group, Non-lnterviewed Sub-group
c =Control Group
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Coastal High School Student Information 
Treatment Group
Name GPA Biology Pre/Post Sites Used
ILi Larry 1.676 y 9
2Li Lizzie 2.750 y 23
3 Li Lisa 1.843 y 25
4Li Lance 1.054 y 12
5Li Leslie 1.347 y 36
6Li Leigh 1.806 17
7Li Lana 2.459 y 13
8Li Laura 2.156 y 12
9Li Lorraine 2.031 y 24
44Le 1.933 y N 7
10Le 1.8 y 4
11Le 2.031 y 3
12Le 2.212 y 11
45Le y N 21
14Le 1.866 y 34
13Le 2 y 7
46 Le N 31
47Le 1.666 y N 10
19Le 1.472 y 11
48Le N 6
15Le 2.611 y 6
49Le y N 35
16Le 3.6 y 5
17Le 1.871 y Comp down
50Le 1.727 y N 4
18Le 1.555 38
L =denotes Louisiana student
i =denotes Treatment Group, Interviewed Sub-group
e =denotes Treatment group, Non-lnterviewed Sub-group
c =Control Group
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Coastal High School
Control Group
Name GPA Biology Pre/Post Sites Used
19Lc 2.911 y
35Lc 1.58 y No
20Lc 0.854
21 Lc 2.828 y
36Lc No
37Lc y N
22Lc 2 y
38Lc 1.142 y N
39Lc 1.75 y N
23Lc 1.545
24Lc 1.6 y
41 Lc y N
25Lc 1.113 y
40Lc 1.724 y N
42Lc 1.433 y N
26Lc 1.75 y
27LC 1.75
28Lc 1.428 y
31 Lc N
32Lc 1.906 y N
33Lc N
34Lc 1.157 N
43Lc 2.233 N/Y
29Lc 1.113 y
30Lc N
L =denotes Louisiana student
i =denotes Treatment Group, Interviewed Sub-group
e =denotes Treatment group, Non-lnterviewed Sub-group
c =Control Group
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APPENDIX N
STUDENT ROUTES THROUGH DEAD ZONE WEB SITE
Larry
Home 
Watershed 
Dead Zone 
Dead in the Water 
Nitrogen
Research in the Dead Zone 
Dead Zone
Research in the Dead Zone 
Scientists in the Dead Zone 
Formation of the Dead Zone
Lorraine
Home
Dead in the Water
Watershed
Dead in the Water
Organisms in the Dead Zone
Dead in the Water
Definitions
Home
Formation of the Dead Zone 
Home
Scientists in the Dead Zone 
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Routes o f Iowa Students Through the Web Site
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APPENDIX O
SAMPLE STUDENT WEB SITE USE RECORD
SF: Let’s start with Enter at Your Own Risk, that will bring you to the graphic.
DIW
Izzie: I guess I didn’t know that is all the area that drains into the river. I also didn’t know it was
carried by the melting snow and rainfall. Hm, Can 1 start from any of these to get there....right
here.
Watershed
SF: It is a split page and so if you click on it there it will load it up to the top right It looks like the
pictures are not loading this morning. You might just try something else. See where you are.
Izzie: Whoops.... we’re in the agriculture region.
SF: And we’re in the, look at the very bottom, look at the very bottom, down, down, down...
Oh. actually I’m right here.
Izzie: Oh. wow.
SF: So what are we in.
Izzie: Just where it says water and wetlands.
SF: And you can use your back arrow at any time.
Izzie: So basically this is saying where the sources are coming from and kind of land.
I'm guessing nitrogen is bad and most of it comes from agricultural stuff.
Surface runoff
SF: It’s supposed to be animated.
OH. No pictures.
Izzie: Should I try to reload.
It might have loaded the next one.
SF: Those are actually farms in Cedar Rapids.
Izzie: Oh, really!
That doesn’t look good (sewage picture in Activities)
I didn’t know that golf courses were such a big...
SF: Hm. anything.
Izzie: Yeah. I guess I don’t kinda get the non-point sources.
SF: You want to click on that.
Izzie: Okay, that makes a lot more sense.
SF: What did you find out?
Izzie: Well, it is not just one source that the pollution comes from and this basically helps me explain
the first graphic I guess that when the rain, and the snow and irrigation runs over the land it picks 
up the pollutants and stuff.
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SF: Had you heard about non-point pollution before?
Izzie: Hn, nunm (no).
SF: Did you have environmental?
Izzie: No.
SF: You didn't take it
Did you take biology, Biology A?
Izzie: No, B. Chemistry.
I guess we really haven’t learned much about this kinda stuff.
We had earth science in ninth grade, but it really didn't have anything to do with animals and 
stuff.
SF: What do you take your senior year? Physics?
Izzie: I'm  graduating early so I'm not taking it.
Okay. I guess I didn’t know it was also from human activities. I thought it was just from, well, 
fertilizers and stuff
That's interesting, about the common household pollutant salts, oil and grease and heavy 
metals and things like that!
That was pretty interesting too. how it describes how these pollutants get into the river and stuff. 
SF: What did you read there?
Izzie: Just about like different types of pollution and about nutrients and stuff and I was just trying to
look for how they got into the problem but it was in fertilizers and now I got it. I didn’t read that
before, now I got it, like how nutrients could be a problem and stuff. Well it said that they were 
found in fertilizers and things so I think that's why.
I guess I don’t get how this one works.
SF: Which one is that one?
Izzie: It says fish accumulate the metals.
SF: Usually in toxics, it is industry related...
Izzie: Okay.
SF: But you did find the answer.
Okay, why don’t you try to go back to our site.
Izzie: That looks gross.
SF: Which one?
Izzie: The dead shrimp!
I guess I don’t know what a substrate is but I’m guessing that is just a hard thing
SF: The bottom. In that area it is a fine silty, muddy, sandy kinda thing. What you are seeing is a
kind of organic matter.
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Izzie: Okay. I guess these pictures are really interesting because they show what is actually happening 
as opposed to what where it actually shows what’s happening.
DIW
DZ
SF: Good. Anything?
Izzie: Well, I guess it just gives a definition of like where the Dead Zone’s at and stuff and I didn’t
know it was like low oxygen in the water, I thought it was like, I don’t know just cause there 
was a lot of pollutants but I guess I learned that it was the pollutants that probably caused the 
low oxygen.
Oh, okay, here about how the freshwater from the MR kinda layers over the saltwater, I didn't 
know that. Oh, okay, I didn’t know that either.
SF: Which one?
Izzie: Like how it forms a barrier kinda. like they couldn’t just mix and how they can’t mix then and
replenish the oxygen. I guess like the runoff helps the plants to grow and stuff.
SF: What part of the runoff?
Izzie: From the, like the nitrogen and stuff and 1 guess I don’t see how the sewage and nitrogen thing
could help the plants grow, but I guess there would be some fertilizers and stuff that were in the 
water.
Definitions
DIW
Research
Okay, how the decomposition of the plants take up the oxygen and so there is enough for the 
organisms to survive. I guess this is just about how there are places where the water’s tested for 
what’s in it.
Oh. okay, I guess these are some reasons would be if they needed to more fertilizers and stuff in 
the land for certain reasons there would there be, like, a different reading or something I guess.
SF: What other reasons would make it look different? Show me on there where the Dead Zone is.
Izzie: Hm, I guess I kinda don’t get this one.
SF: Okay. You want to read it again.
Izzie: Okay, (reads)
SF: This is the coastline of Louisiana and this is the Mississippi River.
Izzie: So, I would say probably in here because there’s more numbers and it says the numbers indicate
the stations.
SF: I’ll clarify that for you. The numbers stay the same. These are GPS spots and the ship goes to
them and so every year we go to the same spot They were chosen years ago and that is where
we always sample. So we might get low oxygen if we sample right now, if we sample in June
we would get something different
Izzie: So what does A, why is there J and K?
SF: It goes all the way to Texas and we just needed a way to identify the transect During last
summer we did 82 stations. We went to 82 of those dots, if we had time and money we would
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have gone further. What the ships does it travels up and then down the rivers and it goes to A
and goes to B and what it does it stops sampling when it doesn’t find any hypoxia. This is
the Dead Zone, right here, the dark pan. This is not a closed line here because it gets very 
shallow and the boat cannot get in there, so we can’t really say we found it, we can’t see the end 
of it.
Izzie: Oh, okay, I see.
Izzie: So what are some other reasons why it wouldn’t look the same every year?
Izzie: Well.
SF : We said the amount of fertilizer we used.
Izzie: Yeah, hm, I guess could it just be from human stuff too. it said how people are becoming more
aware of it or whatever and they could cut down on it. it could be getting better.
SF: What about natural things?
Izzie: Like...?
SF: Like, is this year the same a last year.
Izzie: WeU. No. we don't have to do with global warming and stuff, weather and stuff is what I am
thinking about.
SF: And this year we are in a drought.
Izzie: Oh, Yeah.
SF: Last year we might not have been.
Izzie: So. there would be less because there would be less traveling down... I think.
SF: We are going to save the rest of that to answer at the very end. You can just scroll down and see
what it looks like. We will do that at the very end.
What are you thinking?
Scientists
Izzie: I was just kinda wondering if you could, there was a test is you could tell how much hypoxia
was in there. Or just, you know, how you can take the strips or whatever and do the pH.
SF: Why wouldn’t you be able to do that?
Izzie: I don’t know, I just didn’t know if it like reacted a certain way because you can’t always tell
what the water is, I guess.
SF: How is the hypoxia set up?
Izzie: Hm...
SF: Maybe you’ll know that in a little bit.
Izzie: Yeah.
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SF: Okay, remind me to ask you, I like the idea though and it would be a lot less expensive than a
boat that runs for $4,000 a day. What do you think about all that equipment used?
Izzie: That looks really, really I guess it said that it was sampling went on for 24 hours so I guess
it is a long process. I like these pictures, they are interesting it shows, like, the materials and ...
SF: Helps visualize it.
Izzie: Yeah.
SF: Have you ever used one of those?
Izzie: No.
SF: Well, they do it in freshwater.
DIW
Definitions
Izzie: I'm just gonna go to definitions and check out some of the words.
SF: Again, if you click on this it will bring it up to the top.
Izzie: Actually, I was trying to find more of a definition of what the hypoxia was but I guess that
...nevermind.
SF: Why would it be that easy?
DZ (R/B)
Actually its on that page under “what”, what is the Dead Zone?
Izzie: Oh. low oxygen, the conditions, okay, I get it! Okay. So. I am going to go back.
SF: You’re doing fine.
That’s the watershed broken up into small basins, the little individual basins.
Izzie: And how they all run into one.
SF: Hm, hm (yes). You can see how everything has a stream near i t
Izzie: I take it the bigger ones are the more problems.
SF: Uh, I’d say that but sometimes...
Izzie: Sometimes it doesn’t end up like that
SF: Yeah. The small ones suffer more.
Izzie: There’s us.
SF: Where are you?
Izzie: We’re number 17. Right there I guess.
SF: Okay, use your back arrow and go to the next one. And there is a key at the bottom, if it loads.
What are you seeing there?
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Izzie: Hm, the littler ones are coming I guess over to the left is that basically saying it's less of a
problem
SF: What’s it measuring there?
Izzie: The nitrogen yields, nitrate yields is that just the amount of nitrate in the water. Ours is really
high!
SF: And another place is high too, why do you think yours is and that other place is?
Izzie: Cause we have a farming area.
SF: What about the other place?
Izzie: Right here?
SF: Yeah.
Izzie: Hm, it would be a lot of the fishing stuff and boats and stuff.
SF: Where is that? I am going to pull your sixth grade geography in here.
Izzie: Is it like. well, it’s by the Great Lakes, but I don’t know who stale it is.
SF: Do you know if there’s anything significant right there at the point of that lake?
Izzie: I guess, Hm
SF: What else could it be if it wasn't fertilizer....
Izzie: Hm
SF: That’s okay.
Izzie: Sorry!
SF: You might find out.
Izzie: I am going to go back and see....
SF: So. which number is your basin?
Izzie: 17. a lot of its fertilizer but also the soil.
SF: Have you ever heard of that before, "mineralized soil”? Okay.
Izzie: Hm hm (no).
SF: What is the number of that other basin?
Izzie: That’s what I was going to see. 22, That’s still mostly mineralized soil. It also has the point
sources. I figured out what that was.
SF: So why do you think one basin has a big tall graph like that ami say, a basin in the blue, didn’t?
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Izzie: Would that..
SF: You want to check one of those numbers out and see what it was...., 37 ,......
Izzie: Oh, those are really low. The ones that are taller are the ones that had more nitrates found in the
water and stuff and littler are the ones that didn’t have as much cause maybe the I guess the 
conditions or whatever.
SF: What kind of conditions?
Izzie: Like, I guess soil and weather and stuff.
SF: Look at the graph and see what’s missing.
Izzie: On these?
SF: Yeah.
Izzie: Well, fertilizer, there isn’t a whole lot So they have better soil and things and they don’t need as
much fertilizer.
SF: And why wouldn't they need any fertilizer?
Izzie: Cause...
SF: Do you know where that is? In that blue, go back and see if you can detect.
AR: Is it, like more of a flat area or something.
SF: Actually it is the Rocky Mountains.
AR: Oh, see I thought it was further over here.
SF: There aren’t too many clues. I must say.
The Mississippi River Basin drains everything east of the Rocky Mountains and west of the 
Appalachian Mountains. Drainage is very important.
What other things might be different about Iowa and Colorado?
AR: Well. I guess this might be wrong but there’s, like, from what like said, there maybe less traffic
pollution. I guess I thought that would be more in Colorado cause it runs off the from like
snowfall and stuff and there’s a lot of snow there.
SF: Where was the most that they were getting it from?
AR: Would the point sources include like traffic pollution and stuff?
SF: That would be non-point Cause they can’t say Ambria’s car did i t  But they could say Dupont
Chemical did i t  I was trying to get to population and terrain.
DIW
Lizzie: I think that’s kind of misleading in a way, just the overall Dead In The Water graphic just
because when we go to the other ones it kinda showing that maybe these are less of a problem in 
the draining but here its like outlining the entire area as being the drainage.
SF: Okay, So, do you think they should have put where more of the problem is?
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Lizzie: Like more defined on it, yeah. Because it is just kinda giving a general area and it shows on the
other graphics that this is over to the right is less of a problem and like areas around like Iowa 
are more of a problem and it really doesn’t show that here, so.. I don’t know if that makes sense.
SF: Interesting. It does make sense.
Izzie: Okay.
Nitrogen
SF: Now have you ever seen or used a concept map?
Izzie: Is that what this is?
SF: Hm. hm (yes).
Izzie: I think probably before.
SF: In reading.
Izzie: Yeah.
SF: Any thoughts?
Izzie: Hm. I kinda jumped around but I kinda understand that. hm. there’s too much then nitrogen it
can hurt nature. I guess. It comes from human and natural sources. I guess it is just explaining 
more about human sources, burning, draining and fertilizer like that.
SF: And so when there's too much what happens to aquatic systems. Is the aquatic any different
from the land? What’s fertilizer used for?
Izzie: Well, for crops and stuff.
SF: For what?
Izzie: To make them grow. If there is fertilizer in the runoff then its going into water and it's making
the plants and things in there grow better which is taking the oxygen which is kinda what it 
explained earlier is that what it is saying here?
SF: Yeah, And your question before was why was the manure bad. What’s in mature, do you know?
Izzie: Fertilizer, well they use it as fertilizer, is that why.
SF: How is it fertilizer?
So is it...
Izzie: Is it ‘cause of the nitrogen in it?
SF: Do you remember where the nitrogen is found? Click on that screen anywhere, elide, again. It’s
loading.
Izzie: I guess this one is kinda confusing......
SF: What I was trying to get you to was, what component of manure acts as a fertilizer.
Izzie: Would that be on here?
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SF: Well, just think about i t  One of the natural sources of nitrogen was manure.
Izzie: Well, it would be nitrogen.
SF: Ok, it becomes an ammonium compound.
Izzie: Okay, so right here.
SF: Excreted in manure and that is why we can use animal manure to fertilizer crops on soybean and
com fields. A very contusing but clever way for us to look at nitrogen.
DIW
Formation of DZ 
Fisheries
SF: Any thoughts?
Izzie: I guess it’s a really big fishery area that's why its such a bad thing for it to form cause its
obviously going to take away oxygen that the fish ......
SF: Any thoughts?
Izzie: Hm, well, its just saying, like, while there life cycle or whatever is going on most of it is taking
place within the hypoxia area or whatever....so I don’t see how they’re saying it can survive 
then but...
SF: The life cycle of shrimp is pretty interesting, it broadcasts sperm and egg is done in the open
ocean and then larvae, the problem is that they move into the estuary where there is abundant 
food, hypoxia may block them from going in or coming out
Izzie: It says where there was an increase.
SF: And where was those.
Izzie: In 1981 82 or something and 86 or 87 .1 guess, and 92 it seems to be nailing down.
SF: Ok. then what is the next question?
Izzie: What is notable about initial and final? It started really low and then going back to really low.
So it looks like that conditions seemed to get really better for a while but then they were going 
backdown.
Okay, well it was saying that they weren’t effected but you can definitely tell it went down a lot. 
SF: And what else does it say about why it might not show.
Izzie: Catch per unit, like that they had to go to a totally different place to get what....so its not really
accurate cause its not showing just from one place.
SF: It doesn’t show how they had to go farther from year to year.
Thoughts?
Izzie: Hm, just about the uses of the fish about pharmaceuticals and cosmetics and that
SF: Did you know that before?
Izzie: No.
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SF: Is it going to color how you look at your cosmetics?
Anything else impressive?
Izzie: Chicken feed!
SF: Do you eat chicken?
Izzie: Yeah, that’s weird.
I guess I didn’t realize that fish are getting effected by this and can die or whatever then it kinda 
makes more of an impact on things around here then, ’cause you can think of how it doesn’t 
really matter because its so far away and its only hurting the shrimping industry or maybe, but 
then it says that its in phannacuticals and cosmetics and that makes more of an impact on us 
here.
It's kinda saying that it has to pass through the dead zone, I guess to get to their food and 
everything.
This one says about paint too.
Okay, hm its saying that the industry of fishing has changed a lot and that's due. I’m guessing, to 
the dead zone and the from them being killed due to low oxygen.
This just shows there are concentrated in the Gulf that makes it more important 
(Student was into the fish site hotlinked on the Internet)
DIW
Is there any way to make that bigger?
SF: No. You are supposed to have young eyes.
Izzie: Okay. I think I read that before, about how it works. About the algae blooms and using up the
oxygen. Hm.
Research
SF: Go home. Formation of the Dead Zone. There is another thing you didin’t do.
Formation of the Dead Zone.
Any thoughts?
Izzie: Hm. actually. I like this one, it’s just showing how the freshwater is coming in and the, I guess,
healthy organisms have already passed through the bad stuff. Hm, that’s showing how the fresh
water layers on the top and the blocking of oxygen and how the organisms are dying because of 
the lack of oxygen and how the oxygen used it up.
SF: These are healthy because of what?
Izzie: They have already gotten through and they’re not, oxygen, well they’re already went through
their process too like and they don’t need so much to live maybe, cause they already
SF: Benthic organisms don’t usually move too much. I mean they do but they don’t move a lot, so
they’re healthy because..
Izzie: They're not going through this area? They already on one side or the other and they don’t have
to ....
SF: They’re not in the Dead Zone area
Izzie: Except for those areas where it was already up to the...
SF: If this goes higher in the water, which it does sometimes, it will catch them.
So, the Dead Zone goes higher and lower in the water.
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Izzie: I looked at that one graph that showed it, how close it was to i t
Okay, its saying they can’t take the decomposition out because of the fresh and salt water 
stratificatioa About how the stratification of the fresh and salt water they can’t get down to 
renew the water that has the decomposition in it, I guess.
SF: The what can’t get down there?
You said it earlier. You’re saying it a different way now.
What’s stratify. What has layers?
Izzie: The water! It has fresh on top and salt on the bottom. But, Oh, you can't, the lower water can’t
get oxygen from the freshwater on top cause it’s such difference between and they can’t transfer 
it.
SF: Why are they such different layers?
Izzie: Because they’re made up of different types of like, well the salt water is obviously
SF: Why is it on the bottom?
Izzie: ‘Cause its heavier.
SF: What is that called?
It’s more?
Izzie: Dense!
Student says she’s nervous!
SF: Here's a real test These are three snap shots of the water column And they are all different,
they are not meant to be compared to each other. And then the top. the green numbers and the 
green line are density. The bottom is dissolved oxygen
Izzie: Would there be more dissolved oxygen at the bottom layers because it would be used up.
SF: Right, would the units be more or less.
Izzie: No. if we’re, yeah. Would the units be more or would they be less. If we used. if we look at the
units, look at the red at the bottom. Read the red, dissolved oxygen.
SF: Millimeters per liter. Yeah.
So which is going to be worse the higher number or the lower number.
Izzie: The higher number.
SF: So the five milligrams of dissolved oxygen per liter..
Izzie: Wouldn't that be worse.
SF: Okay, normal a n im a ls  have to have 10.
Izzie: Okay.
SF: When you get to hypoxia, which normal oxygen numbers, we go to 2. Now, which one is
worse? 5 or 2?
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Izzie: Oh, so, when we move to under two the organisms are stressing out Okay, density on the top in
green and dissolved oxygen where they cross and where they
Izzie: The two lines?
SF: The two lines cross generally we can see a difference in density, where the green line goes from
fresh in density, what would that be. See the units at the top.
Izzie: Hm, huh!
SF: See the units at the top. Which one is the fresh side?
Izzie: The lesser number.
SF: And then moving from left to right we’re going from fresh to salt.
Izzie: Hm, huh.
SF: Where it forms where it shows change it forms a barrier, the pyncnocline or a barrier.
Izzie: So. it’s like right here and right there.
SF: Okay. So go to the questions underneath.
Izzie: Mostly fresh water. I would say for one (graph 1).
SF: The cross over is later.
You only have to look at the green line.
Izzie: So. its mostly saltwater.
SF: Good. Okay. The next one at what depth do we find almost 0 milligrams dissolved oxygen, the
red line, in the first graph?
Izzie: At zero.
SF: What depth?
Izzie: Oh, 7 meters.
SF: Got i t  Which graph indicates a column of water at almost the same density? Look at your
green units across the top.
Izzie: Ok. so whatever is just a straight line down. Like the first one.
SF: The first graph?
Izzie: Yeah.
SF: And move your questions down just a little bit Which graph indicates water at the surface with
a density of zero and at a depth of 10 meters a density' of 20? Surface almost zero, the green 
line.
Izzie: Oh. okay. This one. The second one.
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SF: Surface almost zero.
Izzie: Okay.
SF: And 10 meters a density of almost 20. Are you looking on the green line.
Izzie: I am so confused Okay. Density 0 So it’s more, oh its on the green line. Okay, well cause it
changes at the end
SF: Well, that’s okay. It says at 10 meters a density of 0.
Izzie: It’s 3!
Use your back arrow, go down to watershed and I want you to surf your watershed It will come 
up there.
Watershed
I think you are the Middle Cedar. Do you know that you’re not?
Izzie: No.
SF: So it gives you a look at your basin and how its healthy or not Check your country. That’s
even more specific.
What’s that big green thing?
Izzie: Better water quality.
SF: What’s the worst there.
Izzie: Well, there isn’t a more serious, but there’s a low more serious quality problem, there is a lot
that is less serious in most of the area.
SF: Good Does that surprise you?
Izzie: Hm. kinda, cause it showed on that one that others are serious, like it was a lot of drainage in
that area but I guess its not mostly in our area.
SF: Did you remember the basin map. Did you notice that we don’t drain into the Mississippi down
where I live.
Izzie: Oh. I saw that!
SF: Do you know why.
Izzie: No!
SF: We built up the levee system. So that we can’t drain into the MR. it floods, we are in the soup
bowl and that’s why everything drains to the Mississippi River, cause it’s the lowest part and we 
get lower and lower, so the river is most times actually higher than our streets. So we can stand
on the street and you can see a ship.
Izzie: Oh, wow!
SF: We drain away from the river we drain through wetlands. We actually contribute to the
cleaning up wetlands nitrogen gets taken up by the plants in the of water before it gets to the 
GOM water.
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Okay, use your back arrow. Back again. I’ll tell you what, do you see research, go home and 
then do research.
Research
Izzie: This one.
SF: Hm, huh. it says NECOP, click on that Use your down arrow. The last green one. Will you be
able to see that What I am going to have you do is plot the Dead Zone. Do you remember 
transect C6B. It has an instrument on it constantly. What I am going to have you do is plot the 
dead zone. This station is next to one of those oil rigs. We monitor every month so we have 
data. Unfortunately we didn’t monitor it the first and second month and here’s depth and here’s 
DO. When it goes to less than 2 note the dept
Izzie: So. the depth was after it.
SF: Depth was here and the other is here.
You need to go to the next month. Did you go to the next month?
Izzie: My bad. I’m sorry.
SF: When you see all that data...
Do you remember why it is supposed to be less than two.
Izzie: ’Cause that's where it changes from salt to the freshwater, or less DO is where the dz is ‘cause
there’s no oxygen...
SF: It does what to the animals.
Izzie: And there’s not enough for them to survive.
SF: You have the fifth month yet.
Izzie: Fourth month still.
SF: C6B
Izzie: I’m supposed to be in the fifth month or the sixth month.
SF: Which one are you in now?
Izzie: Fifth month.
SF: Now you're going to the sixth month, right.
Izzie: Yeah. Seventh. I don’t have to worry about that one.
SF: Which one? First time.
Izzie: Okay.
SF: You’ve got the right month?
Which one are you supposed to be on?
Izzie: Eighth, so its right there. Oh. that’s not the right one.
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SF: No, its not it’s the heading doesn’t come with it
Okay, tear that out, and using the sheet underneath it, we can plot DO here in the months that we 
have, skipping 10 and 12. On the same axis, so this is increasing depth here and we can see what 
it looks like. Any thoughts about all those numbers?
Izzie: I’m confused. It seemed to have gotten like lower depths I guess it was found. So obviously
it....
How do I do this again. So I just make a mark here and just go up on the same line and do the 
depth. Is that supposed to be 11.25.
SF: Where was the worst DO. which month?
Izzie: Between 11
SF: And why is that? Why is that? Where is there more stress for the animals.
Izzie: Well. I thought it would be in the summer months but it wasn’t in the summer months.
SF: Actually it persists sometimes, we are still hot.
Izzie: It got worse and like after that I suppose so if it kept it wouldn’t just drop off after that so it
seemed to get worse after that
SF: So which one is worse, this point or that point
Izzie: That point. No. actually it would be these because they are closer to less than 2
SF: Which is the deepest that it went From the surface to real low in the water.
Izzie: The deepest is higher.
SF: That’s correct.
Which is more detrimental to most animals, deeper in the water or higher in the animals
Izzie: Higher up in the water.
SF: Because there are more animals there. So those little animals you saw in the side in the benthic
water that were okay, it will catch them. Its higher.
Izzie: Yes.
SF: Good great. Is there anything you want to check before I ask you some questions.
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APPENDIX P
CODED NODES OF WEB SITE USE
lowa
N odes Isiah Irene Izzie Ian llene Ira Iona Ike Isia
1 W atershed 11 4 2 2 1
1.1 Watershed/land 4 2
12  Watershed/pollution 1 4 1 2 5
1.3 Watershed/streams 3 3 4 1 2 3
1.4 Watershed/runoff 2 8 5 4 2
1.5 W atershed/erosion
2  Gulf of Mexico 2 1
2.1 GOM/dirty water 1 1 1
2.1.1 Polluted
2.2 Hypoxia
3  Farming 2 1 3 2 1 1
3.1 Farming/agriculture 4 1
4  Nitrogen 2 1 10 11 1 1 4 4
4.1 Nitrogen/fertilizer 2 1 4 3 3 1 2
4 .2  Nitrogen/nutrient 1 1 2 1
4.3 Nitrogen/cycle 2 1
4 .4  Nitrogen/plants grow 3 4 1 1 2
4.4.1 Photosynthesis 2 1
4.5 Nitrogen/manure 5 1
4 .6  Nitrogen/amount 1 5 3 1
4.7 Nitrogen/Industrialized area 1 1 2
5  Dead Zone 1 9 2
5.1 Dead Zone/low oxygen 2 2 7 4 1 4 3 1 1
5.1.1 organism s exhibiting stress 1
5 .12 decomposition using 
more oxygen
2 3
5 .2  Dead Zone/pycnocline 1 2 1
5.2.1 stratification 1 3 1
5.2.2 layers
5 .2.3 barrier
5 .3  Dead Zone/|plants 1 2 1
5 .4  Dead Zone/living things dying 1 1 1
5 .5  Dead Zone/decomposition 2 1 3 1 1 1
5 .6  Dead Zone/sampling 2 1
5 .7  Dead Zone/hypoxia 2 2 1
6  Density 1 1 1
6.1 Density/lighter
6.2 Density/heavier 1 1
7 Water cycle 3 1 3
7.1 Water cycle/evaporation 2 1
7.2 Water cycle/precipitation 1 1
8  Algae 2 1 2 1
8.1 Algae/plankton 2
82 Algae/blooms 1
9  Mississippi River 1 1 1 1
1C Fisheries 2 1 3 2
10.1 Fisheries/amount 3 2 1
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10.1 Fisheries/amount 3 2 1
N odes Isiah Irene Izzie Ian llene Ira Iona Ike Isia
10.2 Fisheries/Menhaden 1 3 1
10.2.1 U ses 1
10.3 Fisheries/Uses of fish product 2 4 3 2
11 Interesting 4 15 2
11.1 Interesting/impact on student 1 2 1 2
12 Cause 1 1
13 Effect 1
Free Nodes
F1 Density 1
F2 Freshwater 1 4 1 1 1
F3 Saltwater 1 8 1 1 1
F4 Heavier
F5 Lighter
F6 graph
Total 14 17 26 19 29 19 15 21 18
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Coastal High School Coded Nodes
N odes Larry Lana Leigh Lizzie Lorraine Lisa Lance Laura Leslie
1 W atershed 2 2 1 1 2
1.1 Watershed/land 1 1
12 Watershed/pollution 2 1 1 2 3 1
1.3 W atershed/streams 1 2 1 1
1.4 Watershed/tunoff 2 1 2 1 5 4 2 2
1.5 Watershed/erosion
2  Gulf of Mexico 1 2 1 1 2
2.1 GOM/dirty water 1 1
2.1.1 Polluted 1
2 .2  Hypoxia 1 1 1
3  Farming 3 1 1 1
3.1 Farming/agriculture
4  Nitrogen 2 1 1 1 2 1 9 1 1
4.1 Nitrogen/fertilizer 2 3 4 4 1 1
4 .2  Nitrogen/nutrient 3 1
4.3  Nitrogen/cycle 1 1
4 .4  Nitrogen/plants grow 3 5 1 1
4.4.1 Photosynthesis 1 2 2
4.5  Nitrogen/manure 1
4 .6  Nitrogen/amount 2 2 1
4 .7  Nitrogen/industrialized 
area
1 1
5  Dead Zone 2 1 1 2 3
5.1 Dead Zone/low oxygen 2 3 4 3 6 2 4 1
5.1.1 organisms exhibiting 
stress
1 1
5 .12 decomposition using 
more oxygen
1
5 .2  Dead Zone/pycnocline 1 1 1 1
5.2.1 stratification
5.2 .2  layers 1
5.2 .3  barrier 1
5 .3  Dead Zone/plants 3 2
5 .4  Dead Zone/living things 
dying
2 1 1 1 2 3
5 .5  Dead Zone/decomposition 1 3
5 .6  Dead Zone/sampling 1 1 1
5 .7  Dead Zone/hypoxia 1 1 1 1
6  Density 2 1 2 1
6.1 DensityAighter
6.2  Density/heavier 1
7  W ater cycle 1 1 2 1
7.1 Water cycle/evaporation 1 1 1
72 Water cycle/precipitation 1 1 2
8  Algae 1 7 1
8.1 AJgae/plantcton 1 1 1 2
8 .2  Algae/biooms
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9  Mississippi River 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
10 Fisheries 1 6 1 1 1 1
N odes Larcy Lana Leigh Lizzie Lorraine Lisa Lance Laura Leslie
10.1 Fisheries/amount 1 1 1 1
10.2 Fisheries/Menhaden 1
10.2.1 U ses
10.3 Fisheries/uses of fish 
product
2 1 2
11 Interesting 2 2 2 1 8
11.1 Interesting/impact on 
student
12 Cause 1
13 Effect 3
Free Nodes
F1 Density 1 1
F2 Freshwater 1 1 1 2 1 1
F3 Saltwater 2 1 1 2 2
F4 Heavier 1
F5 Lighter 1
F6 graph
Total 11 12 20 28 32 22 23 15 16
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APPENDIX Q
COMPARISON OF CODED NODES
Node Iowa Louisiana
1. Watershed 79 44
2. Gulf of Mexico 6 19
3. Farming 13 6
4. Nitrogen 98 62
5. Dead Zone 74 67
6. Density 5 7
7. Water cycle 12 7
8. Algae 3 13
9. Mississippi River 4 10
10. Fisheries 31 21
11. Interesting - -
12. Cause 2 1
13. Effect 1 3
F 1. Density 1 2
F 2. Freshwater 8 7
F 3. Saltwater 12 8
F 4. Heavier 1
F 5. Lighter 1
F 6. Graph - -
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APPENDIX R
STUDENT RESPONSES TO “ HOW  DOES THE DEAD ZONE FORM ?”
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APPENDIX S
STUDENT RESPONSES TO “HOW IS THE WATER IN THE WATERSHED 
RELATED TO THE DEAD ZONE?”
Iowa Students
Irene Okay, so wasn’t it in the months that graph the month that 
weren’t recorded, like, there wasn’t a Dead Zone then because, 
like, the water cycle, like it rains ...
Izzie If our waters going down to the ocean then all the water 
eventually all goes together and so its kinda cycle...
Ian The Mississippi runs all along here, so the Cedar River runs 
into the Mississippi, so like some of the ponds we live by go 
into the Cedar and flow to the Mississippi and then to the DZ.
Ira Well because it, like, the watershed picks up, like, all the 
nutrients and stuff and the pollution and nitrogen and it takes 
down and by the time it gets to Louisiana it's like, it's like 
really like potent...
Ike Touh...goes to awatershed, like, the nearest... the nearest one.
Isia Well, because they have the nitro, nitrogen in there. And from 
there that’s what runs off into...is that right?
Ilene Well, what we put in is what comes out.
Iona Um, the watershed is like where the, is that the map that I 
looked at? Um, well it’s where everything comes from like 
how it gets down, like how it goes down from the areas in the 
states into the Gulf.
Isiah Because it all drains into the Mississippi River which goes 
into the...
Louisiana Students
Leigh All the water goes into the same place,, in cycles...
Laura Water goes back into the Dead Zone!
Lance That’s where all the water drain into Gulf... drainage system.
Lizzie ...coming down the basin!
Lisa The water comes from all over and it all drains into the 
Mississippi River...
Larry Down to the Gulf or into the river.
Lorraine Incorrect answer
Lana It all, like, contributes, like, to the different rivers...
Leslie ‘Cause it flows down.
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APPENDIX T 
ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Centerville High School Students
Student Ian Irene Ira Ike Isiah Isia Ilene Iona Izzie
M l ) n n n n n y n n Y
M2) y y y n y y y y Y
A(3) - -
A(4) y n y n y y n y y
B(l) - - - -
B(2) - - - - - - - - -
B(3) y y y n y y y y y
B(4) 20% 50% 10% 0% 40% 40% 49% 20% 50%
B(5) y y y n y y y y y
B(6) - - -
D(l) y y y y y y n y y
D(2) y y y y y y Y y y
D(3) y n y y y y y y y
D(4) y y y n y y y y
D(5) y y y y y y y y y
D(6) n y n n y y y y y
D(7) y y y y y y y y y
D(8) y n y y y y y n w
F(l) y y y n w y y y y
. F(2) y y n y y w y y y
F(3) y y y y y y y y
F(4) y w - w y y y
F(5) y y n n y n y y y
G(l) y y y n y y y y y
G(2) w w w - w y w y w
G(3) n y y y y y y y y
G(4) y y y y y y y y y
G(5) y y y y y y y y y
Y = student responds with an adequate answer
N = students response was not appropriate
W = a weak response to the question
= question was not answered by the student
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Interview Questions 
Coastal High School Students
Student Larry Lana Lance Leigh Laura Leslie Lisa Lorraine Lizzie
A(l) y y n y n n n y y
A(2) y y y y y y y y y
A(3) - - -
A(4) y n y y n y y n Y
B(l) - - - - - - -
B(2) - - - - - - - - -
B(3) y y y w y y n y y
B(4) 50% 40% 20% 30% 10% 0% 0% 50% 40%
B(5) y y y y y y y y y
B(6) - - -
D (l) y y y y y y y y y
D(2) y y y y y y y y Y
D(3) Y n n y n n y y y
D(4) y - n y - -
D(5) y n y n n y y y y
D(6) w y y y y n y y . y
D(7) y n y y n - n - w
D(8) w n w y w y y y y
F(l) y n y y n y y y y
F(2) y n y y n y y y y
F(3) y y y y n y y y . y
F(4) y n n y n y y y y
F(5) w y y _ y y y y y V
G(l) y y y y y y y y
G(2) - y y y y w w y y
G(3) y y w y y y y y .. y
G(4) - y y y n y y y y
G(5) n y y y - y n y
Y = student responds with an adequate answer
N = students response was not appropriate
W = a weak response to the question
= question was not answered by the student
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APPENDIX U
STUDDENT DRAWINGS OF THE DEAD ZONE
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Figure 1.4. The hypoxic zone In the Gull ol Mexico erleee because nutrients from the Mississippi River Basin fuel excess marine 
primary production that falls to the bottom and decomposes In the denser, aaltler lower layer of the sea. Decomposi­
tion consumes oxygen In the lower layer that cannot be renewed from surface waters because of strong stratlllcatlon 
of Iresh and sell water. Oxygen consumption decreases dissolved oxygen levels to below the concentrations needed 
to sustain marine life.
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Newsweek Diagram
A Serious Case of the Delta Blues
OS’ the coast of Louisiana, an oxygen-deprived patch—larger than 
ever—threatens sea life. Here’s how the “Dead Zone” gets its name:
The key source; Anew 
report says nitrogen 
runoff and fertilizer 
from farmlands in the. 
Mississippi River water­
shed flow downstream, 
then into the golf
The effect: Eventually 
this process depletes the 
water of oxygen. The 
result? A lifeless, 7,728- 
square-mile swath.
How it happens
O Nutrient-rich 
water flows in
ofManco
©Algae grow, ©  Zooplankton
feed and die eat algae
ziumg/I
Oxygen
deficient
water
1.0mg/l
s to
MILES FROM THE COAST
The damage: Low oxygen lev­
els, or ‘hypoxia,’ begin in April 
or Mav and last until October.
During that time, marine life 
that can leave the area does. 
The less-mobile creatures die.
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APPENDIX X
Matrix for Analysis of Watershed Map 
Part A
Centerville High School Students
Student Watershed -  
Western 
Boundary
Watershed -  
Eastern 
Boundary
Causes 
(asked to 
trace Cedar 
River to 
Mississippi)
Effects DZ drawn in 
correct 
location, 
approximate 
size
Mississippi
River
Other Score
I
Ian correct 3A bottom 
and top off 
slightly
correct Lower St. 
Bernard and 
Plaquemines 
parishes
correct correct 5.75
73
I
<
55
Irene Vi top 
correct
correct correct Circled area 
of
Plaquemines
Parish
Nothing in 
Gulf
correct 4.5
Ira Vi top 
correct
correct correct Circled port 
of Gulf
correct correct 5.5 o
Isiah Vi top 
correct
correct correct Nl Too much 
east and 
west
correct 4 <>
Isia NI NI Iowa and 
Chicago
Too high in 
Louisiana
Too far east correct 3 K
13llcnc Vi top 
correct
Vi top 
correct
correct NI Too far east Marked
Atachafalaya
2.5 0
Iona NI NI correct NI Vi, too far to 
Florida
correct 2.5
5
Izzie Vi top 
correct
Vi top 
correct
Correct area 
around Iowa
High up in 
Louisiana
Too far cast correct 4
Ike correct correct Area around 
Iowa
NI NI correct 4
Nl -  none indicated N.S.W -  north, south, west direction L -  Lower WS- watershed
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Coastal High School Students
Student Watershed -  
Western 
Boundaiy
Watershed -  
Eastern 
Boundary
Causes Effects DZ drawn in 
correct 
location, 
approximate 
size
Mississippi River Other Score
Lisa Vi bottom 
correct
Vt top 
correct
Circled Iowa NI Too large 
too far apart
correct 3.5
Lana Vi top 
correct
Vt top 
correct
Large part of 
IA, N&  W
NI Too far S 
and W
correct 3.5
Laura Vt bottom 
correct
Vt bottom 
correct
Indicated an 
area in Iowa
NI Too far west correct 3.5
Leslie Vt top 
correct
NI NI L St. Bernard 
Parish
Incorrect -  
whole Gulf
correct 2.5
Lorraine Vt top 
correct
correct Large area, IA 
plus west of 
IA, included 
Chicago
Nl Vt, too far 
toward 
Florida
correct 4
Liz/.ie correct correct Correct, red 
areas from WS 
map
LA, higher 
than the 
coastal area
Too far west correct 5
Lany Vt top 
correct
Vt bottom 
correct
Circled Iowa 
area
Circled L St.
Bernard/
Plaquemines
Almost too 
far east
correct Small WS 
from maps 
seen in web 
site
4.5
Lance None
indicated
Vt bottom 
correct
Circled Iowa Circled L St. 
Bernard and 
Plaquemines
Too far to 
east, not in 
proportion
correct Large WS 
indicated
4
Leigh Vt bottom 
correct
Vt bottom 
correct
Too far west, 
Montana
NI Too far west correct 3
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